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Educators: campus drugs a concern

News In Brief
Commission approves I&T work;
university to proceed with project
The State Property and Buildings Commission has approved
the construction of the Industrial and Technology Building at
Murray State University.
According to Gov. Martha Layne Collins, chairman of the commission, its action enables the university to proceed with the project without delay.
The Governor said that the new building will provide space and
equipment for more than 2,000 students in 13 engineering and
technology programs.
The project will cost about $13 million which will be raised
through a bond sale.

By LAI•RIE BRUMLE
and alcohol education proStaff Writer
grams." she added.
• Murray State University
Stroup said there are clear
President Dr. Kala Stroup
rules in the residence halls and
agrees with Education
clear conduct rules concerning
Secretary William J. Bennett '•drugs on the campus.
that there are some concerns
The faculty and staff "address
dealing wial drug abuse on colevery situation we know about
lege campuses.....-Educators
with apropriate disciplinary ac_across the country have been • tion;"-Stroup said.
concerned with this issue for
In addition to having clear
some time and we're one of.the. guidelines concerning the
use of
early pioneers in the use of drug
drugs on campus, there are also

drug and alcohol abuse programs made available to
students, Stroup said. "We take
our responsibility seritiusly in
drug and alcohol education."
she added.
Compared to other univerities • Murray State - does not
have a widespread problem With
drugs according to ROsS.AreIoari.
administrative assistant to the
vice president of Student
Development.

ANDERSON, Ala. (AP — A big 300-pound black bear that
escaped captivity when he swam from a Mississippi River island
more than a month ago has apparently wandered into northwest
Alabama. authorities say.
The bruin seen -in Mississippi, Kentucky 'arid Tennessee was
seen by residents of Anderson and Lexington in the last two.
weeks, • Lauderdale County Sheriff Billy Townsend said
Wednesday.
.
"It seems to be very peaceful. I expected small animals might
be killed, but he hasn't been violent," Townsend said.
The escaped bear has a green tag affixed in each ear by Arkansas Fish Game Commission agents when they left it on the island,
officials said.
However. Anderson Police Chief Bill Tskilly said no one has been
close enough to the bear to see if it had the tags.
One resident saw the bear lounging on her property. Tuily said
"She went out to thegarden and he just jumped and ran off,"
he said.
Larry McGinn, regional director of the Tennessee Wildlife
BeSOILECVS AgenCy in Nash_ville._ .said he_thinks the bear seen in
northern Alabama is the one tracked by his agents in Tennessee
last month.
"It's got to be the same bear. We've been looking for him." he
said. "He must have turned south on us."

Trial begins
in Littlejohn
vs board case

Elsewhere...
11) the 4.moclated Pres.

JOHANNESBURG, South Africa — The government says a
revised order will be issued today to ban union meetings in the
black township Soweto. Admitting it erred, the government lifted
its two-day-old ban on union meetings in Johannesburg when
black unions challenged it in court.
WASHINGTON — President Reagan, trying to help shape the
final version of the tax-overhaul package in Congress. is personally endorsing a top individual tax rate of 27 percent and
crediting himself with being one of the first champions of
slashing rates.
Today's highlight in history: On July 10, 1962, the Telstar communications satellite was launched from Cape Canaveral, Fla.,
to relay TV and telephone signals between the United States
and
Europe.

Titan 34D

Lower stage
Ignites 108 seconds after
liftoff

Boosters
Fire at liftoff

MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who hove not
receiv6d their home-delivered
copy of The Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 raw. Monday
Frickiy or by 3:30 p.m. Saturday
ore urged to call 753-1916 bet
ween 5:30 p.m. end 6 p.m..
Monday. through Friday, or
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.M. Sour.
days. Office Hours -- a.rn.•5
p.m. Monday thru Friday.
•.m.-12 p.m. Saturday.
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Attorneys representing
both sides of- a lawsuit filed
against Calloway County
School Superintendent Dr.
Jack Rose and the Board of
Education delivered their
opening statements in U.S.
District Court in Paducah this
morning.
The suit filed by Linda Littlejohn Tyler following the
board's decision not to rehire
her contends she lost- her job
becuse she was going through
a- divorce.-Tyter:-who
rently employed with the
Marshall County School
Sy.stem. taught at, East
Elementary in the_1980-81 and
1981-82 school years.
Jennifer Coffman, Tyler's
attorney, told the jury of
three men and four women.
(including one alternate) that
the evidence that would be
presented will support her
alegation.
Donald Jones, attorney for
Rose and the school board,
said however that Tyler's
divorce did not enter into
Roses's decision on who
would be fired.
The trial. before U.S.
Wont'd on page In

Two want out of Gander lawsuits
companies and other "product Bryan, Cafe, Mcl'heeters and
,clefendants" be severed from
McRoberts. said it was named in
the main court action against only 15 of the 90 or more lawsuits
Arrow Air.
filed so far
The jet crashed Dec. 1'2 in
"The few numbers of suits
Gander. Newfoundland. on its against McDonnell Douglas ex way home to Fort Campbell 'presses a tacit acknowledgeThe soldiers were returning
ment by most of the attorneys
from
a Middle East peacekeep- representm& plaintiffs tty.it,..tthe
_
ing mission
design or manufacture of the
McDonnell Douglas. _in a brief 16-year-old accident aircraft is
filed by its Louisville law firm of simply not a factor in the aeci

dent." the brief stated.
The aircraft firm'based in St.
Louis asked -that the court sever
it from the main suit "if plaintiffs do not voluntarily dismiss
McDonnell Douglas and other
'surplus
product
defendants.Another motion was filed on
behalf of Pratt & Whitney. based
it'mild on page 2?)

Jury convicts
11 following
sea hijacking

Area of
[rupture

GEM/A, -Italy
— A jury
today convicted 11 people accused in the Achille Lauri) cruise
ship hijacking and sentenced
three of them to life in prison, including alleged hijack mastermind Mohammed Abbas.
The panel of two judges and
six civilians acquitted the four
other defendants for lack of
evidence The jury li.ad
deliberated for three days muter
tight security.
.ludge 1.i no M on te ye rdc
entered the underground courtroom. stood in front of the court
and quickly read the verdict.
Four defendants wele present
when the verdict was
announced.
'They . shoutea "Long Live
Palestine!" in Arabic from their
steel.barred courtroom cage's
Their sliotits were translated by
eourtroom Mterpreter.
•
A wheelchair- bound American
.
passenger. Leon Klinghoffer. 69.
of Neu- York, was shot to death
during the two-day ordeal, and
his body dumped overboard.

Today's Index
One Section — 24 Pages
Arts & Entertainment
9
Classifieds
22, 23
Comics
21
Crosswords
21
Dear Abby
13
Garrott's Galley
3
Horoscope
Murray Today
4. 5. 6, 7
Obituaries
17
eerspectice
3
Sports
14. 15

Kentucky Governor Martha Layne Collins (at left) received a souvenir shirt from the National Scouting
Museum before her tour of the facility this morning from Murray State University President Dr. Kala
M.Stroup. After visiting the museum,Collins is scheduled to speak to the Murray Rotary Club meeting
and tour the city's industrial sites.

PADJVAH. Ky. i Al'i — Two
companies that built a
jet
which crashed last December.
killing 24f Fort Campbell
soldiers, want their lawsuits
separated from the airline that
operated the aircraft.
McDonnell Douglas Corp.,
which Manufactured, the
airplane', and Pratt Sr Whitney.
which built its engines, filed motions this week asking that their

Upper stags
Ignites 41/2 minutes after
liftoff

Chicago Tribune Graphic.
Source: Chicago Tribune
news reports

Meloan said he draws this conclusion because his office deals
with disciplinary action of
students and if the problem was
widespread, he would see more
disciplinary action taking place.
"We're quick to react," when
his office is made aware o&a
possible situatioli With drug
Meloan said.
Meloan attributes the fact
_
(Coned on page 12)

Governor tours Scouting museum

Wandering bear seen in Alabama,

•Type: A two-stage
rocket with two solid-fuel
booster rockets for
launching heavy military
payloads
•Payload capacity:
35,000 lbS
•Height: 117 ft.
[depending on size of
payload on upper stage]
•Weight: 1 5 million
tbs. (without payload]
▪ Thrust 2.8 mitton lbs.
[at liftoff]

IPIrCLOUDY

Forecast
Tonight: Partly cloudy and
muggy with a 30 percent
chance of thundershowers
Low 70 to 75. South wind 5 to
to mph.
Friday: M.oitly cloudy with
a 50 percent chance ot
thundershowers, -High -near
90. Southwest Wind 5 to 15
mph.

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
358-7
Barkley Lake
359
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Dry and dusty
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%%ith the recent lack of rain poming a threat to his plants, J.C. Javkson
dug an irrigation canal to his
tomato plants and siphoned the VI Ater to them from a drtim on the hack
of his truck. Jackson's garden is
lot Hied on Locust Grove Church Road.
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Murray State names director

Yates to head Fort Campbell center*
Dr. John. y . Yates ot
Hopkinsville has been named to
serve as director of Murray State
University's education center at
Fort Campbell. Ky.
Yates, who served as assistant
director of the center since 1977.
succeeds Arnie Oaken, who
retired June 30 after nine years
as director.
Administrating contracts with
the Army and coordinating programs with Murray State will be
among his new responsibilities as
director. Yates said.
it will_invol more work-outside the center," he explained.
comparing the new job to his
supervision of the center's daily
operation as assistant director.
- The center at Fort Campbell,
established in May 1977. was the
first field education project its
type contracted for and put'into
operation by.the Army. Initially
a High School Completion Program.)HSCP was offers& Other
non-credit classes were added,
including a Basic Skills Educa-

Dr. John M. l'ates
non Program BSEP ) with an
English as a Second Language
section and General Educatior
Development ICED ) testing.

Devon Weber. professional speaker, author and management
counsWtant,v will be_ pensantinc_a seminar ..11-Anger is Your
Citoice" July 15 at the,Curris Center from 8:30 a.m. to 3 p.m. The
seminar is sponsored b. the Murray chapters of Business ad Professional Women and Professional Secretaries International.
Registration is $45 is postmarked by July 11 and $50 after. Team
discounts are available for companies and the resgistration is
open at the door. For more information call (502) 753-5171, ,
753-5743 or. after 5 p.m., 7534528.

Flue-cured tobacco
markets to open later
RALEIGH 'AP
— The
USDA •s Flue-Cured Tobacco
Advisory Committee has recommended that flue-cured tobacco
markets open about a week later
this year than in 1985, with
Georgia-Florida markets opening July 29 '
The committee also recommended, Tuesday..„.that Border
Belt markets open Aug. 5,
Eastern-Belt markets open Aug.
6 and Middle and Old Belt
markets open Aug. 12. said
Carlton Blaylock of the state
Tobacco Growers Association.
-That is about a week later
than the market opened last
year, which is consistent with
the stage olthe crop,” Blaylock
said. •
He also said the committee
voted not to have the special sale
for tobacco not sold the previous
year That tobacco, which was
sold at special early sales last
year. will be included in- tobacco
sold during the regular market,
Blaylock said.

The recommendation goes to
the U.S. Secretary of
Agriculture for approval. The
committee is composed of tobacco industry representatives.
The committee also recommended that the fee paid by fluecured tobacco growers to
finance grading of the 1986
tobacco crop be kept at 55 cents
per 100 pounds of marketed
tobacco, said Elisha.Lassiter of
the Tobacco °rowers Information Committee
The grading fee is separate
from the assessment growers
must pay to finance the federal
tobacco program.
Sen. Jesse Helms. R-N .C.. and
other tobacco leaders have said
the buyout of surplus tobacco
held by the Flue-Cured Tobacco
Cooperative Stabilization Corp.
could lower the assessment
from 25 cents per _pound last
year to about 5 cents a pound
this year •

Approximately 5,000 students
each year are enrolled in the noncredit programs, Yates said.
Among additions to the center's
offerings this year are remedial
instruction and credit instruction,
the latter providing military personnel an opportunity to earn a
college degree. An associate
degree in occupational'safety and
health, a master's degree in
human services, a master's
degree in engineering technology
and a.master's degree in public
administration are offered.
The director said about 250
students per semester take part
in the credit programs. Faculty
is provided by Murray State.
Yates .said his top priority as
director is to expand the credit
program and increase enrollment in it.
A native of Mayfield. Yates
received his B.S. and M.A.
degrees at Murray State and his
Ed.D. from Memphis State
University.
While working on his doctorate
at Memphis State, he served as
graduate assistant and assistant
director of the University Center.
He was dean of men at Murray
State from 1972-75 and supervised men's residence halls between
1966-72.
He and his wife, the former
Myra Pulley of Dover. Tenn., are
the parents of two children. Todd
and Leigh Ann.

$741,201
raised for
Bes
,
campaign
FR4NKFORT, Ky. AP 1 —
Lt. Gov. Steve Beshear's campaign committee raised $219.470
from A pia_tbrotigli-June bringing its. total for the year to
$741,201, according to a report
filed at the Kentucky Registry of
Election Finance.
Friends of Steve Beshear
Committee has spent $195,819
this yearand had a e s11-15iita. E.- -of $545,382 on June 30, the report
said. It was filed on Wednesday.
Beshear is one of six 'major
Democratic contenders for
governor in 1987.. although he
has not formally announced a
candidacy.
The largest contributors to the
Beshear committee were from
two New York-based political
action committees: DLJ Better
Government Fund and Thomson
McKinnon Securities Inc. PAC.
DLJ. the investment banking
firm of Donaldson, Lufkin &
Jenrette, gave $10,000 for thequarter and has given $15,000 for
the year.
The firm has been picked as
an underwriter on four major
bond issues during the Collins
administration, collecting $1.2
million in management fees and
expenses.
Among unofficial candidates
for lieutenant governor, another
report filed at the registry showed Pike County Judge-Executive
Paul Patton raised $185,733 during the quarter. the only period
in which it existed.
The committee. Paul Patton
for Lieutenant Governor, has
$148.391 on hand, according to its
report.
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The 1985 edition of the Murray State University yearbook, The Shield, was presented a First Place certificate and two All-Columbian Awards in competition sponsored by the Columbia Scholastic Press
Association (('SPA) at Columbia University. Dr. Robert H. McGaughey (right), co-adviser for the yearbook and chairman of the Department of Journalism and Radio•Television at Murray State, and Drew
Buhler, editor-in-chief of the 1987 Shield, discuss some of the yearbook's winning features. Buhler served as album editor on the 1985 Shield staff. The book was printed by Josten's American Yearbook Company in Clarksville.

Shield receives competition honors
from Columbia Press Association
The 1985 Shield, the Murray
State University yearbook, has
been awarded a First Place Certificate for the seventh successive year and two All.
Columbian Awards by the Columbia Scholastic Press- Association (CSPA) at Columbia
University.
An evaluation scOrebciok 'for
The Shield shows that it compiled 878 of a possible 1,000 Points
to earn the first-place rating.
Dr. Robert H.• McGaughey.
chairman of the Department of
Journalism and Radio Television and, a co-adviser of
tie yearbook, noted that The
Shield has earned the first place
rating each year since it was

first,entered in the CSPA competition in 1979.
All-Columbian honors were
earned for special merit in two
of five judging categories — concept and design — in the annual
national 'collegiate competition.
The 1985 edition won AllColumbian recognition for concept with 145 out of a possible 150.
points and for design with 193 of
a possible 200 points..
Other categories on which
eaeh yearbook Was judged were
cover.age and,'
photography.
In a summary of the year;-book, . the judge noted "plod
selection" and "interesting
development" - of its theme,

"Mark of a Thoroughbred." .
Susanna Hodges of Fran4fort,
a 1985 graduate of Murray State,
was editor-in-chief of the 1985
Shield. Frank Fazi, former
director of printing services at
the university, was a co-adviser
with McGaughey for the book,
which .was printed by Josten's
American Yearbook Company
in Clarksville, Tenn.
One of two major rating services for yearbooks. the CSI'A
also sponsors national competitions for collegiate newspapers
and magazines. The CSPA is affiliated with the Columbia
University School of
Journalism.

Zimmerman to do double duty
as SGA president, student regent
Murray State University's
Student Government Association 1SGA ) president Louis Zimmerman of Murray, the new student member of the board, of
regents at Murray State. plans
to do double duty in serving his
fellow students.
"My main purpose as SGA
president and a student regent is
to provide postitive leadership
and to voice student concerns in
a manner in which everyone can
take pride." Zimmerman said.
Zimmerman. whose one-year
term on the board began July 1,
was elected SGA president in
April. The student seat on the
board of regents is reserved for
the SGA president, provided he
is a resident of Kentucky.
His past two predecessors —
1985-86 student regent Andy
Logan and 1984-85 student
regent Tom Baumgarten —
were seated on the board by
special election when. the
residency of SGA presidents'
Willis_ Davis of Clarksville,
Tenn., and Robert Huth.of Mt.
Clemens, Mich.. made them ineligible to serve.

"I see the combination of both
jobs as a very positive role. Of
course, the duties are very timeconsuming: but the insights that
the (SGA) presidency brings to
the regent's spot are priceless,"
Zimmerman said.
"Together, they keep me in
close contact with the people
that I'm representing: the
students at Murray State."
Zimntlerrhan. who is married
to the former Susan Shaffer, a
Fancy Farm junior, is pursuing
a master's degree in com-

munication and speech at Murray State.
A 1981 graduate of Calloway
County High School. he began
his career in student government as a Student Senate committee chairman in charge of
preparing the campus telephone
directory.
He has worked as a disc
jockey-with WPHD. the campus
radio station, and as sports anchor for MSU TV-11, the studentrun television station.

Hubbard cuts campaign debt
from 1979 bid for governor
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, 1st
District Democrat, has: cut
$13,395 from his 1979 campaign
for governor, according to
reported filed with the Kentucky
Registry of Election Finance.
Fund-raising during the first
half of 1986 left Hubbard just
$22,914 short of recouping the
$111.544 that he lent to his unsuc-

cessful campaign for the
Democratic gubernatorial
nomination.
The debt has been reduced to
manageable proportions and
could be retired in about a year,
said Kyle Hubbard, the congressman's brother and
treasurer of the Carroll Hubbard for Governor Committee.

WE'RE MOVING!
We Are Moving Our Dixieland Store to the Northside Shopping Center
(next to Murray Home & Auto) the 1st week in August.

All Summer Merchandise
Men's — Ladies' — Boy's
(Both Stores)
-

Watch for oiir opening at the new store!

Nuthingilain 'gag
Dixieland Center
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Garrott's Galley

Can she do numbers.
Yet another study on why
little boys take to math better than little girls has been
produced. This time the
researcher chalks it up to
hormones.
While research of any kind
is valuable, the danger in this
-case is in using the research
conclusions to jump to wrong
conclusions in the classroom.
All too easily, the findings
may be used to justify °ignoring the needs of young women1
in math classes.
The geometry teacher who
thinks girls aren't good at
math anyway may again
avert his eyes when the student in pigtails raises her
hand to be heard. No matter
how subconsciously, he may
use it as a reason to take a
little longer and show a little
more enthusiasm when answering a question for the
young man. Several studies
show that even the little boy
with mediocre talents is likely to get more encouragement from math teachers
than the girl with superior
skills.

It is immaterial that boys
are quicker at learning math,
just as it is immaterial that
girls are quicker at reading
and writing. We don't, either
in subtle or overt ways,
discourage boys from learning or using language skills.
To discourage women in
mathematics is to ignore the
fact that despite general
tendencies, many females are
math whizzes. The danger is
that such women as the brilliant German mathematician
Emmy Noether or PolishFrench physicist Marie Curie
and her daughter (both Nobel
Prize winners) will be neglected and lost to science.
The tens of thousands of
women who teach math and
science, practice accountancy, conduct medical and
chemical research and develop computer programs are
ample testament that girls
can be competent in mathematics and should be treated
equally in the classroom, regardless of some researcher's
findings.

the white house
michael putzel
WASHINGTON AP) — The
Reagan Waite. House, whose
managers prefer decorum to the
sometimes unruliness of a.free
— and sometimes free-wheeling
— press, is more and more off
limits to reporters.
They're small steps, to be
sure, each one by itself hardly
worth mentioning outside the
grounds. But as they are added
one after another, they begin to
form a pattern of exclusion.
Item: -Broadcast correspondents. whose persistent
questions stem in recent years
to have dominated the brief
photo sessions sometimes permitted at the start of presidential meetings, are told they may
send only one of their number to
each session.
Item: The Secret Service.
-ostensibly for reasons of security, begins barring the small
"pool" of reporters and
photographers that usually accompanies the president from
following him into and through
hotels and places where he goes
to make speeches. As a result.
news people no longer can get
close enough to the president to
talk to him when he is traveling.
Item: Still photographers.
once accompanied by reporters
and television crews whenever
they took pictures-of the president, are quietly escorted into
some meetings without their inquisitive colleagues along
Begun on an experimental basis,
purportedly to increase opportunities for candid photos of
Reagan. these . "stills only"
events are now frequent
substitutes for the larger sessions that customarily include
reporters.

staff.
Reagan. in particular. exhibits little desire for informal
or unrehearsed meetings with
reporters.
And as-a pra-ctical matter, no
other outside observers have
regular opportunities to question him about his policies or
issues of national concern. The
American system of government doesn't offer' the alternative available in parliamentary governments, which traditionally subject the prime
minister to questioning by his or
her fellow lawmakers.

By M.C. Garrott

Anatomy of a governor's visit is like
a white water ride; things move fast
Yesterday was one of those
many demands on their time,
"white water" days. Things got
and other people make out their
to moving pretty fast.
schedules. Too, let's face it, we
Back in January and along
are way off down here in the far
with my friends Leroy Eldridge,
western end of the state.
Arlie Scott 'and Wilson Gantt. I
But, we were good to her in the
had gone to Frankfort to peer
1983 primary. In fact, Calloway
down from the balcony as Gov.
County was the only county in
Martha Layne Collins presented
the Jackson Purchase to wind up
her budget to the General
In her cOliimn'in that ciciser race
Assembly.
with Harvey Slone.
Afterwards, during a recepShe hasn't forgotten that
tion in the rotunda of the Capitol
either. She has been good to
Building, I had an opportunity to
Calloway County in the two and
visit briefly with her. During the
a half years of her administracourse of that, I remarked: "We
tion. This is reflected in the new
sure would like to have you
Industry and Technology
come down to Murray sometime
Building at Murray State. in her•
and speak to our Rotary club."
help in getting the Boy Scout
"Why. I would be delighted to
Museum off center and with the
do that," she smiled. "but we'll
local road construction projects
have to wait until the
the business and civic leaders so
Legislature adjourns." No prolustily hail as "progress."
blem with that. I told her. I'd go
They should come over . and
back, come up with a suggested
breathe some of that choking
date or two and give them to
"progressive" dust the one over
Mary Michael Steele, her adour way on Glendale Road gives
ministrative assistant, to be
off 24 hours a day. But, that's
considered.
another story. I'll tell'you more
That I did, and .soon had a
about it one of these days if the
courteous. note of acknowledgecruddy stuff doesn't clog up my
ment. The Governor, the letter
old Royal's keys so they won't
stated, couldn't make it on any
strike the letters.
---•-•
of the suggested dates because
• • •
of previous commitments, but
The ball was in the Governor's
my letter would be kept in her
court until this past Tuesday. I
active travel file. They'd get
receiyed . .a. call . from Rusty
back to me later, they wrote,as
Chevront, one of Governor Colshe wanted to get out into the
lins' aides. state more once she had the
. 'We are trying to work out a
opportunities.
trip to West Kentucky for the
qoverntr." he said,"and we are
• • •
wondering if she could visit your
Time went along, and I didn't
liotaelub this Thursday,"
hear any more from her office.
That Was less than 48 hours.
The "previous commitments," I
away! But we Rotarians don't
eventually concluded, involved
have governors.visiting our club
her recent trip to fipan and the
very often. In fact. I don't know.
far east as she and her cabinet
if one ever has.
continue their efforts to attract
"You better believe it," I told
more Japanese industry to
him. "You tell the Governor to
Kentucky.
come right ahead. We'll have
Really, I didn't have a great
the decks cleared so she can
deal of hope of getting her to
speak to the club..on_whatever
come down this way. Governors
subject she chooses." _
are busy people. There are
I knew Guy Billington and Jim

In the past week. Reagan flew
to New York and back aboard a
plane without the usual contingent of reporters and
photographers in tow. And he
slipped out of the White House to
celebrate his wife's 65th birthday in a local restaurant without
alerting the press pool that
customarily goes along in the
motorcade just in case
something unexpected were to
happen.
Presidential spokesman
Larry Speakes acknowledged
the White House had a historical
commitment to take a contingent of reporters and
photographers along when the
president left the White House

Carlin were scheduled to be on
the Rotary program today. They
were to give us a report on their
recent trip to Las Vegas to attend the- Rotary
International
convention. We've all been anxious to hear what Guy and Jim,
both staunch " Baptist laymen,
did in Las Vegas..
,
I Was confident Guy and Jim
would graciously postpone their
program so we could clear the
way for the Governor, and they
did.
,Then things began to fall
rapidly into place once Rusty
called back to confirm that
-Governor Collins definitely
would be with us today.
First, Z. Enix, the local
Democratic whip, had to be
notified. He was out playing
golf, but I left word on his
automatic talk box. Do you get
as nervous as I do talking to
those things?

Scout Museum before going to
Paul Dailey's Seven Seas
restaurant for the Rotary
meeting.
, Rusty changed that in a call
from Frankfort Wedneklay. She
and a party of five would be
coming by plane. It would land
at Kyle Field at 11 a.m. She'd go
directly to the museum,spend 45
minutes viewing the exhibits
and then go to the Rotary
meeting. where I would have the
privilege of introducing her.
• • •
After that, she wanted to visit
one of the city's newest industries. and since she would
have time to visit only one.
Chamber of Commerce
secretary Steve Zea, himself a
Rotarian. selected Kenlake
Foods. Kenlake's manager. Bill
Germann. also a—Rotarian......
would escort her thrOugh the
plant.
With all the bases touched —
• • •
the scheduling, the transportaZ. got the message, though;
tion, the VIPS invited, the news
and called me back Tuesday -media clued and the places to
be
evening. By the time he called,
visited checked out — we could
he already had a tentative
only, sit back and pray that all
-itinerary AVOtked- -out -fur the
Governor's Murray visit as well
By the time you read this.
as a list of all the local VIPs
we'll know whether or not
whom protocol demanded
everything went as so hastily
should be invited.
planned, and our pretty GoverSome of them get their feelnor will be winging her. Way
ings hurt if they aren't personalback to Frankfort to tell the rest
ly invited to something like that
of1<entueky about the Boy Scout
especially a Goverhor's
Museum.and how Kroger makes
— and stew and pout for days. -its sweet stuff in Murray.
We didn't want to slight-anyone.
.rfaVe been, a day to
and Z. knows how to handle this.
remember.
'Dwain McIntosh, the public information man at Murray State,
was asked to notify the TV folks.
the radio stations' and the
newspapers. They get their feelings hurt, too, if they happen to
Ten years ago
be overlooked.
Kathie
Broach, daughter of
At first, we thought Governor
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Broach, was
Collins would be corning in by
crowned as 1976 Murray helicopter. We figured she would
Calloway County Jaycee Fair
land near the Curris Center so
Queen. Karen Allbritten was
she could visit the new Boy
first runrtTerup
McReynolds was second runnerup.. The contest was sponsored by Sigma Department of
Murray Woman's Club.
New officers of Murray
Rotary Club are Dr. Ray
Mofield, A.W. Simmons Jr., Ted
Vaughn and Carnie Hendon.
Dr. John Lindauer. since 1974
dean of College of Business and
Public - Affairs at Murray State
University, has been named
chancellor of University of
Alaska at Anchorage.
Greg Willoughby is pictured
with four fish he.caught in Blood
River Area of Kentucky Lake.
Murray-Calloway Swim Team
beat Calvert City 626 to 624.

GIRAPVI'll'I'
tired

.•

Item: The president, who once
entered the East Room through
the main door to address
assembled guests, now slips in
through a side entrance beyond
the reach — and questions — of
reporters covering such events.
None of these steps would be
cause for concern if there were
regular access to President
Reagan and his top lieutenants.
But for years members of the
news media have been pro-
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• NEW YORK 1AP — Some of
the oldest, biggest companies in
the yitorld are sporting names
you've probably never heard Of.
at least until this year.
Names such as Varity and
Navistar are new, but the companies behind them have long,.
long histories, and .colorful ones
too.
The name t'SX was used for
the first time this week. but the
company it describes goes back
to the turn of the century. And
Trinova, destined to appear
August 1, represents a company
that chice was a household word.
Varity is the restructured
Massey-Ferguson company. a
farm -equipment maker.
Navistar once was International
Harvester, USX was U.S. Steel.
and Trinova. s tvo ti d
stockholdell Approve the name,
is the cimient Libhey-Owensr
• ..
'Word.
Once again,. corporations are
Involved in a spate of flame
.changes as they seek to keep up
with the times.
In the 1920s. names with
American" "general" and

by john ctumiff
—
''international • were chosen to
estate, transportation and
reflect company growth from
energy production equipment.
one-man entrepreneurial enterWhy USX? The company's exprises to merged companies inplanation seems to provoke
volved in more varied lines of
more questions than answers.
endeavor.
"Our new name reflects our
In the 19605 and 1970s comlong-standing strengths." it
panies sought out good, hard,
stated in advertisements. "The
metallic sounding names with
'US.' derived from the proud
lots of "k"s, the better to sound
tradition of U.S. Steel, also
as if they were on the cutting
represents our role as a driving
edge of high technology and
force behind the American
electronics, even if they weren't.
economy for over 85 years. The
.And now the names aie.chang'X' represents the symbol for
ing again as old-line companies
our stock, used on the New York
seek to bury their past or. as in
Stork Exchange since 1924."
the case of U.S. Steel. remind
Whatever the reason_ for the
the world that they have diverchange. and whatever is gained
sified into products only remoteby the new names. there seems
ly iosociated with the original
little question that a good deal of
M i ssey - Ferguson, a farm
color, and perhaps even identity
equipment nfanufacturer.
is-being lost.
changed its name as it came out
Many of the old dames were
of a long period of • finadcial
precisely descriptive., including
troubles. International
words such as motorcar, oil,
Harvestel, was ,rechrtgtened
steei. machinery, agricultural
after selling its agricultural
equipment: engine, manufacturbusinesses to Tenneco
ing and the like.
.•
Steel .chapRed -because
Vanytlf the newer names are
steel is now only one division of a
simple to the tongue. But if you
conglomerate that includes. *want to know what they
do. you
anlOng other things, oil, real
have to look it up.

al+ ••••.

• t.
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looking back

Twenty years ago
Marilyn Charlton. sophomore
at Murray State University, was
chosen Miss Western Kentucky
Fish Fry in contest of over 90
contestants at North Marshall
High School in contest sponsored
by Calvert City Jaycees and
Jayceetes. Chosen as her attendants- were -Nannette Solomon.
Debbie Dibble. Terry Cash and
Betsy Blalock.
James T. .Thompson. son of
Mr. and Mrs. Pat T. Thompson.
-receive_
-Doctor of
l'hilosophy degree from University of Kentucky. Lexington, in
AuguaL
.
-7--.
Miss Phyllis Gail Peery,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W.E.
Peery, and James Dwain
Nesbitt. son of Mr. and Mrs.
Aubrey Thurman and James E.
Nesbitt, were married June 17 at
West Fork Baptist Church.
'Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Darnell
observed their 50th wedding anniversary on June 26_
Thirty years ago
Work is progressing on installation of natural gas system
in Murray. according to Jack
Bryan, superintendent of the
system.
Ralph Oliver, Nancy .Gibbs.
Ronnie Moubrity and Anita.
McDougal. students at Murray
Training School. have been
selected to playin,the ninth annual Sumtner High School Orchestra at the University of Ken;
tucky. Lexington. July 11-18.
Recent births reported at
Murray hospital include a girl
to Mr,and Mrs. Thomas Anderson. a boy to Mr. -and Mrs. Joe
Rayburn and a boy to Mr. and*
Mrs. Billy Bruce Wilson.
Mr. and Mrs. William E.
Turner and daughters, Pamela
and Donna. of Raton, N.M., are
guests of Mrs. Turner's parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Preston Boyd.

•

,

—
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m-uRRAY TODAY
Cope-Holland wedding planned
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
of Benton announce the engagement
and approaching marfiage of their daughter.
Tina Lane, to Junior
Holland, son of Mr. and
Mrs. George Holland of
Murray.
The bride-elect is the
granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Grover Lovett
and of Mrs. Ruth Cope
and the late Solon Cope
of Benton.
Miss Cope is a 1985
graduate of Marshall
County High School.
The groom-to-be is the
grandson of Mr. and
Mrs. Porter Holland of
Mr. and Mrs.. Cassel
Garrison, all of Murray.
Mr. Holland is a 1984
graduate of Calloway
County High School. He
presently is employed
by West Kentucky Air
Freight
The wedding vows
will be solemnized on
Saturday. Aug. 16. at 7
p.m. at First Baptist
Church. Murray.
A reception will follow
in-the Fellowship Hall of
the church.
All -friends a n d
relatives are invited to
attend. Only out-of-town
invitations will be sent

Cope

a.

Morris-Wheatley vows to be said

The engagement and
approaching marriage
of MISS Stigah G-.-11116-tfig-to Kevin J. Wheatley
has been announced by
her parents. Mr. and
Mrs. William T. Morris
of Jackson, Tenn.
Mr. Wheatley is the
son of thr Rev. and Mrs.
Dossie 'F. Wheatley of
-Hutttingdon.Miss Morris is the
granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Alton
Weatherford of
Clarksburg. Tenn.. and
of the late Mr. and Mrs.
John S. Morris of
Jackson. Tenn. ,
She is a 1981 graduate
of South Side High
School, Jackson. and a
1985 graduate of Lambuth College. Jackson.
where she received her
B.S. in business with a
major in Computer Information-Systems. She
was a member of Alpha
Omicron Pi sorority.
Miss Morris is personnel assistant for
Jackson National Bank
at Jackson.
- •Mr•-Wheat-try*
• tht.
grandson of Mrs--Mary
Lou t'nderwood and the
late Earl Underwood of
Puryear, Tenn., and of
the Rev. and Mrs. Joe H.
Wheatley of McKenzie,
Tenn.
He is a 1983 graduate
of Lone Oak High School
at Paducah and present5. "Act of Will:* Bar- 2. "Fit for Life." Dog Stories," James ly is attending Lambuth
College, -Jackson. ma- fraternity and Gamma
bara Taylor- Bradford 'Harvey 'aid Marilyn Herriot
6. ••Lake WObegon Diamond
9. "The Be Happy At- joring in pre-medicine. Beta Phi honor society.
Days," Garrison Keillor
3. "The Rotatioh ritu'des," Robert He is a .member of
The • wedding will be
Sigma Phi Epsilon solemnized on Satur7. ."The Garden of Diet," Martin Katahn
Schuller
Eden, •-• Ernest
IQ. "The Triumph of
4. "Rock Hudson' Jlis
Hemingway
Stork.'' ,tJ udson & Politics," David A.
8. -A Perfect Spy," • Davidsot
Stec
•John le Carve . .---•
iCourt esy of Time,
: - 5. "You•re Only old
9. -The Mammoth Once," Dr. Seuss
the weekly
Hunters." Jean M. Auel
6. • Callanetics,- newsmagazine
1 0."The Great Callan l'inckney
Alone." Janet Dailey
7. --nip Rice liiet
NON-FICTION
Report,'' Judy
1. "Fatherhood." Bill Moscovitz
Cosby‘,
••James lierriot's

Tina Lane Cope and-JuniOr Holland to marry

Best selling books for,week fisted
Best selling books for
week of July 6 as listed
by Time Magazine have
been released as
follows:
"
FICTION
1., "Last of the
Breed,•' Louis L'Amour
2_ "The Bourne
Supremacy,- Robert
Ludlum
3. "I'll Take Manhattan.•' Judith Krantz
4. "The Eighth Commandment," Lawrence
Sanders

•

Susan G. Morris and
Kevin J. Wheatley to marry
day. Aug. 9, at.3 p.nt. at
nited
Malesus
Methodist Church. 448
Old Malesti- Rd.,

Jackson, Tenn.
All friends and
relatives are invited to
attend the .weriding.

Minnelli flow
at his home

July Sale

/
1
2 Price

On All 14 Kt. gold chains, bracelets & earrings.
.1 I. •

.

API

7- 10-S() thru t)\
1110.1
Me%
el

Ze(

8ll

IA
1
\I','u 1 ogled)
--7,t)

LOS ANGELES i AP
-- Director Vincente
Minnelli has been
released from the
0ospital after weeks of
e .a Imeht for
respiratory problems.
Cedars-Sinai Medical
Center officials said..
"He was released to.
his home earlier this
week," spokesman Ron
Wise said Wednesday.
Minnelli. 83. the
father of entertainer
Liza Minnelli, won an
Academy Award in 1956
for "Gigi.:• His, other
films include '•An
American in Paris" and
kismet

Airtmy
MOVIES

4Can Eat For
SUPER

The Great

Mouse
Detective (G)
- 1101 • 101

SAVINGS

BACCSCHOOL

Use this coupon, it is good for up to 4 fish and fries. Either
way you'll get one or up to four delicious meals for
only S7.00.
O111111•1111.111....CUP THIS COUPON 1.11.1111111.1.1111111111

Two tender fish fillets,
:FISH & FRIES natural cut french
fries
II
FOR t
wic and 2 southern style hush III
I of J puppies.
I ONLY
Offer expires 7/ 17/86
Not good wth any oitief special
II or cliscouri
• woortIcaDoting Copt Ds I

PRESCHOOL OPENINGS - Murray Preschool Cooperative has openings available for the fall session
beginning Aug.27. The school is located in the Early Childhood Center on Murray State University campus on North 16th Street. Sara Hussung. pictured here with some of the students, is the teacher. She is
assisted by parents of the children each day. For more information contact Joan King. membership
chairman, at 753-4002.

0
232511
1
Walt Disney s

Captain D's

Catain D
s. .
0
'
a greatlittle seafood place
CUP THIS COUVN•MIIIIIIIIIIMINE111111

•

e Dakota

Rodney
Dangerfield •
rli ENDS tHUR.

f

"Quality Makes The Difference"

Fabulous Friday Night
Seafood Buffet

LEGAL FAUX'S
Central Center 753-3314

Bargain
Matinee
DAILY

•

Now Features

All Seats $2.00

Crab Legs

Monday, Tuesday Special

Salad Bar

Giant Fish Sandwich,
French Fries, Choice
of Medium Drink

Boiled Shrimp
Fried Shrimp
Frog Legs
Ky. Lake Catfish
Fried Whitefish
Broiled Whitefish
Crawfish
Fried Scallops
Broiled Scollops

Big Trouble
in Little
China (PG-13).

Try our new drive-thru
GPit"GORY
IPJFS

Captain D's
place
a great little seafood

RUNNING
SCARED

Special Senior Citizen and Children's Prices

•

Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center, 753:9383

A full service Carl-illy restaurant''

Ssc
1
1 TII7.nt
:
1 FVIe.°10 11 PP.
P44 1401. 1p op (Op

OVIES TO 60
Chestnut Street 753-3314

"'"'"'""""W Arss".•"`.".'"ur.""m"'"'"
.
"
"
1,
1 1111
.
.
111 1111111,

The Dakota.

MIN 11 11111Vitli
PI
17:7
.1
141
.
%
.
(11:
1,06
11441:f
I yi

700 N. 12th

Fried Oysters
Oysters on the half shell
Fried Clams
Egg tolls
Curley-0 Fries
French Breed
Baked Beans
White Beans

The Dakota offers fresh, hot, just-cooked seafood in self-service,
all-you-con-eat, buffet style dining.
Now includes crab legs at no extra charge.

BILLY
CRYSTAL

Offer Good With Coupon,Only

0 600
.
.
11 "
04"4100111061064

Mirrray Ledger & Times

Jo Ilurlsc•c'n. cdttr

Maw -

1510 Chestnut St.

759-9755
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Demaree-Hilburn wedding June 21
Miss Susan Marie
Demaree of Charleston,
S.C. and David Wade
Hilburn of Columbia,
S.C., were married
Saturday. June 21.
The vows were solemnized at Grace United
Methodist Church-.
Charleston. The Rev.
Cooper Stonestreet
officiated.
The pride is the
daughter of. Dr. and
Mrs. Neil Demaree of
-Charleston. She is the
granddaughter of Mrs.
Dwight D. Crisp and the
late Mr. Crisp of
Murray. •
The groom is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. William..
Hilburn of Charleston.
,The new Mrs. Hilburn
is a student at the
University of South
Carolina .in Columbia.
She is employed by
Macy's.
Mr. Hilburn is a
graduate of the University of South Carolina.
He is employed by
North Carolina National
Bank.
The bridal couple is
residing in Columbia.
S.C.

77.

Pictured here are some of the many cans of foods and other items exhibited
by local persons at Murray
Calloway County Jaycee Fair this week. Prices were awarded in
various categories.
,
tatf

Entries for local fair released
kia I I

David Wade Hilburn

Lee Greenwood has
top record of week
Best-selling coiintrywestern records of the
week of July 6 based on
Cashbox magazine's nationwide survey are as
• follows:
1. "Hearts Aren't
Made to Break, They're
Made to Love." Lee
Greenwood
"On the Other Hand
— Can't Stop • Now,"
Randy Travis
3. "E Verykhing That
Glitters Us Not Gold i,"
Dan Seals
4. "Until I Met You."

Clark receivcs hood

Top record hi- Ocean
9
Iii

Li,

Judy Rodman
•
5. "Read My Lips,"
Marie Osmond
6. "Nobody in His
Right Mind Would-ye
Left Her," George
Strait
7. "Drinkin' My Baby
Goodbye," -The Charlie
Daniels Band
8. "Living in the Promised Land," Willie
Nelson
9. "Old Flame," Juice
Newton
10. "Honky Tonk
Man," Dwight Yoakam

Oldest Americans
are still living alone _

Elizabeth Ann Clark is pictured receiving her
Doctor's hood from Dean John Schell at the College of Law Hooding Ceremon at the University
of Tennessee at Knoxville. Miss(lark, daughter
of Dr. and Mrs. Armin 1.. Clark of Murray. was
awarded the Doctor of Jurisprudence or -furls
Doctor degree June 13 at the University of Tennessee commencement exercises. She is a Summa Cum Laude graduate of Murray State
University and was a Dean's List student at the
University of Tennessee.

Best-selling records of
the week of July 6 based
on Cashbox magazine's
nationwide survey are
as follOWs•-• •
1. "There'll Be S:1(1
Songs iTo Make • You
Cry I," Billy Ocean
2. -On My Own," 'a t
ti LaBelle and Michael
McDonald
3. "No One Is to
tname," Howard Jones
"Erdlding Back the.
Years." Simply Red
-5. ''Crush on You:
The Jets
6. "Invisible nitwit."
Genesis
7. "Who's Johnny.'' El
DeBarge

Jean Cloar, county exBall Ills i•aittn
ii mr
home
III
economics for Calloway_.
^_t.luttett the tollte• int: t-nli
.,t1.1
County, has released the
pl.. mg,
lir.;
Winners in Various divi- ( Prints - Phy-Itts
"Mlle 1'illY111
SO, 0.:il
sions of the Murray- t•
••
\eget:Ode*: Mar*
11, 1,,ae.
Calloway County
first Shari.,
en,t Ka,
Jaycee Fair.
Ada InConroe
Tale. t
Iv',
Mrs. Cloar said there Freeze and
kle
, and
Itele•he
, Itttri
were more entries this Talent first Conine
/m/1
Allarlq, Mary M,
year from residents of Shan,,
the area and expressed --Vr
'
n1
,.,.
927.;„,,
Jams and
her appreciation to each
- I '..nn,,' Tatetit
1ir.1
tato. n
Indy Stabler
one for entering items
at..1
'(iii, telle
for the fair.
Ma dee,

It) T,•11,..

Vi

Jack

‘VASHINGTON
'1
— More than half ot the
oldest Americans still
live independently, with
nearly one in 10 living
by themselves despite a
disability, a new study
shows,
The analysis of
Americans aged 55 and
over found that 5-1.3 percent lived independently. meaning they had
their own homes and lived alone or with a
spouse, despite their
age and likelihood of
infirmity.
Mostly born before
the start of this centary,
this age gmtip •'grew up
in an era when residen-

E 1117(

sci=

tial independence was
very important," explained Charles Longino
of the Center for Social
Research in Aging at .
the University of
Miami.
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gRAIITS
Open Every Friday
Until 8:30 p.m.
Open Every Sunday
:00.5:00 p.m.

I hippy Birthday
from
Cr°
mewe/\ ar
with 30% off
on 1.4 Kt. Gold
jewelry and
a special
birthday gift
Rules-to qualify:
lurthaiN
2 ial% s
(LI%
.dtcr

Gifts & Crafts

belt ire or

Can't hi; Used with

Jo
k.'S ITN
A 44,4,
'CCIU ElTRY*
94 East.

Murray

in% t,ther promotion
I litIcr itt niusis he.
-it, I. I finp
n wk.!

HOUR
Fri & Sat
10 4 pm
Sun 1 4 p.m •

753-9970 Of 436-2248

r •- Apr.

nt,m ii Mufti%
AIN.,‘ t Ing11.11 st,lt
Stt 44
.-4
.

Prepare for School Early )
Saturday Perm Special
For Months Of July & August
Perm

25% Extra Off Clearance Prices

$27•00
Reg. $35.00 '

bright's Store-Wide SUmmer Sale already includes all Spring & Summer
Sportswear & Swimsuits, Spring & Summer Shoes, Dresses, Lingerie,
Loungewear, Handbags, Jewelry & Accessories and Famous Name Bras.
Now,Save an Extra 25% off all those outstanding Summer Sale Prices'

Call 753-8282 For An
Appointment Or Drop In.
Ask for Cindy or Julie

gifferMs

•
t \

16110 Dodson

• '
Thursday • Friday
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Grasty and Kinsey vows solemnized at Murfreesboro church
Miss Sally Louise
Grasty and Michael
Eugene Kinsey were
married on Saturday.
June 7. at First United
Methodist Church, Murfreesboro, Tenn.
The bride is the
daughter of Dr. William
J. -Grasty of Murfreesboro and of WI.
Shirley H. Grasty of
Murray. She is the
granddaughter of Mrs.
Elizabeth Grasty of Indian Mound. Tenn.. and
the late Lewis Grasty.
and of Mrs Louise Halliday of Clarksville.
Tenn.. and the late Hugh

which tapered to lace flower girl. She wore a statuette and pink and
points, an a-line skirt floor length dress of 'white carnations were
and a Cathedral length'
satiq and carried between the tiers.
train borded in deep em- an ivory SAtin basket of
The groom's four
broidered lace. fresh pink flower petals. layer chocolate cake
She wore satin The groom wore a for- with chocolate icing was
brimmed bridal hat mal classic black tux- decorated with fresh
covered with an cii?erlay edo with an ivory fruit and a "reluctant
of illusion. lace and pleated shirt, black tie groom' ceramic
pearls with a large pouf and cummerbund. His centerpiece.
in back dotted with seed boutonniere was a white
The couple left for a
pearls.
rose with stephanotis wedding trip to St.
The bride carried a and ivy.
Croix, Virgin Islands.
cascading bouquet of
Teddy Kinsey of Ben- after being chauffered
white lilies, roses and ton, cousin of the groom, back to Nashville in a
stephanotis accented was best man. white stretch limousine.
with English ivy and Groomsmen were Joel
The new Mr. and Mrs.
baby's breath upon a Grasty of Deerfield Kinsey are residing in
small White Bible which Beach, Fla., brother of Nashville. She is
her mother carried at the bride. Doug employed as an accounher own wedding for Chumbler, Benton, tant with Touche Ross
The groom is the son something old. For brother-in
-law of the and Company. Certified
of Mrs: Phyllis Ricks of something borrowed she groom, and
Mark Public Accountants. He
Benton. and . of Ronald carried herrbpaternal l'rince of Calvert
is a legislative auditor
City.
Kinsey of Kevil. He is grandmother's linen
Troy Halliday of employed by The Comthe grandson of Mrs. handkerchief, Clarksville.
Tenn., ptroller of the Treasury
Rebecca Bearden of something new was her
cousin of the bride, was Of Tennessee.
Benton and the late dress and sotnething ringbearer
Out-of-town guests in.
Ilurett Bearden and the blue was her garter.
The attendants and cluded the following:
late Mr. and Mrs. Alvin
Her jewelry included father of the bride wore
Dr. and Mrs. Farouk
Kinsey.
•
tear drop pearl earr- black tuxedoes and pink Umar, Miss Leila
The Rev. John M. ings, a diamond dinner rose
Umar. Mr. and Mrs. Eli
boutonnieres.
Williams officiated at ring, a gift from the
The bride's mother Alexander Jr., and Mr.
the double ring groom., her diamond wore a
floor length and Mrs. Keith Wicker,
t
mony. Music was engagement ring and a dress of
plum satin and Murray; Kurt Johnson,
presented by Mrs. John gold coin ring given to the
groom's mother Brian English, Mr. and
organist.
her by her father.
wore a floor length Mrs. Donnie Bearden.
The altar of the
Miss Teresa dress of blue chiffon. Mrs. Rebecca Bearden
hit rch was flanked with Pentecost of Dresden. Both
wore corsages of and Mrs. Teddy Kinsey.
,1 brass'arch Tenn., was the maid of white 'cymbid
ium Benton;
candelabrum and heart- honor. Bridesmaids orchids.
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
shaped candelabra on were Miss Mary Grasty
Mrs. Jerry Larmee of Larmee, David Ward
.-ach side. They were of Murray. sister of the
Louisville presided .at .and Matt Montgomery,
,lecorated with pink and bride, and Mrs. Doug the
guest register. Mrs. Louisville; Miss
hlte miniature car- Chumbler of Benton and Thomas
Halliday, of Christine Bearden,
natons. ivy and baby's Mrs. Mitch Gourieux of Clarksville
, Tenn.. aunt Paducah; Mrs. Rubye
breath, and ar- Calvert City, both of the bride, directed
the Smith, Betty Smith,
rangements of mixed sisters of the groom.
wedding.
Peggy Smith and
pink and white 'fresh
The attendants wore
A reception followed Elizabeth Grasty, In
:
floNA ers and Boston- -rficior length gowns of in the Fellowthip Hall
of dian Melina;
Mr'
!e'IT1S
pink satin. They wore the church. Assisting and Mrs. Mark Briggs,
Laura Seay. Calvert CiPrenuptial events inThe bride w a s pearl necklaces, gifts of were
Miss Julie Blauw Jill Halliday, Mr. and
ty; Bobby 'Stoker. •cluded the following: •
..scurted to -ttre-altar by the bride.
of Hendersonville. Mrs. Roger Halliday, Dresden, Tenn.; Mr.
A bridesmaids* dinner
her father and given- in
Each attendant car- Tenn., and Miss'Linda Mr. and Mrs. Thomas and
Mrs. Lewis Grasty. by the . bride at The
marriage by he---r- ried a. bouquet of pink Brunner
of Nashville. Ha,lliday and Louise
Munster. Ind.;
Dakota. Murray: parents.
sweetheart roses, pink Tenn
Halliday, Clarksville, ' M r s .-E dna
E.
Her formal gown of miniature. mums. .The bride's table was Tenn.;
A rehearsal,. dinner
'
Quarles, Robert Parks
ivory satin featured a English- ivy and baby's covered with
Mark Ru•de, and Evelyn Weig. hosted by the brides
a white
utter' bodice' accented breath centered around lace, cloth
father and the g room
and adorned., Wa:shington, Ind.; Mona
Heath; Mr. and Mrs.
with silkened Italian a white lily. The maid of `by
mother - at the Par'silver candelabra Weiss, Haubstadt, Ind.; Jay Sloan. Mr. and
Mrs.
embroidered lace, se- honor's bouquet also with
Steak., House.
pink tapers ac- Mr. and Mrs. Archie Scobey Rogers Ill. thenon
,
quins .and seed pear's. f.eatured white cented With
• murireesbiiro,
pink and Crain,Marietta, Gai- ;
Scarlet
Sneed-Bey, HarThe dress' featured a sweetheart roses.
white carnations and Mr. and Mrs. Brian
riet Cannon. Byron KirA b ri da I show e
Victorian' neckline with
Miss Whitney baby's breath. The five- Steger, Athens, Ga.; Dr. by
hosted
and
Roxanne
by Mrs. Roger
Scarsheer
a
yoke, long .Chumbler of Benton. tiered cake was topped and Mrs. Michael Crain,
brough, Nashville. Halliday, Mrs. Thomas
Renaissance' sleeves niece of the groom, was with a bride and groom Birmingham,
Ala.; Tenn.
Halliday and Mrs., Mark
-t

•

dn./ serond

Lache; Sportswear - Conn it•
Talent first and second. Lai fawn
Cook...third
- ,,,,,
first aii.t
third Mae Lampert serond
Children s %%ear - Mae Lampert
tirst ,f_Incl third. Joy,e Freeze. lost
and ne, kind
Home Furnishings rrrrrr •
Talent first
Quilt Modern l'atchwork Mcl.ernore first -lean I leii•Mock
second and third
Antique guilt - lean
k
first. Jenny
se,0111
rase,. Any Trim - Joyce
Freeze first Oirliale Talc nit se. owl
Phyllis Freeze. third
Tablecloths Or • Plait-mats - Con
me Talent first and sect rid
Latch Hooked Item - Ali., Like
wgt,
C.' .4...ay -aessond
Best Sofa littonsm anti
Janette
iIiles
b.. .1
timothy Cook Itehtne I
Frerle

Briggs at Clarksville;
A miscellaneous
shower given by Mrs.
Farouk Umar at her
home in -Murray:
- A household shower
given by Mrs, Doug
Chumbler, Mrs. Mitch
Gotirieux and Christine
Bearden at Benton;
•
A lingerie shower
g-iven by Mrs. Jay
Sloan, Miss Julie Blauw
and Miss Linda Brunner
at Nashville,

of the year book staff. Dillard. Stephen 1)oran, the graduates include
-sates, nrnc-e
Tha.-t- re-a r wasmy-----titetittn-44e•ttg4ers:--trtiftnr--graduation, too. I of-the yearbooki. David managers. APA.. potW. Fitts. vice presi- ter, homemaker, techniretired.
Inquiring who got this dent, presided 1. Ronnie cian, insurance,
all together. I learned Fox. pavid A. Frizzel, marketing. -financial
that Lanette Underwood Sandra Ga. rt*ind aide to Murray State,
Hunt was chairman. Michael, Judith Hargis l'BX operator,
Hornecomers for the refreshments were callWorking with her were Wilson. Robin Hornsby engireeer, nurse.
Fourth of July were the ed, was a full meal and
Pat Doran Weatherly, — Robin is a commer- distribution Haggar Apgraduates of the 1966 served in an inviting
Shirley Cochran Martin, cial diver in Florida — parel Co., Medicaid
class of Murray High and tempting way.
Sue Ann Watson Hutson, the most unusual oc- Policy specialist.'
The sit down part of
School — 58 of the 104.
Mike Holton, Dan cupation noted in the Department of Health
I'm glad that I accepted the occasion was the
accountant, supervisor,
McKeel, SherV Mc- group.
my invitation to attend buffet dinner served at
Others —
Hurd secretary and
Cuiston Edwards.
0.
the coffee Saturday the country club where
Winslow. Ronnie Hut- purchasing.
Carolyn Butterworth
morning. July 5, at the plans were made to
There was dance
Cunningham, Tonda son._ Tommy Lassiter,
Murray Middle School meet again in five
Parker Thomas and Shirley' Lyons nnisie at the buffer dinfirst floor breeze-way. years. Each guest was
Mary Warren Swann Blackbu En. . NI ichael ner, but very few dancThey wore name tags. given a booklet that conMcDaniel. 1)aniel V. ed, according to Lanette
Sanders.
but I might have tained the names, ad'Others attending the McKee!. William B. Hunt. "We just wanted
recognized each — even dresses, occupations
Metzger.
all Morris to talk." she said.
event were Linda
though it had been 20 and children. Some of
There were several
Brownfield Bryan. Ted- Wright. Mary .Jo Oakley
years since seeing the class I had worked
dy L. Cohoon, Allen T. Hinton. Ronnie .1. -Owen, other rt'11111011S over the
some. The coffee aTs the with closely as advisor
Cunningham, Richard. Ginger Pierce Hall. holiday weekend — the
Phyllis A. Poole Carlini, fourth seems a good
Mary E. Robbins Dun- time for families and
can. John la. Robertson, friends to gather.
Pamela. 'Ross Hoke,
Max 13. Russell was the
1n-the past five years.
speaker; Rita Ryan, the aluminum industry
Vicky Spiceland has recycled almost 1511
99e Deposit *
('eulsta, piane Shuffett billion- cans,
$10 00 Due At *
Villanova. Suzzette
Pick up *
Chapman. Linda
Steele
U.S. 68 — Aurora, KY.
Plus Tax **,
Story Hastings,.1)orothy
presents
502-474-2227
nolDen P•PEP
Alice Swaim Fry. Tony
, Thomas, Ann Titsworth
Bennett. Gary Turner,
Stie Ann Ntatson Hutson, • NEw Voltii I Al' —
James G. Weatherly
II
called
and Joey Wilson.
"Dance,- leaturiii-g the
Vormer teachers pre- 'exotic cliithing that men
sent were Peggy BroWn. and women have
worn
Bobby Toon. Eli Ale- to dance in
at their
ander. Loc-hie Hart and grandest social
occaLucille Austin. Then. sions. will be
the
next
the Other Handmay have been others I I)stimic exhibition
of
but I didn't see them.
I hi'
e t ro politan
Occupations lited by
Museum of Art.

observations
by lochie hart

on Thurs. &-Fri.
Call -53-6474
for your
appointinent.

.
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COLOR
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Wallets
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RANDY
TRAVIS
"1982"On

Saturday, July 12 —
800 p.m.

\

Central Shopping Ctr.

•

Sat., July'12
ONE DAY ONLY

.

I

',g :-4a".y^- arloP 'As -Fr with one of Amer,ca s great new s-new lye-I-Kentucky Connection...a p.m. & on Sat. with Special

Guest stars

COMING ATTRACTIONS

Grano Ole Opry 8
MUSIC Hail of Fame

fr

Inc.

' PHOTOS
IC

t4

A.
,t4„kt,

Kodak paper For a Good Look at the times
of Your Ole

ir*******

rata:

I ;a110HAA

.latmt

Cook
• Elnurr %rranging
balm
Ma.
A rrangenieni or
Lampert first. 1.. ale I'.
cond Susan Potts third
-Arrangement of
Lal'awn Cook third Susan ittot Atirigolds ti rangement
Lai...wn Cook Se, “n41
Arrangement
/Id
Fiiiik••rs SalSan Plat,

I .nusual •Arrange-no,.
MOM
Laliawn Cook• fir•t Non Flowering lit',-" Plata
Mae Lampert first• 1.11.

-

Set WM
Arrangetlient

HIM

011111,40011

%Lir Lampert.
Rest I fried Al rangement
I ...mpert

Mae

.
* if* 41-4t4-414
1 •IF.•i#11

The exhibition, in the
Metropolitan's Costumr
Institute galleries Dec.
19 through Sri* 6, I9tsi,
will include 250
costumes ranging from
gowns for 18th and 19th.
century court dancing Iii
the great ballgowns of
the House of Worth.

Ail Summer Merchandise

Little Jimmy Dickens
COUnt•

COLOR

thlra

.
Clothe,

AND THE
SAVINGS ARE GREAT

.•

A
•

GROUP CHARGE
99( per person

Ii,,il

,

4

•

•
•
•
•

•

Second

i

Bring in this ad & receive 4
extra 3x5's when yOu put
chase the 510 99 package

•

Arts and Crafts
Ins i•lion
Hest
- lkainta
ii, -t
Jean Geuslio. k Se, 01111 .1011
third
liest I iranint - Kathy I ...W .I..
first
Hand Paint...I Plaques - Kati,
I
. first and se, unit
[Ake
third
-Any Embroidery- Item - ferny
Iaood first and third I iebbie I
se...an1
Ceranii, or Ilasto
• Craft Freeie. tirst. Susan Polls
Alood ('raft item. Henry. first Kathy hodsJanette Ilites third I oorotto.
Susan Potts. Greg
nrkriiiin
Handmade [foils - Janette. ;
first - Slisan r.dts seciind
Cook. third
Tole Painted Arti. Ic - I sehtne
I kxkl first and se...41,1
C rat _
_Connie
T• alent first and second. Phyllis
Freeze..thud. Joyce Frence. Jenny
Wood
t'rochet Item - Jean Geushock
first and second Sue CoStello third.
Ruth Gin,
Cross Stitch Articles - Jenny
Mrino./7-hrst--Atars Ann-MerrailIPT se
...aid. Jam.. Galloway- third
Needlepoint Arli. le, - Corm.Talent . first
Useful Handmade Item Freeze
first and third.
Talent. se. ond
Miscellaneous Handmade Item -Connie Talent. first le,in Heiish,, k
se, ona net ky Freeze third Hi vg
At,orkmaii I forothy Cook Pey
Freeze Joy,e Frerre. Sm.al
I 4.4•011page l's, tore Si,,,
!Madreu first
r Free!, •a•• nto1
Alice- Like third
Aprons or P.Ptholders - c'oniffe
Talent. first and thud
Jean
I
k. se, olla
ao.I
Joy,e Freeze
Stained I:lass 'ornamentLai iaWn Cook first He, Icy Flee.,

Costume exhibition to be •
at Metropolitan Museum

v
for baby and me

•

•

Kenlake
Music
Hall

9*

(Coned from Page 5)
Peaches -- Connie Talent 141,1
and second Phyllis Freeze third.
Joy,e Freeze
Pears - Ain e I.ike first
Tomatoes canned in tomato
e
- I ionnir Talent first and second
Phyllis Freeze. third
String Beans - Connie Talent
Murrelle Madrry second.
first
l'hyllis Freeze third Joyce F
Tomato Juice - Connie Talent.
lust
Alice Like. second. Joyce
Freeze third. Phyllis Freeze
Summer Peas - Mary McDaniel
first. Connie Talent. second Phyllis
Freeze. third
Wets - Atte like first. Connie
Talent second
Phyllis Freeze.
third Kay Adams
Soup Alisture - Phyllis Freeze
first Connie Talent second and
third
•
Sweet Cucumber Pickles - Con
me Talent first and second it, ,
Talent. third Murrelle Madrey
Vegetable Relish -- hue lake iirst
and second Phyllis Freeze. third
Mary Mcl tante! Connie Talent
Dill Pickles. - Ali, e lake. first
Connie Talent. second Ron Talent
third
Mary McDaniel
II is
Freete
I'Willing 11111•11•610•11
lad,,-,. Suit - Connie Talent to '
and second. Mae Lampert
Ladies !tress - Connie Talent
First and second -Mae l.amperf
third
Ntrn's St ear - Ron Talefit first

Mr. and Mrs. Michael _Eugene Kinsey

Christy ilinton,
is now employed.
at Doris' Beauty Shop
624 Broad Ext.,

Entries...

-

i

AC

.
•

/

Sat., July : , :•.I p.m.

Aug. 1st
8th
16th
30th
4 Sept. 27th

Vern Gosdsin
Buck Trent
Louise Mandrell
Con Hunley
The Kendal's

_

Tues. thru Fri.—Adults $5.00
Saturday Shows—Adults $8.00
Children 1 2 Price '
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Locust Grove Baptist Church, located off
Highway 121 South on Locust Grove Road, will
have Vacation Bible School starting Monday, July 14, and continuing through Friday, July 18.
Classes for ages 4 through the sixth grade will be
from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m., Monday through.Friday.
The Rev. Jack Jones is pastor of the church.

Boosters will meet
Calloway County Athletic Boosters Will meet
Monday, July 14, at 7 p.m. In office of Calloway
County Board of Education, College Farm Road.
The group will be working on the athletic program for the season. Memberships are $10 for
family and $5 for single. These will be taken on
Monday night or interested persons may send
their checks for membership to Jane Curd,
treasurer, Rt. 5, Murray, Ky. 420971. Other officers are Joe Lawrence, president, Kay
Garland, vice president, and Janice McCuiston,
secretary. All interested persons are urged to attend the Monday night-meeting.

Baptist Men of-First Baptist Church will have
i breakfast on Sunday, July 13, at 8 a.m. in the
Fellowship Hall of the church.:The Rev. Nelton
Richardson, pastor of a church in Trinidad, will
be the gtiest speaker. All men are invited to
attend.

Workshop will be at park
Murray's Playhouse in the Park will hold a
Children's Theatre Workshop July 14-19. Two
classes will be held. The introductory class will
run from 9 a.m. to noon and the advance classfor
those who have participated in past workshops
will be held from 1 to 4 p.m. Children will learn
basic acting skills and develop their own play.
The workshop is open to children who will be in
Grades 1 through 6 in September. There is a $15
- registration fee for the workshop. For more information call Playhouse in the Park at 759-1752.

Calloway County High School Cheerleaders winning the NCA "Spirit
Award" at a camp at Martin, Tenn., are,from left, front row,Stacy Taylor.
Deana Farris, Marcy Marine, Amy Pyle, back row, Betsy Whitfield, Amy
Miller, Cindy Brooks, NCA instructor, Lee Ann Rayburn and Stacey Woods.

Cheerleaders win honors
Cheerleaders at from surrounding states
Calloway County High were present.
School recently returnDeana Farris of
ed from a National
Cheerleaders Associa- Calloway was chosen as
tion summer workshop an NCA All-Americn
Cheerleader. For this
at Martin, Tenn.
The Calloway group award she received_ a
received top recognition medal. She was selected
as the NCA Spirit Award from among eight
nominees for out of apWinner vatille camp.
Over 500 cheerleaders proximately 40 squads.

Quilt Lovers will meet
Quilt Lovers will meet Tuesday. July 15, at 6
p.m. at Calloway Public Library. "Broderie
Perse," a French technique of applique, will be
the lesson to be presented by Freda Lovett and
‘JanioLamb. All interested persons are invited to
,attend, according to Lou Ann Philpot, chairman.

Flint plans revival' Flint Baptist Church will have a revival
meeting starting Monday, July 14, and continuing through Sunday. Slily 20. The Rev. C.C.
Brashear will be the speaker for the services at
7:30 p.m. each evening. The public is invited to
attend, a church spokesman said.

Cou.ñseiOil

TueSday

James E. Welch, field veterans benefit
counselor of Kentucky Center for Veterans Affairs, will be at National Guard Armory, Murray,on Tuesday. July 15, from 9 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
He will assist veterans, their families, their
dependents. or beneficiaries in the pesentation,
proof and establishment of all claims, privileges,
rights and other benefits which they may have
under federal, state or local laws. The service is
free. As a state employee, the counselor does not
represent the Veterans Administration.
However, he can advise and assist with any
claim one may wish to file with the VA.
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Coming community events listed

Bible school Monday

Baptist Men will meet

THURSDAY, JULY 10, 1980,

Deana Farris was chosen as a NCA All American
Cheerleader at a camp at Martin, Tenn. She is a
member of Calloway County High School
Cheerleading squad.

Thursday, July 10
La Leche League will
meet at 7 p.m. in
nursery of First Christian Church. 111 North
Fifth St.. Murray. For
information call
436-2122. 436-2227 or
759-1647.
---Prepared Childbirth
Class will start at 7 p.m.
in third floor classroom
of Murray -Calloway
County Hospital.
---"Sing Out. Kentucky!" will be performed at 8 p.m. at Lake
-Barkley .State Resort
Park.
---AA and Al-Anon will
meet at 8 p.m. at First
Christian Church, Benton. For, information
call 753-0061, 762-3399.
753-7764 or 753-7663.
---Murray Single Con-,
nection will meet at 7
p.m. in Educational
_Building, First United
'Methodist Church. For
information call Dick at
436-2174, Ruth at
753-3735 or Linda at
753-9414.
---Murray Chapter No.
92 Royal Arch Masons
and Murray Chapter
No. 50 Royal and Select
Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall.
-- - -

Calloway Cliunty
Boys' Varsity
Cheerleaders are Amy
Miller, Amy Pyle,
Stacey Woods, Stacy
Taylor, Marcy Marine,
Lee Ann Rayburn. Betsy Whitfield and Deana
F-arris.
The National
Cheerleaders Association sponsor the "Spirit
Award" at each of the
280 NCA workshops held
across the United
States.
Calloway County
Cheerleaders were
selected for this award
above all otWer
Cheerleaders on the
basis of a popular vote.
Each squad had -,one
vote to cast - for ,the
cheerleaders thejr- felt
added the most to the
clinic:
The presentation of
the NCA "Spirit Award"
came at the completion
of a full workshop of
training on
cheerleading technique,
cheers.. chants,- jumps, partner stunts and
pyramids, as .well as a
leadership program for
sportsmanship, crowd
• participation, repsonsibilities, organization
and dedication.
The NCA has been
conducting summer
workshops for over 38
years, teaching nearly
100,000 students each
year on the art of
cheerleading.

Country
Notions
& Antiques
121 Bypass
Murray
753 6774

Thursday, July 10
Murray -Calloway.
County Fair will continue _today with 4-H
Rabbit Show at 6 p.m.
and Family night on
midway frlim 6 p.m. to
close.

Friday.July 11
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
for activities by senior
citizens.
---Games will start at I;
p.m. at Murray Moose
Lodge. This is for lode
members only.

Friday, July 11
Murray -Calloway
Twilight Golf will
County Fair will con, start at 5:30 p.m. at
tinue today with Horse Oaks Country Club.
Show at 7:30 p.m.. Free
--Gospel Music Show at,8
Twilight Golf will
p.m. and Midnightmad 7 start at 5:30 p.m. at
dness on midway from Murray County Club.
10 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Also the weekly Friday
---Night Social is
Events in Land Bet- scheduled.
- ween the Lakes will in---clude Iron Industry at
"Sing Out. Keil10:30 a.m. and 130 p.m. tucky!" will be perit The HOmeplace-1850. formed at 8 p.m. at
Skywalk at..1.1 a.m. and 2 Kenlake State Resort
p.m. • ttt 6Olden Pond Park
Visitor Center; 1.1-31..
---Wildlife at 1:30 p.m.,
AA and Al-Anon will
Beaver's World at 2:30 meet at 8 p.m. at J Lp.m. and Night Visual at Kevil Center. South 10th
8:30 p.m. at %Voodlands
Street Extended.
Nature Center.
Mayfield.
---- ,
Singles of. First BapMurray -Calloway
tist Church will 'meet at County Community
6:30 p.m. at home of Theatre will present "A
Steve and Beth White.
Midsummer Night's
---Dream" at 8 p.m at
Hazel Lodge . No. KU Playhouse in Murray.
Free and Accepted Calloway County Park.
Masons is scheduled to
-- - meet at 7:30 • p.m.• :at •
Saturday. July 12
lodge hall.
Car wash, sponsored
, -- by 'Trinity Christian
Hazel and Douglas
(Con('d on page 20)
Centers will be open

c314-01-01e4 eXCile#fle#11
Get out of the heat and tan
at special savings!

$13.99

150 Minutes
arr.

Joyce's Beauty
Salon
Central Shopping Center
753-2511

RUDOLPH GOODYEAR•WHIRLPOOL

no HOT
PRICE BLAST!

Board plans meeting

Fishing
for
Values

The Board of the Purchase Area Spouse Abuse
Center will meet on Monday, July 14, at 6 p.m. at
Broadway United Methodist Church, 701 Broadway, Paducah. For more information persons
may call 1-443-6001.

Summer events planned
A speech institute for junior high and high
school students and a computer camp for
students in grades seven through 12 will begin
Sunday. July 13, at Murray State University. For
registration information call 762-4150.

WhirlD6ol
ROOM AIR

Model
ACP052XM
5,000 BTU
of power'

Orientation at MSU
The third of four summer orientation sessions
for new freshmen and transfer students will be
hadlit Murray State University on Saturday and
Sunday, July 12 and 13. For complete information call 762-3741.

Music group will IlleCt
Four Rivers Music Friends, a new organization encouraging the performance and appreciation of traditional folk and bluegrass music, will
_host a picnic for the general public on Sunday.
July 13, from 1 to 5 p.m. This will be at the home
of Robert Burnham in Keniana Shores Subdivision on Kentucky Lake. To reach the home take
Highway 121 South to New Concord, then-follow
Road 444 to Blood River Baptist Church and turn
right. Signs will be posted giving directions to the
picnic site. Each one should bring own food,
beverages and charcoal grilling equipment if
desired. Admission is free. For more information call 753-8409 or 436-5364, evenings.

YOUR BEST
INSURANCE POLICY IS
A GOOD AGENT
We'd like to have the opportunity to show you
what we mean with quality 'ffip state Auto
Insurance
protection and service Cali
•

us today

407 Maple
CI
753-4451

Southside of the

Square

Ladies' Leather Autry
Tennis Shoes
Starting at $3095
In Several Styles
Men's Leather Autry
Tennis Shoes
In Several Styles
Starting at $3295
Men's & Women's
Leather Nikes'
Starting at

Starting at
.

'

•

5 yr. warranty
on refrigeration
syst•m

$3295
RUDOLPH GOODYEARMIIIRLPOCIL

—,All 1st Quality—

FACTORY DISCOUNT SHOES

721 So.. 12th St.
Murray, Ky.
7334395

753-9419

16th & Main

-

4

Model
AC1804XM
18.000
17,700 BTU
of power'

$3295

Men's Leather Converse.

Companies

PURDOM, THURMAN
& MCNUTT

CONDITIONERS

•••••••••••••••

pa.

•
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Kentucky News In Brief
LORETTO,Ky. AP ) — Funeral services have
been held here for Mary Buckler, postmistress at
Loretto for 41 years and a former teacher.
Mrs. Buckler, who died Saturday in a
Louisville hospital at 97, retired froJ, old U.S.
Post Office in 1958. when she
.Her funeral
was Wednesday.
Before becoming postmistress, she taught in
Marion County schodls.
After moving to Louisville in 1968, Mrs.
Buckler was .the first to enroll in the Fowler
Fellowship Program for senior citizens at
Spalding College.
Then 82. she attended .two classes each
semester, tuition-free, and .studied music.
English and philosophy. She was awarded,the
status of honorary alumnus at the age of 92.
LOUISVILLE. Ky. t
— The state Cabinet
for Human Resources, hoping to avert a loss of
federal funds, announced that the nursing staff
will be expanded at Central State Hospital near
Louisville.
.
Seven more registered nurses will be hired, bringing the nursing staff to 48 full-time positions.
said Dennis Boyd. commissioner of the Department for Mental Health and Mental Retardation
Services.
Central State also fills eight full-time posistions with nurses from an agency, but Boyd said
they will be replaced.

FRANKFORT. Ky. tAP 1 — Kentucky's Prosecutors' Advisory Council has voted to advise
the Clay County grand jury that state law permits deductions of public-officials' salaries when
such officials do not perform their duties.
The decision Tuesday came in response to the
grand jury's question of whether Clay Commonwealth's Attorney David Colson is able to
serve.,
Colson, 86, has been criticized for rarely prosecuting cases himself and infrequently working
with grand juries.Attorney General David Armstrong's office is
investigating Colson and has sent special prosecutors to the district to handle cases in which
Colson disqualifies himself.
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP ) — A Kentucky State
- Police detective charged with extortion has left
the force, according to KSP spokesman John
Lile.
Lite said Wednesday that Detective Jody
Greenwell retired, effective June 25. Lite -said
Greenwell will receive a pension.
• Greenwell was suspended with pay by state
police after he was arrested June 20. He was
charged with extortion under color of official
right for allegedly taking $5.000 to protect a
marijuana grower in Marion County.
————
MOREHEAD, Ky. ( AP) — Randy Mabry. 29,
has been arrested on a murder charge in the

HURRY LIMITED TIME OFFER!

GET FREE GIFTS FROM GENERAL ELECTRIC WHEN YOU
BUY SELECTED GE MAJOR APPLIANCES
REFRESHMENT CENTER

REFRIGERATOR

death of his 4-month-old daughter, state police
report.
Trooper John Lambert said Wednesday that
Mabry, Route 4, Morehead, was being held in the
Rowan County jail under $25,000 bond.
Lambert said Mabry's daughter, Alissa Laura,
died April 15 and that an autopsy showed severe
bruises on the child's body.
————
COVINGTON, Ky. (AP) — Diane K. Murray
has filed a $1 million suit against Kenton County,
claiming she was placed in a holding cell with
eight male inmates after being charged with
traffic violations.
Murray, 24, of Union, filed the suit Wednesday
In U.S. District Court in Covington against Kenton County, Jailer James Knauf, and deputy
jailers and jail officials whose names she does
not know.
Kenton County police 'arrested her on eastbound 1-275 in Crestview Hills on Sept. 13, 1985,
accusing her with reckless driving and drunken
driving. The charges were dismissed in district
court.
————
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.(AP) — At least six
chemicals have been found in seepage from a •
former Bowling Green landfill, but not in quantities high enough to cause alarm, officials said.
Bill Hays,the city's public works director, said
test results show six pollutants, including one
carcinogen, phenol, in leachate from the Curtis
Peay landfill.
The chemicals are apparently related to paint
solvent operations. Hays said, and are common
in landfills serving industrial customers.
All the chemicals are present in fractions of a
part per billion, Hays said, "but you don't want
any of them there."
Once all test results are in, including a ground
water study, they will be sent to the state Division of Waste Management to see if additional
-testing is needed, Hays said.
The landfill was closed in 1979.
————
GRAYSON, Ky.(AP) — Carter County Fiscal
Court members, hoping to purge themselves of
contempt of court citations, have voted to rescind 1982 orders against collecting a controversial library tax.
"
Four of the five magistrates have been under
the contempt citations *upheld last week by the
Kentucky Supreme Court.
- The rescind motion was passed on recommendation of County Attorney Bob Miller. who said
any further action ayvaits a decision in a second,
related case now before the state Court of
Appeals..
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ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
The completion of a work project"
inspires you to forge ahead. Strike
while the iron is hot. You're not ready
to make a domestic_ decision yet_
TAURUS
( Apr.20 to May 20)
You still need more information
about a business. deal. The accent
should be on the lighter side of life.
Enjoy hobbies, romance, sports and
travel.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Keep a financial request under
consideration, but focus your energies on important domestic moves.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
PIE
Take advantage of summer opportunities. Enjoy boating, picnics, gardening, the beach or barbecues.
Partners work well together now.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug:22)
You have extra drive to increase
earning power today. Some shopping,

Frasces Drake
FOR FRIDAY, JULY 11, 1986

too, will be on your agenda. How to
CAPRICORN
bridge a gap with a child concerns (Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
you.
If you need an agent, representaVIRGO
tive or adviser, today's the day to
• Al&
(Aug.23 to Sept22)
make the necessary arrangements.
The perfectionist within you may Travel, too, is highlighted.
be dissatisfied with some household
AQUARIUS
changes. An adventurous mood spells (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
CPA
romance and good times for you!
Attend to insurance needs today.
LIBRA
Consult with bankers about financial
(Sept.23 to Oct.22)
matters. Realize that a friend is of no
In business'there ate some mixed " help to you in business. messages today. You're better off PISCES
WIMP
concentrating on those home tasks (Feb. 19 to Mar.20) Viet
you want to get out of the way. ,
The accent is on romance and
SCORPIO
partners doing things together. You're
(Oct.23 to Nov.21)
right not to mix business and pleaTravel arrangements may be hard sure today. Savor togetherness.
to finalize today, but social life
sparkles for you now. Meet with
YOU BORN TODAY work best
friends or participate in club func- when inspired. You'd make a good
tions.
public servant once you overcome
SAGITTARIUS
temperament. When you lose yourself
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
in a cause, you often..find yourself_
Friends may be unpredictable. You have a strong need for emotional
You're right on course,-though, when and financial security, but must avoid
it comes to business interests. Go getting into a rut once these things
after what you desire.
are attained.

tie

Jerry
Judge to issue ruling
Pendergrass in condemnation suit
Invites
on Toyota plant road
You to
GEORGETOWN, Ky.
The state wants to
AP I — Scott Circuit widen the road to acJudge David Knox has commodate traffic for
listened to closing the Toyota plant. The
arguments in a condem- land must be condemnnation suit, related to the ed before Taub can be
Toyota auto assembly forced to sell it. •
plant and said he. plans
Taub has attempted to
to issue a ruling on
show the state
_
MonatiyTransportation Cabinet
The suit involves 4.2
had no authority to
acres of land owned by
enter into agreements
Florida developer Gorwith Toyota and that a
don Taub. The state public need must exist
wants the land to widen
before the land is
U.S. 62 near
condemned.
Georgetown. but Taub
Taub's lawyer,
has declined to sell it.
Joseph Arnold. argued
Wednesday during,closing arguments that the
project was not included
in the state's six-year
road plan and that it
was begun before the
General Assembly approved a resolution
favoring the Toyota
plant.
Former Gov. Bert
Combs, representing
the Transportation
Cabinet, said there was
WITH 180 FOOT ,
BOOM
not enough time to place
the project in the road
OTHER EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE
plan and that
lawmakers did approve.
6, 8. 18, 20, 30 and 45 TON CRANE SERVICE
"On the official order
22,000 and 30,000 lb FORKLIFTS
(to build the road)" ire
ROAD TRACTOR ad LOWBOY
PARKERLIFT say tkye was cornpfiann as .well as
ratification by. the
Legislature," Combs
said.
P 0 BOX 1078
HOPKINSVILLE, KY 42240
Knox said he must
decide whether the
Transportation Cabinet
TELEPHONE (502)886-8857
acted properly.

Country Side
Mobile Homes, Inc.
at their second location
on Hwy. 62 in Paducah.
898-2274
Country Side still has
their mobile home lot on Hwy. 68 in Draffenville
527-3124

95 TON HYDRAULIC CRANE

GENERAL STEEL CONTRACTORS

-11,60.111101100AllitovOillAtAvIAAAOnnurumonn•evoiAo•A
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————
COVINGTON, ay. (AP) — The family of
former city commissioner Harold "Sandy"
Cohen have offered a $5,000 reward for anyone
with information leading to his safe return.
His family belieyes the 43-year-old print shop
--owner. last seen early Saturday, is behig held by
someone, somewhere against his will.
But they have faith he is still alive.
"I want to (believe it). I sure hope so," said
Cohen's brother. Eliot, who flew here Wednesday from his home in Clarksville, Miss.
"It might make people more aware of the fact.
They might keep it in their mind and take
notice," he said.
A critical missing-person report was filed
Tuesday morning by Covington police. Informslion.about Cohen's puzzling disappearance has
been entered into the U.S. Justice Department's
national computer network.
Cohen is a two-term city commissioner who
served from 1982 to 1985.

Your Individual Horoscope
let

St. Mary's
6-Piece
TOWEL
ENSEMBLE

COVINGTON,Ky.(AP) — A federal judge has
ruled he will not allow 7.5 pounds of cocaine to be
used as evidence in the trial of three Miami men
accused of drug trafficking.
• David 0. Dowd, a federal judge from Akron,
Ohio, told attorneys in the case of Juan Andres
Blanco, Jorge Luis Fresneda and Rafael Oscar
Spinola the cocaine would not be admissible.
Prosecutors from the U.S. attorney's office in
Covington said they could not proceed with the
trial — which was to have begun Wednesday —
without the cocaine.
But an agent with a federal drug-enforcement
unit that made the arrests May 9 said the ruling
would be appealed to the U.S. Court of Appeals
for the Sixth Circuit.
Dowd, sitting in for U.S. District Judge
William Bertelsman,said his decision was based
on the "nature and scope of intrusion" at a hotel
room rented by the Miami men.
Jim Hogan, an agent w)th the Drug Enforcement Administration in Cincinnati, said the
judgeilailing was linked to" ... what he believed
to be an invalid consent to search."
The suspects, who were staying at the
Americana Inn at Greater Cincinnati International Airport, agreed to a search of their room
and a car and signed a release to that effect,
Hogan said.
Fred Stine, assistant U.S. attorney in Covington, said officers operating under
"reasonable suspicion" may detain suspects for
a brief period of time and may conduct a brief
search.
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Murray artist
featured in
crafts fair
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Music hall to host Randy Travis
for Saturday-night performance

More than 100 artists
and craftsmen from
Kentucky and seven
surrounding states will
gather July 25-27 for one
of the area's largest outdoor art and craft fairs.
The event highlights the
25th anniversary
celebration of the Ken- lucky Guild of Artists
and Craftsmen, and will
be held at the Water
Tower Art Association.
a co-sponsor of the fair.
The juried fair
features watercolor.
•
photography, ceramics.
jewelery and a- variety
of other works by
Kentucky-area artists
and craftsmen. Fred
Shephard of Murray is
one of the artists
selected for the show.
The fair also offers
crafts demonstrations.
food and music. Admission is $2.50 for adults,
$1 for children 5-18, with
children under five admitted free.
The Kentucky Guild of
Artists and Craftsmem
founded in 1961, is the
oldest statewide
organization of working
artists and craftsmen in
Kentucky. Its original
The Murray Civic
All concerts in the 'Christman in Anglia.
goal was to provide a
Music
Association an- Paducah Community
forum for artists to
March 7 - North
learn from one another nounces the Paducah .Concert Series are held Carolina . Opera- Cornand to develop viable Community COntert. at Tilghman Aditorium pany presents School for
markets for their Work. Series. MCMA ticket at 8 p.m.
elmvers.
The MCMA series for
Since its formation. holders may use.these
All.concerts are
held
tickets
to attend- the the 28th season
the Guild has offered
in Lovett Auditorium at
Paduca
h
concert
s.
includes: workshops, exhibitions,
8 p.m.. unIzss otherivise
November 4 - Woody
September 30 - Faith noted.
conferences and fairs to
introduce thousands of Herman and Thunder- Eshan. Kentucky native
The. MCMA will consoprano.
people to the state's"' ing Herd.
duct its membership
November 2 - Con- drive August 25-29 with
highest quality crafts. - January 7 - Master
Perhaps best known are Sincers of Yugoslavia, c e r to So 10 s.t o f headquarters at the
the Guild's spring and Constatine Obelian, Philadelphia.
downtown Bank of
December 4 - Murray.
fall fairs in Berea and pianist.
the Guild Gallery- inLexington.
In addition to the outdoor fair, the Water
Share the magic of a
aristocrats and working. young people.
Tower will _host midsummer night as
men. You'll delight in
Don't miss •'A Mfd."Bnilding on the Past: Members of the Young
Shakes_peare•s rich summer Night's
Significant works from Actors' Guild present' poetry as his themes- of Dream. July
"
11-13 and
the first 25 years of the William Shakespeare's love and marriage are 18-20 at S p.m. Reserva
-,
Kentucky Guild of Ar- "A Midsummer Night's brought forth.
tjons can be made by
tists and Craftsmen." Dream." July 11-13. and
The show is co- calling 759-1752.
The show, which runs 18-20.
directed by David
from July 24 through
Staged on the deck of Lauby, who recently
And make plans now
September 1. highlights Murray's Playhouse in
portrayed Daddy War- to see "Courtship," the
the important art and the Park, these bucks in Playhouse in third gourme
t cabaret
artists representing the talented, young people the Park's production of of
the summer.
Guild's first quarter will bring to life "Annie" and Liz Hussey present
ed July 26 and 27
Shakespeare's rich cast and features the talent at Murray'
century. s Playhouse
Sponsors and sup- of fairies, pranksters, of Calloway County't
in the Park.
porters of the 25th anniversary celebration
include the Kentucky
Guild of Artist and
Craftsmen, the Kentucky Art and, Craft
Foundation, the Water
Tower Art Association.
DELvelopment Foundation, Inc., the Kentucky
Arts Council with funds
from the National Endowment for the Arts.
the Kentucky Department of the Arts, the
Kentucky Humanities
Council, Liberty National Bank and Trust
Co. and Toyota Motor
Corporation.
The Water Tower Art
Association is located at
3005 Upper River Road,
near the intersection of
1-71 .and Zorn Avenue in
David Laub'(second from right) gives direction to
Daniel Cohen and Scotts
Louisville:
Fnr more inRice. and Nicole Bazzell hooks on as they prepare
for the Playhouse in the
formation. call 1502
Park production of "A Midsummer Night's Dream.
"
896-2146.

America's hot new
sensation RandysTravis
will headline.. Kenlake
MIL:it Ilan on Saturday.
July 12 at 8 p.m.

Travis got a job at The
Nashville Palace, a
popular Music City
Club. Beginner's luck"!
Not quite. Randy's job
was in the kitchen.

was in the kit( hon. the iaste,t rising
young
time was brief before he stars, and he
has
began performing for already achieved
a mathe crowds at the jor milestone by
recenty
Palace. and Randy soon being selected
as the
became a weekly at- Academy of Countr
After scoring with his
y
smash hit ''1982-.
A native of Charlotte, traction. He was signed Music's -Best New
Travis is now riding N.C.. Randy began per- by Warner Br-others Male Vocalist.high on the national forming at an eairy age. Records. and was inuharts with his current • often entering and winn- cluded on the SoundOpening the show for
;single- -On the Other ing loeal Went cornpeti- track- album.'Rustlers' 'TraviS will be the hot
Hand" pushing for lions. He moved to Rhapsody" with new group "Kentucky
nu rri her one.
Nashville to pursue 'Prairie Rose.''
Connection " *howtime
.Randy's success with IS 8 p.m. on -Saturday
It may seem like a what . made him hap''1982' and ''On the Tickets are adults SS
stroke of luck: shortly piest: picking and
Other Hand'' has and children $4. For
after moving to singing.
already positioned him tickets arid information.
Nashville. Ittllf1v
Although his first job as one of Americ
a "s call 502-174 2227

MCMA lists shows
for upcoming season

YAG to present Shakespearean work

The Foster Family String Band is set to perform a
concert Saturday at Paris Landing State Park. The
concert, scheduled for 7:-30 p.m., is sponsored by
the Paris-Henry County Arts Council and Liberty
Federal Savings Bank. The band will also present
a clogging workshop in the park by the theatre at 2
p.m.
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Saturday. July 5
iln a m The Flea Market
ii 00a m Music from the Front
Porch Four hnurs of bluegrass/4mi folk
from the WKMS record library
1 12 Noon Mythic Times Acoustit mush
from the traditional It, pro
gressive. hooted by Lynn Jarrett '
1 oopm The TimSti They Are A Changin
with Jim Carpenter and John
011.111
2 00p In IMIluek features Sandy Bradley
and the Small Wonder Siring
Hand In live performance from Seattle (,nests
Robin Williamson and the
Uptown Lowdown Jazz Hand
3 flop m Vthad Ti• Know' Michael Feldman
is host of an hour til om
edy interviews quizzes and call in s
d 1111 p m Alt 'filings t'onsidered
•
5 (lip m A Prairie Home Companion iTarrison
Ketilor and friends roe
from Anchorage Alaska at, ith guests Das c
Moore and his band
7
p in Martan Mrrartland • Piano Tarr IN
Coleman is goes,
flip m Jan Saturday Night
July 11
8 Oa• m Mush from Intents hen
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7 151 a m I tints 56 with Margaret Hunt
30 a m Saint Paul Sunday Morning
11 00 a m Chamber MI1.14'
imp in The Hug Hroadcast of tout features thy 111..1. of I tirr.
Sammy (aye Jay Meshann Pegg) lee mut
4 00 p in All Things Considered
5 010p m Our Times The New Immigrants
I.e. lire IA. tic'
rent Immigrants to New York CIO
6 00p n't NPR Playhouse Marion'. Men TN. I
& Thur.of the swamp
Ens
The Hattle.of Camden
6 30 p m New Sounds John Schaeffer hosts .in hour .0 ekolorantai
contemporary music that ermines the boundaries bets een lass!, al Ian
folk and electronic New must, from i Terrnaro incholing sock- ('luster
and Eno. Tangerine Itream Cantera 'Ohmura and other7 30p m Audiophile Audition The latest in audio let hruilioo with inter
vies sand morn, hosted by John Sumer I .r Matthew Polk les ,isses !Mail
speakers MI 1;11111ett• program
I, 30p m Easy Street with Kent Jenkins %Lou of Johnro tiodges.11a
rk
Terry Kenny. !turret! others
10 1111 pm Music 4runt the Hearts
r. Vivo Irionii .ithl
•
meditative space mum,
'blonds,. July 7
6 30p in Eaening Classu s
Montreal T,a
witht TarIes I
in concert
•• 70 p m Eau Stn-el features mum. io T. I. 1.1, k.,-a; I
Wirt
Roger Kellasav and others
Tuesday. July X
A imp m Radio Reader lurk Fstell begot. Jude. %ppm Ar 101...enl.
Henry I IlenkYr a story of an old man 4. aetrittimat ton I.. retool his 111•Mit•
30 pm Evening (lassies - The ii4H1111.01ils
wilt, Ras njtawl
Leppard conducting sorks by J4erliot..._Lalu surd Tippell
s 311p in Easy Street with Hobby Irman
An,
Igen. Horne ol heis
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111.81nroda,. Jul, 11
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Neu 1
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a.JUp
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Friday, July 4 through Thursday. Jul) ill
Monday Friday
5 30 a m Morning Edition
00a m Daytime(lassies Margaret Hunt .trid Joe Jackson
host stoen
hours of classical music news headlines and features
4 00p m All Things Considered National Publit Radio s news
magazine
of the air
6 Oil p m Radio Reader
Friday. Jul)•
12 15 p m the New Americans A look at the dreams and
disappoint
ments. problems and successes of the most recent was,' of
immigrants it,
New York City
I OD 4 00 p m Holiday Celebration from NPR *attiring
the Pittsburgh
Symphony and the l'nited States(Toast Guard Hand Fred Calland
narrates
•'American History Recalled in Song and Symphony
6 30p in Evening (lassies - Live broadcast of the National
Symphony
Orchestras concert on The Mall In Washington
with Mstislas
Ii I
RostropovIch conducting musk by l'opland laszt
and Maneini Andre
Watts and Sarah haughn. soloists
/4 30p m Night Heat with Joe Jackson for uses on the.tut and progreSSise
Jazz of the Sn's through the lid'.
II imp m Jazz Horizons with Cam 541111AM, Crsitemporan jazz'
for your
late evening pleasure
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26-hour event a disappointment

Dam Jam promoter faces jail
non to cover costs.
"If only 20 percent of the
crowd had donated the needed
$5, or if each penson had donated
one or two dollars, the event
would have been more than paid
for and ii would be able to pursue a Labor Day event and Dam
Jam '87," Turley wrote.
"However, the audience
either did not feel the event was
worthy of their financial support
... or they were looking for a free
ride.- he.wrote.
"Whatever the reason. (11
face jail for pushing the event into existence believing the audience would support the
event,•"
The telephone at Turley's
bUsiness. AA Plus Promotions
Inc.. has been disconnected and
his home phone number is
unlisted.
•

GILBERTSVILLE. Ky. t Al'
- The promoter' of an outdoor
rock-and-roll party last month
at Kentucky Dam Village _says
the event was a personal financial disaster and he fears he
may be jailed for not paying his
debts.
. The 26-hour event, called Dam
Jam '86, attracted about 10.000
people on June 21-22. But promoter Michael A. Turley of Lexington said in a -letter to The
Paducah Sun that very few people paid the -voluntary $5
donation.
He also said he was disappointed that area businessmen
did not help to sponsor the event
Turley was not able to charge
admission to the concert
because it was held on state property. He had hoped that those
attending would pay the dona-

THE ACES'

BOBBY WOLFF

'We often give our enemies the
means for our own destruction.- Aesop

South beat himself in the play of
today's game. Study what took
place to see if you can spot where
South made his fatal mistake
Dummy's club queen won and a
trump finesse to South's queen won.
Wishing to repeat the trump finesse,
South played his diamond 10, hoping
to get to dummy via a diamond ruff.
Unfortunately for South, the defense was merciless. East won the
diamond queen and shifted to the
jack of spades instead of giving
West his club ruff. South covered
but West was also awake. He won
his ace and underled his queen to
East's 10, and a switch to clubs beat
the game one trick. Where did South
go wrong?
The defenders did well to unravel
their four tricks, but South could
have survived. Instead of leading
his diamond 10 at trick two, he
should have led his king. This would
have denied East a vital entry, and
_the defenders would have been limited to only two tricks.
When you're forced to surrender
the lead to the defense, play a card
that will deny the defense the luxury of choosing which defender will
win the trick.

NORTH
7-10-A
+8542
•9 8 3
•4
K Q875

Businesses providing services
and equipment for the event
may have lost several thousand
dollars. said Julie Jordan. executive director of tourism at
the Marshall County Chamber of
Commerce.
"Financially, it was a
disaster," said Charlie Mifflin.
general manager of WDDJ-FM,
a local radio station which cosponsored the event.
A local_ T-shirt printer said he
lost more than $3,000 by purchasing promotional coupons
and radio advertising to help
promote the ill-fated event.
Steve Kelley. manager of
Shirt Shack in Heath. said
Turley originally planned to
raise funds from area merchants by selling "party
package" coupons. Turley later
scrapped the coupon. idea for
lack of interest, but not before
businesses such as Kelley's had
purchased many coupons, which.
were not honored at the concert.
"He came into my office,one
day and we talked for three
hours," Kelley said of Turley
"He told us what he was planning ... it sounded good, it really
sounded good."

Littlejohn...

WEST
•A Q 9 7 3
✓ l04
•A J 9 8 5
•10

EAST
•J 10
•K 6 2
•Q 7 6 3 2
+943
SOUTH
•K 6
•A Q J 7 5
•K 10
•A J 6 2
Vulnerable: Both
Dealer: South
The bidding:
South
West
North
East
1•
1+
2•
Pass
3
Pass
4+
Pass
4•
Pass
Passe
Pass
Opening lead: Club 10
BID WITH THE ACES
7-10-B
South holds: '
46J 10
•K 6 2
•Q 7 6 3 2
+943
North South
1 NT
ANSWER: Pass. Might be better at
two diamonds but there is little reason to disturb one no-trump.
Send bridge questions to Tbe Aces, P.O Box
12363. Dallas, Texas 75225, with self-addressed,
stamped envelope for reply

(Cont'd from page 1)
District Judge Thomas
Ballentine, Jr., is expected to
last two days.
The suit, originally heard
before Judge Ballentine in
December 1983. was filed
against the Calloway County
School Board after the board
declined to rehire her in 1982.
The Court. at that time
granted a directed verdict in
favor of the school board, ruling that she failed.to prove
her case and that Dr. Jack
Rose. school superintendent.
was entitled to "qualified immunity" from being sued for
official decisions made in the
capacity of his position.
But that decision was rejected by the 6th U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals in July of
1985. That three judge panel
sent the case back to federal
district court for a new trial
Mrs. Tyler taught fifth
grade during the 1980-81 and
1981-82 school years at East
Elementary. She is seeking
reinstatatement. back pay
and other damages.

Lincoln Federal says...

To Long Term
High Rate Insured CD's
Currently Paying*

•Primary roles-As head of the
judicial branch of government. the
court functions as chief interpreter
oLthe U S Constitution and as the
highest appeals court
•Jurisdiction-It hears cases of
public importance on appeal from
lower federal courts, cases involving
federal- questions on appeal from
state soreme courts, cases in
which a state is a party and those
involving foreign
ambassadors/ministers
•Limitations-The court is limited
by the constitutional powers of the
executive and legislative branches
The President can modify the
direction of the court through his
power of appointment [with Senate
confirmation) of the justices
Congress can reverse decisions
through new laws or constitutional
amendments
II The justices-The number of
justices is set by Congress and has
remained at nine since 1869 They
have lifetime tenure The chief
justice presides over the court s
public sessions and private
conferences and directs the
administration of the federal judicial
system

Changes at the U.S. Supreme Court
Nominated for Associate Justice: Antonin Scalia
•Age: 50
•Birthplace: Trenton. N J
•Family status: Married: five
suns. four daughters
•Religious affiliation: Roman
Cathblic
•Education: University of -Fribourg, Switzerland. sludent.
1955-56. bachelor s.-degree. -Georgetown University. 1957,

Harvard. bachelor of laws. 1960
•Public offices: Judge. U.S
Court of Appeals Washington.
1982-. assistant attorney general.
U S. 1974-77: general counsel.
Office of Telecommunications Policy.
Executive Office of the President.'
1971-72
•Other previous positions:
Professor University of Chicago

School of Law. 1977-82. visiting
professor. Stanford Law School
1980-81. visiting scholar. American
Enterprise Institute. 1977. visiting
professor. Georgetown'Law Center 1977. faculty. University of Virginia
Law School 1967-70. associate
Jones Day Cockley & Reavis law
firm. 1961-67

Nominated for Chief Justice: William H. Rehnquist
•Age: 61
Stanford bachelor of laws. 1952
•Birthplace: Milwaukee
•Public offices: Chief Justice
•Family status: Married one son. designate. 1986. associate Justice.
!wo daughters
US Supreme Court. 1971-1986.
•Religious affiliation: Lutheran
assistant attorney general U S
1969-71
•Education: Stanford University,
nachelors masters degrees. 1948. •Other previous positions:
master s degree. 1949.
Partner Powers & Rehnquist law

firm. 1960-6g. partner Cunningham
Carson & Messenger 1957-60.
member, Ragan & Rehnquist. 195657 with Evans Kitchel & Jenckes.
• 1953-55. law clerk to former justice
Robert H Jackson U S Supreme
Court 1952-53 -

Retiring Chief Justice: Warren E. Burger
▪ Age: 78
•Education: University of
• Minnesota student. 1925-27, St
•Birthplace: St Paul
Paul [now Mitchell] College of Law
•Family status: Married. one son
bacheloroMws degree. magna
and one daughter
•Religious affiliation: Of Swiss- „ cum I•aude 1931
•Public offices: Chief Justice
German Protestant background
U S'Supreme Court. 1969-86.

judge.•U.S. Court.of Appeals
Washington 19567.69 assistant
attorney general. U S . 195-56
•Other previous positions:
Faculty Mitchell College o! Law
1931-48 partner Fancy Burger
Moore & Costello law firm 1935-53

Chicago Tribune "Griaphic Sources Who s Who in America and Current Biography

Quake causes

.5 million in damage

Officials say aftershocks abating
PALM SPRINGS, Calif. (AP)
- Hundreds of aftershocks
followed the earthquake that
caused an estimated $4.5 million
in property loss and destroyed
or damaged 51 homes, but they
are abating now, officials said.
Riley Geary, a seismologist at
California Institute of
Technology in Pasadena, said in
the 24 hours after the quake early Tuesday, aftershocks were
being- Mt- almost -continuously
but they had slowed to several
an hour on Wednesday. Caltech said it had charted
about 25 aftershocks measuring
between 3.0 and 4.0 on the
Richter scale and hundreds of
smaller ones.
Tom Heaton, head of the U.S.
Geological Survey's Pasadena
office, said the chances of the

of the California desert 12 miles
northwest of l'alm Springs and
110 miles east of I ms Ange1es
It measured 6.0 on the Richter
scale - a level capable or producing severe damage in heavily populated areas - and was
felt as far away as Arizona anti
Nevatia.

quake actually being a
foreshock to a bigger temblor
decreased with each day, noting
that about one in 20 earthquakes
in California is followed by a
larger temblor within five days.
The quake, which struck at
2:21 a.m. Tuesday, was centered
in a sparsely populated section

Tanker explodes second time
causes injuries, evacuation
at six hospitals Wednesday night
after the tanker exploded for the
second time in two days. sending
a poisonous plume over the
parts of three cities that had
been evacuated Tuesday night,
officials said. Twelve people
were treated_at a Red Cross
shelter in I /ayton.

MIAMISBURG. Ohio t AP I A railroad tank;car burned unchecked today after it exploded
during salvage efforts, spewing
a toxic cloud that injured at
least 92 people and forced
thousands from their homes for
the second time in two days.
At least 80 people were treated
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Effective
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Tandy® 1000
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Lincoln Federal Savings Now And In The Future.

Includes DeskMatel 6-in-1 Software
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Low As $33 Per Month on CitiLine*

If you want to guarantee a high rate of return for up to
10 years or keep your Lunds readily available, we have
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Quarterly on some certificates, which gives you an
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Storms bring temperature relief, cause death of horses
Severe thunderstorms over
portions of Kentucky may have
provided some relief from sizzling temperatures, but lightning
spawned by the storms was
blamed for the fiery death of
four yearlings who were to have
been sold at the fall Keeneland
sales.
Bel-Mar farm owner Curtis
Green said the yearlings valued between $150,000 and
$200,000 - were killed Wednesday afternoon when a barn burned down after being struck by
lightning in south Fayette
County.
Cloudy skies and severe
thunderstorms across the region
also brought heavy rain and gusty winds to most of Kentucky,
especially the central and
southeast portions of the state.
In Frankfort, residents in the
western part of the city lost their
power for four hours after
storms hit the area about .3:45
p.m. EDT, Lt. James
McGaughey of the city police
said.
McGaughey said problem:,
with a transformer and downed
power lines caused the outage.
Three cars were crushed by
downed trees, but there were no
reports of injuries, he said.
State police in Frankfort said
2 to 3 feet of water was standing
on some low-lying roads, some
of which were partly blocked.

Frame law
says illegal
to obscure
license plates
OWENSBORO. Ky. 1A13 - A
tip to Kentucky motorists:
Check the frame around the
license Plate before next
Tuesday.
A new law taking effect then
makes it illegal to use the frame
if it obscures any of the lettering, including the word "Kentucky" at the top and the
county's narrie at the bottom,
Jim Roberts, a spokesman for
the Legislative Research Commission, said the frame law carries a fine of $20" to Mk the
same as for obscuring or cover
ing the license number.
Daviess Circuit Clerk Pat
Hardesty said most of those
cited will probably pay the $20
fine plus $42.50 court costs $62.50 - rather than go to court.
"We haven't received any
directive from Frankfort on it,"
said Trooper Ed Brady-,
spokesman for the Kentucky
State Police post in Henderson.
Brady said tickets for violations of the new law would more
likely be issued by state police in
connection with other citations.
Obsclffrnghumbers on. plates
was already against the law and
Brady said it is enforced.
Jim Bailey, an attorney for
the Administrative Office of the
Courts in Frankfort, said he had
seen nothing on the new law.
The frame law is actually a
section of House Bill 315. sponsored by Rep. Sam McElroy to
dress up state plates. •
The change, which takes effect on Jan. 1, 1988. puts the
words "Bluegrass State" on the
bottom of the plate. Officials
are also considering adding the
twin spires of Churchill Downs
and the image of a race horse to
the plates.
The idea behind the changes
was to make the plated- more attractive arid to promote tourism,
McElroy said.
He was concerned that the
frames - issued Fy-:--iiuto dealers
„and various, organizations Would defeat the purpose of the
new plates.
So a section was included in
the bill to prohibit a rim or
frame from covering any lettering or decal on the plate.
Daviess Sheriff-JOhn Bouvier
said his department will begin
enforcing the law when it takes
effect.
"Whether a motorist will be
stopped solely for that violation
depends 'on how bad it is."
Bouvier said. "I've seen. some
that completely cover the county name."
Bouvier said he has seen a I.,
cent trend toward tinting license
Oates.- which is -itlegat -and will
result in citations.
"A lot of these people are getting dark tints on their windows
and are slippingo piece of tinted
plastic over their lieense
plates." he said. "That makes it
hard, if not Impossible, for us to
read." '
Bouvier said tinted plates are
apparently an attempt to make
the car more attractive, but its
grounds for a citation.'

In Lexington, a fire destroyed
a garage in the Clays Mill Road
area and caused heavy damage
to a trailer and boat parked
nearby, city fire departnient officials said. The fire also damaged several other vehicles and
two nearby houses.
However, the weather service
said the thunderstorms did drop
temperatures across most of the
state from the low 90s to the mid
70s by Wednesday evening, providing temporary relief from the
current heat wave.
With the heat index hovering
between 105 and 110 degrees
earlier in the day, the weather
service warned those with
health problems. to avoid outdoor activity.
Such people are more susceptible to cramps and exhaustion,

and only about 10 percent of the
crop has reached a height of
three feet.
•
"Our pastures need a good
drenching." said Agriculture
Commissioner David Boswell.
"The corn crop is faring be-st"
with 42 percent of the acreage
silked or silking, he said.
Western Kentucky farmers
also were concerned about the
weather's effect on crops that
are at a critical development
stage.
•
With an inch of rain the past
two or three weeks, "plants
haven't experienced much
moisture stress so far," said
Larry Reber, Hickman County
extension- agent_
"But with 95-degree
temperatures, an inch is not
enough," he said.
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tricity generation tor all 'IA A
dams was only 56 percent of
normal.
The weather service said the
stifling temperatures are due
back, this weekend and will
continue.
The extended outlook tor July
14-18 calls for warmer than
usual temperatures in the north
and much warmer than normal
readings in the south
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"Mentally (the raint might
have helped some people," said
weather service forecaster
Jessie Crouch, but brief
downpours over much of the
state were not enough to appease farmers.
Drought has also knocked
down hydroelectric production
at Tennessee Valley Authority
dams, including Barkley and
Kentucky dams. In June. elec-
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All Better Swimsuits

50% To 60% off

Bel Air Shopping Center Murray, KY
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Active Sportswear
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Read the
want ad* daily

the weather service said, explaining that the heat index
represents a combination of
temperature and humidity.
In Owensboro, the Salvation
Army was lending fans to people
trying to escape the heat, said
Capt. John'Bledsoe. "The elderly, of course, have top priority."
Bledsoe said most of the fans
the Salvation Army gets are
donated during the winter and
saved for summer."In the summer, you just can't get a fan.
donated."
The state Department of
Agriculture reported that hot:
sultry conditions have left their
mark on some crops, particularly tobacco °which is, growing
unevenly.
More than 50 perceht of the
acreage is less than two feet tall
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President Reagan trying to help shape final tax version
WASH!NGT
i AP — }'resident Reagan. trying to help
shape the final version of the
tax-overhaul package in Congress. is personally endorsing a
top individual tax rate of 27 per-cent and Fred-Ring - himself with
being one of the first champions
of slashing rates.
Reagan was to fly to the
southeastern corner of Alabama
today to plug tax changes in a
luncheon speech before the
Chamber of Commerce in
Dothan. a community of 52,000
people that proclaims itself the
peanut capital of the work!.

The chamber sold nearly 1.600
tickets for the luncheon at $25
/—
apiece.
'The main point of his speech
is that individual rates muet be
held down," said presidential
spokesman Larry Speakes.
"The president wants to make
his views known to the (congressional conference, indicating
that he wants to make sure it
the tax package ) is fair, it is
simple. and that those who
should pay, do" pay' taxes,"
Speakes said.
He said Reagan would.

specifically give his endorsement to the top individual rate of
27 percent, as approved by the
Senate.
A separate tax bill 'passed by
the House prescribes a maximum individual rate of 38 percent. but there is a growing consensus for -the 27 percent figure
in the Senate bill, along with acceptance of higher business
taxes approved by the House.
Reagan's own tax pl,an had
proposed a top rate of 35 percent. Currently, the top individual rate is 50 percent.
Speakes said Reagan would

trace his • involvement in tax
new jobs." Speakes said.
tax bill that can be passed and
reform back to 1980, before he
Reagan's speech was billed by
on the president's desk by Labor
became president. when he
White House chief of staff
Flay."
argued that the problems of low
I humid Regan as "the stage seteconomic growth, high inflation - Ter" tor administration involveHe said administration ofand spiraling. interest rates Were
in the weeks-long struggle
ficials will encourage the lax
the. result of people being
that will begin next week as
writers to seek to retain the
overtaxed.
House and Senate negotiators
deduction for Individual Retirebegin reconciling differences in
ment Accounts at least for
Tax-rate cuts proposed by
the bills passed by the two .workers who are covered by
Reagan were approved by Conchambers.
employer pension plans but are
gress with some changes in MO.
Regan said Treasury Depart- not yet vested and thus do not
"Inflation dropped from 12 perment officials will be on hand at qualify for retirement benefits.
cent to under-2 percent and more
the congressional meetings "to
The Senate-passed bill would
than 40 months of I eC011011th•
reconcile the differences or help do away with IRA deductions for
growth was the result, as well as
to reconcile the differences bet- everyone covered by a pension
the creation of over 10 million
ween the two to come up with a -plan.

State budget opens 'about on target'
FRANKFORT. Ky. Al' —
1 )- espite a shortfall in kenLucky's General Fund for the
last fiscal year. the new budget
period opened ''just about on
target- and no catch up spendnig cuts will be needed. Cabinet
Secretary'Larry Hayes says.
Hayes and Revenue Secretary
Gary Gillis said Wednesday that
General Fund receipts for June
were $2*
million
the best
- month on record, but $2fti. million
short of what was rveded to
meet_ the _administration's
revenue projection for fiscal
That did not put the state in
the red. however. The projection
had iliclialed a $194 million

surplus on which to start the
1986-88 budget period on July 1.
Also, at least $20 million that
'was budgeted, but not spent, in
the last fiscal year lapsed into
the new year. the officials said.
"We characterize everything
as just about on target." said
Hayes, who also is state budget
director. "We are going to find
ourselves substantially at the
estimate."
- But Larry Lynch, the General
Assembly's revenue consultant.
said the shortfall in receipts
does not bode well for the
budgets for this fiscal year or
next.
•'If they're 26 million. dollars

short this year, they will be 26
million short next year — at
least 26 million." said Lynch, a
Transylvania University
economist who has frequently
been at odds with Hayes. Gillis
and other executive branch
budget writers.
Because Of an unexpected
decline in !lay receipts, the
General Fund 'needed to take in
$314 iniltion in June to meet the
reveune projection — -$2.762
billion — and budgeted surplus
for fiscal 1986:
That would have far outstripped the $281.2 million collected
in January, which to that point
was the best month on record.

Lawsuits...

Hayes said the $20 million
lapse will mean that nearly the
entire $194 million surplus was
intact when the state closed its
books June 30.
But Lynch said the shortfall in
actual receipts mean the state
will also fail to meet its revenue
projection for the current fiscal
year. Lynch and the Revenue
Cabinet each predict that
revenues will grow by 7.4 percent this fiscal year, but they
disagree on the starting point, or
base amount.
With a lower starting figure,
Lynch said. "they should be at
least 26 million tdollars, short
next year.

*ant'd from page 1)
in East Hartford. Conn.. by the
Louisville law firm of W•yatt.
Tarrant and Combs. It claimed
that only two lawsuits were filed
against the engine
manufacturer.
''To Pratt & Whitney. the
critical. factual issue in the case
is whether the engines had
anything whatsoever to do with
the crash,' the legal brief
stated.
"Pratt & Whitney has no
knowledge of any facts which in-die:ire-that Hie engines did not
function in a satisfactory
. manner.'•
The company. a division of
'lined Technologies Inc.. claim-

0

ed "the lawsuits were filed ...
prior to any of the administrative hearings held in
regard to the crash !and) at a
time when there was a great
deal of unconfirmed speculation
with regard to the cause of the
crash."
Meanwhile, the lead counsel
for plaintiffs and defendants
have met District Judge Edward Johnstone's July 3
deadline for filing pre-trial
motions.
Their motions include a position statement; dimensions of
critical. factual and legal issues
expected to be raised during the
trial: and problems foreseen in
Manage-Merit- Of- the trial. The judge will meet with attorneys for both sides in
Louisville on Friday.
A brief filed by the plaintiff's
lead counsel indicated differing
opinions in how the court should
determine compensatory
damages. The lead counsels are
New York. attorney Lee
Kreindler. Stanley .Chesley of
Cincinnati and Paul Welker of
Clarksville, Tenn.
Kreindler believes the
Paducah court or the courts
where 4-awsuits we.re
filed should decide the amount
of compensatory damages to be
paid to the familieS_of the crash
victims.
Chesley and Walker, however,
recommended flexibility in
determining compensatory
damages. Some options they
suggested, include_ returning
each case to its transfer court
-for individual trials or conducling a consolidated trial' in
Paducah of a group of individual
cases.
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there is not a drug problem at
Murray State to the quality of
students at the university, the
ca.ry.caring faculty and staff, including se CU rity. and the
community.
Joe Green, director of Public
Safety, said drug_use on.campus
is in a decline. He explained that
people are'becoming more
educated to what it can do. "It
can literally destroy a .person's
life and working career," he
added.
Some of the drug use on campus is by young people willing to try things for the first time.
l)r. Bill Allbritten. director of
Counseling and Testing Center.
said "there's a pig difference
between one time experimentation" and addictive problems.
Alcohol is perhaps the drug used most commonly on campus.
Meloan said some new
students with new'freedoms use-alcohol as a means for acceptance. He acids that it ."doesn't
take long for anyone to learn
that alcohol consumption is not
.the way to do it.':
Fraternities are receiving
pressure from the national
organizations -a-gain'st using
alcohol in rush. Meloan said.
Meloan said it is hard to get to
know people, which is the purpose of rush, if students are
under the effects , of alcohol.
•Because of this, the fraternities
are going tO a "dry rush."
Sorority national organizations have strict guidelines that
say no alcohol on the sorority
'premises for parties or personal
use. Dana Allen Harvey,
Panhellenic advisor said.
People that are not , familiar
with sororities do not realize
thaere is such a difference between sororities - and.fraternities
regarding the use of alcohol, she
said.
.Students having a problem
with drug abuse are referred by
various means to the counseling
and Testing Center where they
are made aware of their options.
Allbritten.said. One of the facts
pointed out is that drugs are illegal and there is tht. definite
possibility of proSecution andtncari.eratton, Allbritten said.
While most agreed there was
not a widespread drug problem.
Green said "anytime that we
have Anyone that's involved in
the over uses of legal drugs or
the use of illegal drugs then
Murray State has a probler%."
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Tire stockpile owner has chance for reprieve
ALEXANDRIA, Ky.
(AP) — The owner of a
stockpile of 10 million
tires who was found in
contempt of court last
week will have a chance
to argue for a reprieve
Friday at a hearing
before Campbell COunty
Circuit Court Judge
Leonard Kopowski.
Charles Wanner, who
rents property in northern Kentucky, was
found in contempt of an
order issued last
December. The order.
said he was to pay $4,000
restitution to his
neighbors, demonstrate.
progress in removing
the tires within the next

18 months, and employ a
professional exterminator, according to
Judge Leonard
Kopowski.

forts,to remove the tires

from his property.
"We think everything
will work out this Friday," defense attorney
Justin Verst, an at- Robert Patton said.
torney representing five "We don't think they'll
neighbors whose pro- imprison him, because
perty adjoins Wanner's, he's been trying very
said he filed the con- hard to get rid of these
tempt motion because tires. It's not like you
none of the court's can go out on the market
and sell them in 10
orders had been met.
minutes.
Wanner was found in
"The motion was filed
contempt of court last right after the $4,000
December for failing to came due. He shourti
attend a similar hear- have the $4,000
by Friing, but a $500 fine and a day. He should have
an
three-day jail term were exterminator hired by
suspended when he pro- Friday."
ved that he had made efWanner has been
try-

log to sell the tires snit.,
September 1983. when
Kopowski ruled that all
the tires were to be
removed by 1988. Patton
said . that since then,
Wanner and his
business partner, Larry
Lusby, have . almost
closed several contracts, including a deal
that would have sent all
10 million tires to China
to.be melted and used as
heating oil.
Wanner has been collecting the tires since
1970, wlien the price of
oil began to escalate. No
tires have been collected since 1984, Patton
said

Lawsuits filed against Spendthrift owners
LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP)
— Three more lawsuits
have been filed against
Leslie Combs II, his son
Brownell Combs II and
others alleging the Cornbses misrepresented the
assets of Spendthrift
Farm Inc. in luring
private investors.
The three suits filed
last month by private investors in California,
Ohio and New York
claim the Coinbses misled the plaintiffs into investing at least $1
million each in Spendthrift in 1983. They raise
to six the number of
court actions oustanding against the father
and son by private investors that allege

misrepresentation and
lack of full disclosure involving business
dealings.
Together, the suits
seek at least $70 million
in damages and other
costs. All• claim that
federal securities laws
were violated.
The most recent suits
were filed by Japanese
businessman and
horseman Zenya
Yoshida; by California
investment adviser
James Griggs; and by
three individual partnerships based in Ohio
and New York.
Yoshida and Griggs
allege in separate suits
that the Combses devis-

ed a scheme to bring in
private investors
because the Sprndthrift
owners needed money.
Yoshida is asking for
a rescission of his $3.75
million investment, plus
triple that amount and
punitive damages of $2
million, a total of $9
million.
Griggs is asking for a
rescission of $1.08
million, plus triple that
amount, plus $2 million
in punitive damages, a
total of $6.32 million.
In a separate suit filed
in Ohio, Hamilton Partners, • Northwood 'Ventures. and Gateway Investment Partnership.
alleged that key information in the corn-

FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP
— A plant to
manufacture metal wall
plates for commercial
buildings _will -open le
the Frankfort Industrial
Park about Jan. 1, officials say.
_ Butler Manufacturing
Co.'s recently acquired
Inryco Architectural
PrOdUCIS._ DilisiOn will
employ about 100

By Abigail Van Buren
C 1906 by Unwersai Press Synd.cate

DEAR ABBY: I received a temptDEAR ABBY:In a recent letter
ing proposition last week and would "No Name or Town," you address to
ed
like some information from you yourself to a hituation which I
see
before I make up my mind. I am a regularly. I am a Roman Catholic
woman, 28, single, and struggling priest. I was very interested in your
to gain recognition as an artist. A response to the woman concern
ed
good friend of mine knows a man that her exhusband wished to get
from Mexico who wants to move to an "annulment" for his marriage
to
the United States and is seeking an her.
American woman to marry. I have
Abby, although you were correct
been assured that he wants nothing in saying that a declaration
of
else — just my name on the mar- nullity (as it is called) can be
riage license. He is willing to pay granted only in the case where no
me a good price to marry him. marriage existed, there is more to
it.
Frankly, I could use the money and The declaration is made in cases
am considering his offer.
-where a previous marriage was not
THINKING IT OVER a sacramentill marriage according

DEAR THINKING: I spoke
with Joel Flanders of the U.S.
Immigration Office in Loa Angeles. He said: "This is a widespread problem. Particularly
The Ohio suit also vulnerable are college students
alleges that the defen- who, out of friendship (or for a
dants fraudulently con- price), will accommodate a felcealed wrongdoing by low student by agreeing to an
failing, to inform in- in-name-only marriage.
"We investigate suspected
vestors of Spendthrift's
iham
marriages and pursue the
business deals and
parties involved. One who enope-rations *after the
ters into such an arrangement
company went public.
can be charged with general
The three partner- fraud, which is a felony. If the
ships are seeking $3 person is found guilty, the fine
million, or full rescis- is $10,000 or five years in
prison — or both."
sion,

Metal wall plate plant to open in Frankfort
workers, including 10 manager for Butler the Kentucky Developemployees being Manufacturing, said ment F-It nance
transferred from divi- Frankfort Was picked Authority.
sion headquarters- in for the plant over about
The plant will be housMilwaukee, the officials six other cities, which ed in a 200,000-squaresaid.
he did not identify.
foot building formerly
They made the anCommerce Secretary occupied 6y Taylor Tot
nouncement Wednesday Carroll Knicely said Manufacturing and
at a news conference state assistance for the which has been vacant with Gov. Martha Layne plant. would include job for about 21-2 years.
Collins at the Capitol.
- training by the Blue Butler plans to add
Dale Carlson, -- cor—-Grass State Sk-ills--Corp —667000-square-feetof-proporate manufacturing and probably a loan by duction space:
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Woman's Paper
Marriage Is Worth
Lots of Bucks

pany's original private
placement memorandum was inaccurate or
in

plus triple that
amount. plus $5 million
in punitive damages, or
a total of $17 million.
None of the defendants were available for
comment,
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to canon law. It does not mean that
there was no marriage at all. It has
no effect on children (although
there were none in this case). And

it has no effect on civil legal status.
By the way, your advice that she
see a lawyer would be a waste of
time and money. It would be more
sensible to consult a priest and
would not cost anything. Chances
are that it was indeed a sacramental marriage if she was married
according to the laws of the Lutheran Church.
Thank you for hearing me out. I
am still one of your fans and think
that your advice is usually right on
the mark.
THE REV.RAYMOND RICKELS,
OFM,ST. FRANCIS CHURCH,
BAYFIELD, WIS.

DEAR FATHER RICKELS: I
am all mea culpa'd out. Yours
was one of the more generous
letters I received.
.••
DEAR ABBY: Several months
ago you ran a column about a
husband-to-be who asked if you
thought his fiancee would object if
he wore nylons, heels and ladies'
attire in private. Our morning coffee
group could not agree with your
answer. Two were for, one was
against, and I was undecided.
My loving, caring, nearly perfect
husband of 48 years passed away
last month. He was a retired
portrait photographer. As I went
through his things in his at-home
studio, I got the surprise of my life!
He had in the back of his closet
women's lingerie, dresses, heels,
makeup and wigs. I also found
photographs which he had taken of
himself dressed like a woman and
looking beautiful. Even in his most
recent photographs his legs were
gorgeous in a miniskirt, hose and 4inch heels. He could have been a
hosiery _model.. I found _diaries_
which he had kept since long before
he-knew me, and, Abby, he was not
a homosexual — he just liked to get
dressed up in women's clothing!
I regret that he was never able to
share his fantasy with me while he
was alive.
WIDOW IN SUN CITY, ARIZ.

Louisville, firefighters' union reach tentative agreement
LOUISVILLE, Ky. Wednesday
were plained to firefighters at
AP) — The city and the released.
special meetings today
firefighters' union have
A spokesman tor and FridaY.
reached -a tentative con- Local 345 of the
Profestract agreement, aver, sional Firefighters
Wednesday's agreesaid
tine a threatened strike, the proposal
will be ment came,after talks.
officials said.
posted in the city's that lasted all day.
firehduses for about 10 Those discussions inNo details of the days_ before_ a ratifica- cluded one contract
ofagreement- reached tion vote is conducted. fer in the afternoon
that
about 8:25 p.m. EDT The proposal will be ex- was,- rejected. by union

-

The firefighters had
authorized theirlinion's
executive committee fo
call a strike if
necessary, and union
President Ron Gnagie
'had acknowledged that.
picket signs had been
readied.
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Prescriptions
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Blue Cross
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Try Sun Mark's New Disposable
Incontinent Pant with Elastic

Simmons Beautyrest
and
Sealy Posturpedic

Leg Gathers.
The superior heavy absorbent
pant with comfortable,
secure protection
for bladder and bowel voiding.

AL. AIL

50%
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•Made with Poiymer Fter
ieaving your sk,n dry
•Unigue, channel-type pant
for a snug, secure fit
•Reduce skin irritation and
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New Sensor Cuff
Electronic/Digital
Blood Pressure Kit
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Simmons Softside
Flotation Bedding
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Marshall Co. beats
local all-stars 8-3

Staff photo 10 l'hris Evan.

NIurray -('alloway Count All-Star Lucas 1)enhart was called
out on a dose play at first during the final game of a best of
three series with Marshall County Wednesday at the Murray-

Calloway County Park. Marshall County won the game 8-3,
scoring six runs in the fourth inning. Guy Blagg is the first
baseman.

Bird talks at Harden basketball camp.
By hi.".'I' BROW N
Mar-shall County
sports Editor
'campers for. over an
What does Larry Bird hour
do to relax?
At a,, press conference
Play basketball. of afterwards.-- he. -said
• Marshall
course
County's was
..-Relieve it or not. I the.only .camp_he would
like to .relax by playing speak at this year.
"...I am just doing
basketball.•' Bird said
this
one because of the
Wednesday at the Roger
Roger
Harden Basketball Harden boys
and Rob, who are workni
p
at
("bunMarshall
_
ty High School. "I just ing at the camp." Bird
shoot around and before said.
Bird said he enjoyed
,know it two.or three
speaking at- camps. but
hours have gone by
his schedule kept him
Bird talked and from making more apdenionstrated his pearances at them.
h ailhan dling and
He stressed learning
shooting skills to the the fundamentals

through hard work to
the campers —
something he is noted
•
for having done.
"I told them that, if
they can learn to dribble
with both their left and
right hands, they can
become freat basketball plays." he said.
"...I wanted to try and
get them interested in
the fundamentals."
Bird told the campers
he has "the easiest job
in the world. I play a
game for a living..."
He noted, however.
that he got that job
through hard work.
Numerous articles on

Bird have noted that he
retire when this multimillion dollar,, contract
spends hours before
_every game practicing ends in four years. He
and that he jiracticed
didn't, however, sound
for hours nearly every sure when he gave his
day while in high school answer.
and college.
One of the members of
Bird also said he got the crowd sitting in the
lucky.
bleachers asked him
"When I was a what he was going to do
when he quit playing
sophomore
high
school, I was '5-6," he professional basketball.
said. "When I was a
"I don't know what
junior. I was 6-3. By the I'm going to do." he
time I was- a,senior, I answered.
was 6-7. I was N..ery
Bird said he didn't
lucky that I grew."
thiek he would go into
Answering a question coaching.
from one of the
"I always say that, if I
campers. Bird, who is went into coaching, I
29, said he probably will (('ont'd on page 1.3)

Player's as
files lawsuit, trying
to prohibit implementation of Rozelle plan
ASHINGTON 1AP1 •
L NI anagement by mandating random season. The current
The _National Football -C-otmet-1.- -the -league's drug tests for players.
agreement also allows
.I.eague 's .Players labor relations arm. on
Under the Rezelle an urinalysis during the
Association has gone to Tuesday, . asked the plan. a player testing
season if there is suspiourt to try and stop court for a temporary positive for drugs would
cion of drug use.
Commissioner Pete and preliminary injunc- be put under continual
In papers filed with
Rozelle's • mandatory tion to block implemen- supervision for 30 days,
the court, the union said
drug testing program.
tation of the drug pro- then suspended for at it had asked the
The' union filed a gram pending least 30 days at half pay
management' council to
lawsuit in 1 S District arbitration.if tested positive again go to arbritation
. on the
Court here on WednesThe union said it had and permanently bann- Rozelle plan immediateday to prohibit the asked the court for a ed with right of appeal
if ly after the commisleague from implemen- hearing on . its request he failed the test the
sioner announced it at
ting the program., an-- for today.
third time:
news conference .and
nounced Monday by
In filing the
Rozelle's plan also ad- wanted an answer
Rozelle. until an ar- grievance, union presi- ded two random
drug within 24 hours. When it
bitrator decides its dent Gene 1.pshaW.- a tests
to the mandatory did not receive one, the
legality
former All-Pro lineman preseason_ urinalysis union said. it.decideilto
The-- uninn wjiirh filed Mtn the Oakland - andfile the suit to force the
a grievance through Los Angeles Raiders, Jective bargaining
arbitration.
their c4.illetlivehargam- said Rozelle was "mak.- agreement. which
ex111gAarocedlife -with the. ing a grandstand play" pires after the 1986
:Th e, head of the
management council.
Jack Donlan. said the
NFL would agree to an
expedited arbitration
but would reject a union
request that the drug
plan not begin until the
grievance is resolved.
'We're not going to
agree' to that." Donlan
was quoted as saying in
Grand Rivers, Ky.
today's editions of the
New York Times.
The union said in its

agreed toin the 1982 col-

LAKE
PAVING
CO., INC.

. Room Air Conditioners
No one who has suffered hot

ASPHALT
PAVING

sWeltering days or sticky. sleepless
nights need to be sold on the advan
4tages of -air conditioning. Not on
will Kelvipator's Room Air Condi
tioner bring welcome relief from the,
heat. -it will also clean, dehumiaif
and expel stale air all very quietly..

•Streets
•Roadways
•Parking Lots
•Shopping Ctrs
•Residential
Subdivisions

_Authorized
Sales.Service.Parts

Free Estimates

362-8661

.Steele-Allbritten
209 S. 3rd St.
Murray
753-5341

.•

Plant Sites
Paducah
Lake City
Mayfield

suit that the controversy
is -uniquely a subject
for bargaining. and it is
addressed in the current
bargaining agreement
covering NFL players."
The complaint says
the current contract has
several provisions pertaining to drug abuse
and designates the
Hazelden Foundation as
.an.independent body to
oversee the adequacy of
all club programs and to
assure the confidentiality of any drug testing of
individual_ players._
The suit said that
Rozelle said the league
would
isseminate
information to acquiring
clubs for all players who
are .traded or waived
after training camps
open.
"This massive breach
of the confidentiality required by the existing
agreement will impact
any player who is traded or waived by their
respective teams after
training camps open."
the suit said

positive test eesutt

L

M
5-d

Li
SIRLOIN TIPS

$395
Thurs

Fri & Sat

July 10th 12th

ALL YOU CAN EAT BONELESS
FISH OR CATFISH STEAKS
$425 •Every

Thufs Fro 14 Sat F./ening

Homeplace Family Restaurant
1906 Coldwater Rd

759 1864

By CHRIS EVANS
Sports Writer
They tried to come
back in the final inning,
but the margin was too
much for the Murray.
Calloway County All.
Stars to overcome
Wednesday night at the
Murray-Calloway County Park.
It was the final game
of the district tournament, and Marshall
County had built an 8-0
lead by the time the
Murray-Calloway County stars got their last
chance at the plate.

the inning with a double
to the left-center field
alley and started a
chain of trouble for the
Murray-Calloway County crew. Marshall County used five hits during
the inning, two of which
were for extra bases,
and pumped six runs
across the plate.
Murray-Calloway
County got a pair of
base on balls during the
fifth to threaten, but
was stifled when relief
pitcher Bryan Dotson
got a strikeout to end the
inning.

Murray-Calloway
County was able to pick
up three runs in the last
frame, but fell five shy
of the Marshall tally and
lost 8-3 in the championship game.

Marshall County added a pair of insurance
runs in the last of the
fifth on three straight
singles to begin the inning, and the Murray.
Calloway County boys
were down by eight with
only three outs left.

Both teams were
hitless during the first
three innings, but the
sparks began to fly
when the Marshall
County squad took its
turn at the dish in the
fourth.
Chad Driskill led off

Michael Lovett reached on a Marshall County
error to begin the sixth
and scored on a throwing error by the catcher
before the next batter,
Mickey Futrell, could

finish his turn at the
plate.
Futrell eventually
drew a walk, but was
stranded at first for two
straight outs. Seth
Arant walked, giving
Alan Jourden the honors
at the plate With two on
and two out.
Jourden rose to the occasion and smashed a
two-run double to leftcenter field, but was
stranded there as the
Marshall County
defense retired the side
and chalked up its second victory over
Murray-Calloway County in three days.
Craig Morris started
the game for Marshall
County and picked up
the win, while Futrell
went the distance and
took the loss for the
'Murray-Calloway County squad.
Marshall County now
advances to the second
level of district tournament in McLean County
where it must win only
one game to go to the
state tournament.

For NL All-Star squad

Met is top vote getter
NEW YORK tAP) —
Outfielder Darryl
Strawberry,one of three
New York Mets voted to
the starting lineup, was
the leading -vote-getter
for the National League
All-Star team, which
was announced today by
the Commissioner's
Office.
Strawberry attracted
1,619,511 votes, more
than 135,000 ahead of the
next most popular
player in the fan
balloting — his teammate, catcher Gary
Carter.
The third Mets starter
is first baseman Keith
Hernandez.
Also selected to the
starting team for next
Tuesday's game at
.Houston were second
baseman Ryne Sandberg of Chicago, shortstop Ozzie Smith of St.
Louis, third baseman
Mike Schmidt of
Philadelphia and outfielders Dale Murphy of
Atlanta and Tony
Gwynn of San Diego.
Strawberry was hit-

ting .295 with 13 home 'his debut as a starter.
runs and 45 runs batted Gwyesemilee 1984-N-1 batin through Wt,dnesday. ting champ, is hitting
He is the first NL player .335.
ever to start All-Star
Sandberg makes his
Games in his first three second start at second
full seasons in the major base. He has a .276
leagues.
average with 43 RBI.
Hernandez, hitting Smith makes his fourth
.286, won his eighth con- straight start at shortsecutive Gold Glove stop and joined
Award last season and Strawberry. Carter,
will be making his first Sandberg and Murphy
All-Star start.
in attracting more than
Carter is hitting only 1 million votes. Smith is
.241 but has 13 homers batting .290 and is
and 57 RBI. He won his known as the "Wizard of
sixth consecutive selec- Oz' for his fielding
tion with 1,486.141 votes. exploits.
Since 1970, when the
fans regained the vote
Schmidt, at .285 with
for the starting teams, 17 homers and 61 RBI,
only Carter, Johnny
was a starter at third
Bench and Ted Sim- base from 1979-84. He
mons have been began this season splitselected as starting cat- ting his time between
chers for the National first and third base but
League.
has been mostly fullMurphy earned his time at third for most of
fifth straight starting the season.
assignment with a .273
Manager Whitey Heraverage. 14 homers and zog of St. Louis will an36 RBI. Gwynn held off nounce the pitchers and
a late surge by Mon- substitutes for the
treal's Tim Raines to 28-player squad on
win by 82,848 votes for
Friday.

Rookie Joyner chosen
for AL starting line-up
NEW YORK (AP) —
As far as the All-Star
Game, is concerned,
Wally Joyner picked the
right year to be a rookie.
For the first time
since 1970, when the
fans regained the vote
for the starting teams,
rookies were on the
ballot. And Joyner, the
hard-hitting freshman
first baseman with the
California Angels, beat
out an illustrious cast
for the starting spot on
the American League
team, which was announced Wednesday.
"I've watched it
almost every year," the
24-year-old Joyner said
of the mid -season
classic after attracting
917.972 votes to beat out
the Yankees' Don Mattingly, the AL's Most
Valuable Player in 1985
and a .330 hitter this
year. "To think I'm going to be there is
something special."
Joyner got into the
lineup for next Tuesday's game at Houston
with a .298 average, 20
homers and 66 runs batted in when the vote
announced. The Angels
were so sure of Jeyner's
abilities that they didn't
re-sign seven-time batting champion Rod
Carew during the offseson 'and handed the
first base jbb to the
rookie.

was

Joyner also had more consecutive year that
votes than Eddie Mur- Brett. batting .291, earnray of Baltimore and ed a starting job.
Kent Hrbek of MinWhitaker, a .271 hitnesota, both of whom
are having fine seasons. ter, is the first AL seJoining Joyner in the cond baseman to start
starting lineup will be three straight All-Star
second baseman Lou games since Carew
Whitaker of Detroit; made six consecutive
shortstop Cal Ripken of starts from 1970-75. He
Baltimore; third had 633,399 votes to
baseman George Brett 526.714 for Willie Ranof Kansas City; catcher dolph of the Yankees.
Lance Parrish of
Parrish. batting .257
Detroit, and outfielders
with 19 homers and 56
Kirby Puckett of MinRBI, easily became the
nesota and Rickey
starting catcher for the
Henderson and Dave
third straight year,
Winfield of the Yankees.
though he missed the
Puckett and Joyner
1985 game with an
are the only non injury.
repeaters from last
year's team.
Henderson, hitting
Puckett edged out .280 with 15 home runs
Reggie Jackson of and 49 stolen bases,
California for the last drew the most votes
starting berth with a among the outfielders
late surge of voting-sup- with 1,027.144. Winfield,
port In his third season batting just .230 and
and batting .340 with 16 periodically benched in
homers and 49 RBI, recent days, had 895,550
Puckett had 736,328 votes to gain his sixth
votes, beating Jackson All-Star start, including
by 17,189.
four straight.
Ripken, hittink .297
Manager Dick
with 12 homers and 46
RBI, collected the most Howser of the Royals,
votes. 1.486.806 — more who will try to turn the
than -one million votes fate of the American
ahead of Alan Trammell., League, which has lost
14 of the last 15 All-Star
of Detroit.
Brett had 84,903 more .Games, will announce
votes than Wade Boggs the pitchers and
of Boston. who lead the substitutes for the
major leagues in hit- 28-player squad on
ting. It marked the 11th Friday.
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Cards fall to last place
LOS ANGELES rAUr
— Even with the big
guns missing. the Los;
Angeles Dodgers have a
little firepower left in
their offense.
The Dodgers, who had
scored just once in the
first two games of the
series, erupted for 15
hits in their 8-2 victory
Wednesday night over
the St. Louis Cardinals.
"We haven't produced
too many in a while, it's
about time we got some
runs," said Enos Cabell.
who contributed three
hits that drove in three
runs.
The Dodgers, whose
disabled list has been
bulging with starters for
the past month, also got
three hits and three
RBIs from rookie Jeff
Hamilton.
"We can't wait for the
big guys to come back."

Ma—

The National Basketball
Association's Most
Valuable Player, Larry
Bird, spoke at the Roger
Harden Basketball
Camp at Marshall County High School Wednesday. Bird, who lives in
French Lick, Ind., during the off-season, made
an appearance at the
camp at the invitation of
Harden, whose father is
a vice-president of Converse Shoes, which Bird
has an endorsement
contract with. Bird talked to the campers about
the importance of learning the fundamentals.
Harden's camp is the
only tone he is going to
appear at this year, he
said.
•

Bird stresses importance of fundamentals
(Cont'd from page 14)
would want to coach
seventh and eighth
graders." he said.
"They.are the ones who.
you could really coach.
who really need to be
coached the
fundamentals."
Bird, answering
another camper's question, said he thought
Magic Johnson was the
best player in the NBA
and Michael Cooper was
the best defensive
player."
"No one is even close
to Cooper," Bird said.
"But he still can't stop
me

Bird said Dennis
Johnson was the 'best
player he has ever
played with.
"People just don't
realize how good Dennis
Johnson is," he said.
They say he is not a
good shooter....Well, in
the fourth quarter and
late in the third quarter.
..he shoots about 65 to 60

percent. That's the kind
of shooter we want."
Bird said Bill Waltot
was the key to the
Boston Celtics winning
the NBA championship
this year. He said at one
time, before he had injury problems. Walton
was — the greatest
player ever.•'
Said Bird, "I was in
Red's(Auerbach) office
one day, and he asked
me what I thought of
Bill Walton. I asked him
why, and he said
'because I'm going to
try and get him.' I told
him if he gets -Bill
Walton we'll win the
championship."
Bird only mentioned
Len Bias's name twice
while at the camp. Bias,
who died last month due
to the affects of cocaine
usage, was the Celtics'
number one draft pick.
Bias had a chance to
be a great NBA player,
Bird told the campers.
Later, at the press con-

ference, he said the loss
of ,Bias would hurt the
Celtics next season.
Despite the Boston's
loss of Bias, though,
Bird "still would take
our chances (of winning
the NBA championship)
over anyone's."
Bird noted several of
the Celtics' key players
were in or approaching
their early 30s (Robert
Parrish, Bill Walton,
Dennis Johnson and,
soon, himself). "so if we
are to win more NBA
championships, we need
to win them now, in the
next few years."
He said being the
defending NBA.champs
won't be that much
more, if any more,
pressure on the Celtics.
"Everybody guns for
us anyway," he said.
He said the Celtics'
ability to handle the
pressure of the NBA
championship series
was one of the main
reasons they _beat_
Houston. He said Atity
handled the pressure
better because they had
participated in the
series several times.
the Soviet Union while the Rockets
women's basketball hadn't.
teams both registered
closer-than-expected
victories, and will meet
tonight in a showdown of
unbeaten squads.

Lewis is beaten
MOSCOW o
o —
they were the heroes of
summer, the gold medal stars of the 1984
Olympics.
Two years ago, EdWiti
Moses was skimming
over hurdles and winning his second Olympic
championship. At the
same time, Carl Lewis
was sprinting, leaping
and passing the relay
baton, a man winning
four Olympic titles for
the first time in 48
years.
Things have changed
for both athletes since
then, and it was ap--.
parent Wednesday night
at the inaugural Goodwill Garnei. • •
final dat.‘, of track
•
connietition at the international festival Was
highlighted. by Hen
Johnson's victory over
Lewis in the 100 metets
In 9.95 seconds — the
fastest ever at sea-level
The United States and

And for the fifth time
a world record was set,
this time .in cycling. A
Soviet team lowered the
world mark in the fourkilometer pursuit to
four minutes, 12.830
seconds.
Moses, starting a
comeback from almost
two years of back and
leg problems. sped
away from 'the field to
win his 111th consecutive 400-meter
hurdles race 'in 4-7 94
seconds.
It was.nOwhere- near
his world record of
47.02, and even farther
away from the sub-47second clocking that he set
as his goal

man play in both of the
Kentucky-Indiana AllStar games and was impressed by him.
-"He (Chapman) was
by far the best player
out there." he said. "I
haves already told Red
"I just think Ralph about him. I think he
was having a badv has the potential to be
one of the greatest
series," he said.
guards ever...but you
Bird praised the can go either way in colcoaching job done by lege...You have to wait
Boston's K.C. Jones. and see how he does at
saying Jones lets his Kentucky."
players have a lot of inBird said the best
put into what the Celtics thing about being a
should be doing on the superstar was wing
court. _
the reaction of. kids in
Bird noted two ways hospitals when he
he helps relieve the visited.
"Getting a smile out
pressure on himself.
For one, he practices a of a kid who is dying is
lot, so he doesn't worry some kind of feeling."
he said.
when he has a bad
shooting game, figuring
he has worked so hard
his shots are bound to
start falling -eventuatly
For another, he divides
each game into\ four
games. -playing _each
quarter as a game.
forgetting about each
quarter once it ends.
Bird had some good
news for University of
Kentucky fan's: he said
he had seen Rex ('hap.
He said he didn't think
the fight between Ralph
Sampson and Jerry
Sichting in Game Five
of ..the championship
series had an affect on
Sampson's performance
in Game Six.

TALL-BIG MEN'S
CLOTHING

Suits 36-52
$89.95
Sport Coats 36 56
$59.95
Slacks to Size 54
Short Sleeve Knit Shirts to 4X
Short Sleeve Dress Shirts to 3X
1/2 Price
Belts to 52
Ties'*Rey so
$5.00

•
.•

that situation is driv••
the ball," said
Hamilton. "After 1 gut
that hit, it made me fer•I
a lot better."
1,'a1enzuele felt a lot
better, too. He cruised
through eight shutout innings before giving up
two runs in the ninth to
record his 11th win (i1
the season. The four.
runs in the first made ii
an easy night for him tr.
join Sid Fernandez rri
the New York Mets and
Shane Rawley of titPhiladelphia Phillies it
the National League
only 11-game winners
Cardinals start(,)
Greg Mathews. 4
lasted just 3 2-3 innink_. and was tagged for Si.
runs and nine hits.
• The. loss .dropped tI))•
Cardinals into last plat
in the NI. Eastet
Envision.

Any dealer can claim
he has lumber that ,
lasts Why take a I
chance,
We stock genuine
WOLMANIZED'
pressure -treated
wood, the brand that
lasts for a lifetime
against termites and
decay and the brand
that
professional
builders use 3 to 1
over the nearest
competior
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Wednesday's Games
Detroit 7 Minnesota 0
Cho:eland A Chrragn a •
CalllOrtilii 6. Matiker 1
Toronto A Seattle 5
Boston: Oakland
Ness York 5. Texas 4
Kansas Cits 3 Baltimore 0
Thursday's Games
Texas .Correa 6, at Cleveland Si nrorn 2 • in!
Oakland Plunk 2 4! at Toronto • Clan. 4.s 5, , n
California !Romano k 5 7, at Kish
!Nipper 4 5,
,
in.
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II
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4 101 int
ir 34
Seattle 4 Langston 9 A at MilA.i.aos.r1
No
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Rasmussen
1 Ail.,
9r, Ai
York
Friday Games
Texas at Cleveland !ri
toakland at Toronto. !ri
California at Boston. !ri
Baltimore at Chicago , r •
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:se. York at Minnesota .1:
Seattle at Milviaukee. in
— —
NATIONAL-LEAGUE
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Neu York
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Montreal
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,5,..r

4.
Wednesday s Games
.Mlanta 7 Philadelphia
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Montreal 2 Houston I
t•ittshurgn A San I iiego
s St Louis 2
Thursday's Games St laem:
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. c, k,
Pittsburgh At atk 4 4:-al Sara Frahrisi o
5 4
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-,
en ,
-Stlante Z.Srn AL 75,,t at. New 1 of k 4 kiecla
Philadelphni , Hudson I s • at.
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Chu ago ! Movci 1 ; • at 1.o. Augi.acs •
•
Ganws
Col, moat, At ‘lontrii.vi .11
AILOILa
Chu ago at 1.0, 'ingeliis
Philadelphia at 141'',-t'',,_ ,n
St Louis at San Diego Ti
Pittshurch A! San F 'all.
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THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 S. SYCAMORE

753-8355

TRY US
BEFORE YOU BUY!
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We do all type oi
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Gerrald Boyd's Auto
Repair & Service Center
514 S. 12th St.
753-1750

COME TO THE

?W'
421CTWA; If
Rent 3 Movies
Get 1 FREE
No Limit pickup Friday bring bock Monday.
Visit Our Recordin• Booth At The Fair

$12.50 peer week
THE PHOENIX
LUMBER COMPANY
"se" TX • SW 243 7101

,yoiriar -1

BASKETBALL
National Basketball Association
\I
I . 53 1".
Vkdkciis
's

:4
34

si

753-8355

..1.\

West Division
Calif-04bl
Texas
Chicago
KansasCat
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scattle
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.t'r"a“,

Cm,innati
Los Angeles

VCR Rentals
$9.95 weekends
Toetiter, Lorotvei

•
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Don't Accept
Substitutes

Clark Clothing
Next to C-Mart
Ky. 121 North By Pass
Murray, Ky. 753-3557

said Cabell. 'We've got
to win some games and
score some runs.
Hamilton, called up
from Albuquerque last
month to replace a
sidelined Bill Madlock,
came into the game hitting just .158.
"I'rn working on the
multiple-hit game," he
said. "You can't get
your average up or help
the team with one hit at
a time."
But it took just one hit
by Hamilton to get it all.
started Wednesday
night. He doubled with
the bases loaded in the
first inning to give
starter Fernando Valenzuela a 4-0 lead.
"We got lucky when
r Vince Coleman- didn't
see Hamilton's hit."
said Cabell. "It cost
them three runs:"'
"All you have to do in

Choose from over 2000 movie
titles and growing daily.
Open till II Friday & 6 Sot.
753-5201

1

-

- --
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Study says crib deaths often due to preventable accidents
BOSTON
AP
—
Poor parental judgment
and accidents are probably responsible for
many of the baby deaths
that are officially.
class.lfied as the
mysterious sudden infant death syndrome.
according to a study
published today.
When a seemingly
healthy baby dies unexpectedly or without explanation. the cause ot
death is frequently attributed to SIDS._ or crib
death. It is the leading
killer of children bet:
ween ages 1 month and 1
year. arid blamed for
SAW to 10.000 deaths in
the United States
annually
New research.
however, suggests that
when such deaths are
examined, there frequently is a reasonable

explanation tor the
death, often 'a 'preventable household
tragedy.
Dr. Millard Bass said
he .and his colleagues
found evidence of accidental causes of death
in 24 of 26 SIDS cases at
Brooklyn-Kings County
Hospital Center in New
York City.
"What occurred in
Brooklyn is probably
characteristic of the
problem nationwide."
said .Bass. .a forensic
pathologist at the State
University of New
York's Health Science
Center. "It appears
there are a 'lot of
misdiagnoses . being
made."
Among the cases
cited:
—A 3-month-old boy
suffering from a cold
slept in a wooden

Summer
Sale
Sizzles!
•Dresses •Sportswear
•Swimsuits-Coverups
•Summer Accessories!

/2

Price

HICICISatidMATTNEWS
I .1 rolthi
1...Itin:41.,c1

I\

drawer on a. basement
floor. He died, probably
of asphyxiation and high

— A month -old girl
was placed face down on
a large foam-rubber
body temperature. pillow in &bassinet. The
when the parents tried baby was found dead.
to treat bird with a trapped in a groove
crude mist tent — a formed between the
edge of the pillow and
plastic bag or the
the plastic side of the
drawer and an attached
bassinet..
vaporizer.
—A 4-month-old boy

Jefferson County sheriff names
nearly 1,900 special deputies
1.01 IS‘ 11.I.E, Ky.
AP — Jefferson County Sheriff Jim Greene,
critical of his
predecessor's naming of
at least .900 special
deputies. has admitted
that he has named nearly 1.900 of his own as
honors for friends and
acquaintances.
Greene also said in an
interview with The
Louisville Times that he
and his aides use the list
of deputies for political
solicitations.
Greene has tightened
up the record-keeping
and appointment procedures for special
deputies six months into
his second term, but
some named -by his
predecessors still have
badges, the newspaper
reported. Appointments
expire at the end of a
sheriff's term.
A booklet that Greene
said is given: to all
special deputies instructs them not to use
their badges to gain free
admission -to any spor-

ting event, game, con- sheriff
efines an
cert, bar, nightclubs or emergency. but Assisany other entertainment tant Attorney General
Nathan Goldman. who
of any nature."
But Greene said he specializes in county
made Churchill Downs government law, said it
announcer Mike _ Bat- did not repeal a 1976
taglia a special deputy definition of an
because Battaglia emergency as "fire.
wanted to discourage flood, tornado, storm or
.police from citing him other such emergency
for speeding if he was situations."
traveling two or three
Greene has three
miles over the speed categories of deputies:
limit. Battaglia con- 184 paid, full-time offirmed that, the ficers who act as balifis
newspaper said.
and serve court papers:
William H. King. about 100 "working
president of Louisville special deputies" who
Downs, said he has used wear uniforms and work
his badge to get free regularly at special
parking at the Kentucky events, and the nearly
Fair & Exposition 1,800 others, who
Center and free admis- receive badges but are'
sion to Churchill Downs. rarely, if ever, called on
Greene said the to work.
special deputies do
Special deputies are
serve a purpose — to not allowed to exercise
control crowds at public police powers unless
events and to have an "activated" by Greene.
emergency law enforce- An attorney general's
ment
eserve -Should .opinion says they may
county and city police not make arrests
go on strike.
without warrants even
The law says the when activated,

Vietnamese communist leader dies
BANGKOK. Thailand' made the announce— Vietnamese. ment in a broadcast
AP
Communist Party .monitored in Bangkok.
leader Le Duan died in The cause of death was
Hanoi'today. the official • not immediately
Voice of Vietnam an- . disclosed.
Duan was secretary
nounced. He was 78.
general of the %letThe Vietnamese radio namese Communist
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Hot Off The Press!
Subscribers of the Murray
Ledger & Times who now
receive the paper by mail in
Calloway County will be able to
get'delivery Hot Off The Press
the afternoon we publish, six
days a week for only
M

ray Ledgei & Times

sy

$400
per month
Starting Sept. 1, 1986
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was dressed in an
undershirt and jumpsuit, covered with three
blankets and put to bed
in a crib next to a leaky
steam radiator. He was
found dead the next
mOrning. Blankets
covered his head, and
the temperature in the
crib was 105.

Party and a member of
the 14-member Politburo, the nation's
highest decision-making
organ.
He had led Vietnam
since Ho Chi Minh died
in 1969.

—A mother went' to
sleep with her 2-monthold daughter on a
plywood board covered
with pieces of foam rubber. She awoke to find
herself lying on top of
the dead infant. The
baby was wedged face
down beneath her
mother's chest between
two pieces of foam.
"Poor judgment by
the caretaker of the infant was considered an
important contributing
factor in almost all the
deaths," the researchers concluded

THE ACES®

NORTH
7-11-A
4 A 10 8 2
KQ
•7 3
•A K Q 9 6
WEST
•- - IP 7 5 4 2
•K Q J 9 6
+7432

EAST
•Q J 7 3
•83
•10 8 4 2
J 10 5
SOUTH
•K 9 6 5 4
V A J 10 9 6
•A 5

Today's South was right in taking
care of his diamond loser before
tackling trumps. Maybe it was because of this preoccupation that he
mangled the trump suit.
South won his diamond ace and
quickly cashed two high clubs in
dummy to discard his last diamond.
Next, he led a low trump from dummy and when East played low.
South impulsively played his king.
East was now left with two natural
trump tricks and the slam went one
down.
"The probability of a 4-0 break is
less than 10 percent," complained
South. "And when East follows
small, it is even less than that," he
added.
"All veq true," said North, "but
why not play for a virtual cinch?"
After East follows to the low
-1Turrip from dummy, South should
insert his nine as a safety measure.
If the nine loses to West, only two
trumps remain out, and the ace and
king will take care of those. The
only possible danger with the safety
play lies in a possible heart ruff by
East, and there is little likelihood of
that.

+8
Vulnerable: Both
Dealer: South
The bidding:
South
West
North
East
1*
Pass
3+
Pass
.3 V
Pass
5+
Pass
6•
Pass
6+
All pass
Opening lead: Diamond king
BID WITH THEACES
South holds:
7.11-B
- -

•

75 4 2
Q J 96

+7432
North South
1
?
ANSWER: Four hearts. With good
trumps and excellent distribution,
jump directly to game to crowd the
*spade competition.
Send bridge questions to The Aces, P0 Box
12363, Dallas, Texas 75225, with self.addressed,
stamped envelope for reply
Copyright, 10111, United Feature Syndicate

The regular Annual Meeting of
Members of West Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative Corporation will be
held this year on Saturday, July 12,
1986, in Calloway County at the North
,Calloway Elementary School, North
16th Street, Murray, Kentucky.
•The meeting will begin at 2 p.m.
Daylight Saving Time.
---*Below is a map showing the
location of the meeting place.

If you're ready for:
*Money saving coupons
•Ente,rtainment for the..-entire
family
•Details on the stories in
which you're interested, not
just the headlines.
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Fill in the form below and
mail it to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
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BOBBY WOLFF

:Each of us has a day, more or less
sad, more or less distant, when he
has to accept. finally, the fact that
he is a man."
— Jean Anouilh

(Enough to pay for your subscription)

r,y

thernaia — will- be of
great significance
because all parents feel
some guilt, that they
have done something
wrong." he said.
Mandell said previous
studies refuted Bass'
findings, published in
the New England Journal of Medicine.
Bass investigated the
deaths of babies brought
to the emergency room
of the hospital. Most of
the babies died in
crowded tenements in
poor neighborhoods
around the hospital.

Tinies-

'
ts 4
, ff 411

Pk!I

Dz. Frederick
Mandell. vice president
of the National Sudden
Infant Death Syndrome
Foundation and senior
associate physician at
Children's Hospital in
Boston. said he feared
the ramifications of the
conclusions.
"The impact of this
kind of article on
parents whose children
have suddenly and
unexpectedly died —
and who have not
asphyxiated their child
and whose children
have not died of hyper-

Phone(
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Frances Pinnick collects dolls

NEW ALBANY, Ind. beautiful even though forget about my
AP i — Frances Pin- sortteone else discarded troubles '•
Driver, Paducah; one
lf her son moves out.
son. Gene Herndon, nick didn't have any it.
At times. when she his room will
dolls when she was
Mayfield.
be
Also surviving ate young, but the toys have gets a little depressed. anything but empty.
"That's just a little
three brothers, Lee now become the center Pinnick said she can
always go into a room more space Tor myHerndon, Rt. 1, Dexter, of her life.
colThe grandmother has with her dolls, and lection." she laughs.
Wilburn Herndon, Rt. 3,
Pinnick says now that
Murray, and Robert a total'of 381 dolls that somehow she always
she's -involved with colHerndon, St. Matthews, include 39 wind-up dolls, feels better.
"It just calms me lecting dolls, she
S.C.; and five 30 unicorns, 83 porcelein
has no
babies and 36 stuffed down anti he I ps me intention of _Aopping.
grandchildren.
animals.
The funeral will be
"Some people say I'm
Friday at 11 a.m. in the
going through my sechapel of Blalock cond childhood." PinColeman Funeral
nick said — and she's
Home. John Hicks will
not too sure they aren't
PIKEVILLE. Ky.
The proposed settleofficiate.
right.
(AP) — Attorneys for
ment. discussed
Burial will follow in
She thinks the fact Ashland Oil Inc., its
Wednesday with U.S.
Murray City Cemetery. that she didn't have
a directors and top ofDistrict Judge William
Friends may call at chance to comb a doll's ficers
and those 0.
Bertelsman, calls onthe funeral home after 3 hair o'r pretend to
feed representing
ly for Ashland Oil's
p.m. today "(Thursday). little dolls
has stockholders have filed
something to do with her a proposed settlement of general counsel to attend all meetings of the
fascination with them a $45.7 million lawsuit in
board of-directors and to
now.
U.S. District Court.
work out ways to inDavid Lee Byerly, 36.
"A couple of years
Survivors are his
In late 1983. the
vestigat
e whether a
of Rt. 1, Symsonia. died wife, Mrs. Linda Papp ago- when I started col- stockholders filed
suit foreign
consultant
Wednesday at 5:26 p.m. Byerly, one son, John lecting them I felt kind against
Ashland Oil and
might be an official of a
at Western Baptist Wesley Byerly, and his Of silly. People started its top officials,
claim- country untler
Hospital, Paducah. His parents, Mr. and Mrs. teasing me about it and ing they
the
Wasted millions Foreign
Corrupt Pracdeath followed an ex- Chester Byerly. all of it got to the point that I of dollars
of company
tended illness.
Rt. 1. Symsonia; one almost stopped collec- funds when they tices Act.
Fees paid consultants
Hew
a
sa brother, Gary Byerly, ting them," she said.
allegedly bribed foreign can
violate anti-bribery
maintenance engineer Baton Rouge, Mich.
/1Q-ow those who teased officials to secure
crude law if the
consultants
for Commonwealth of
Services will be Fri- her are admiring her oil from 1979-81.
are foreign officials.
Kentucky at Eddyville day at 2 p.m. in the collection and giving
The lawsuit, filed in
The proposed settlepenitentiary. A Vietnam chapel of Collier her compliments.
federal court in Cov- ment
also calls for
veteran, he was a Funeral Home., Benton.
Pinnick now has over ington, asked
the direc- Ashland
Oil's general
member of Disabled The Rev. Leaman 30 Barbie dolls, intors and officers to recounsel .to review all
American Veterans and Blalogk will officiate.
cluding one more than fund the
alleged illegal contract
s with foreign
a life member of NaBurial will follow in 35 years old. She also payments
to the firm consulta
nts and report
tional Rifle Association. Mt. Carmel Cemetery in has old china dolls,
and pay triple that on
them semi-annually
Mr. Byerly was a Calloway County.
Honey Combs. Cabbage amount
in damages to to the
member of Friendship
board's audit
Friends may call at Patch Kids..and a few the company
.
Baptist Church at Lin- the funeral home after 6 Hug-A-Bunch dolls to
6orn-mittee.
coln Park. Mich.
p.m. today (Thursday). name a few. She said
she wants a variety of
dolls in her home including those of difGraveside rites for died Tuesday at 10:20 ferent nationalities.
Pinnick has several
Edward Leon McKeel a.m. at Murray WILKINSBURG. Pa. Floyd Nevling.
are today at 2 p.m. at Calloway County celebrity dolls, in: (AP) — A man - in
The call came from a
eluding Michliel women's clothing
Murray City Cemetery. Hospitar.
pos- person in a torn dress.
Jackson.
"Bones,
"
or ing as a rape victim
The Rev. Malcolm NorHe is survived by his
crouched in an 'alley.
ton is officiating.
wife, Mrs, Mary Dr. McCoy.' from Star lured a woman into an Nevling. said. -The viqTrek,
Punky
Brewster
. alley with cries for help,
Pallbearers are John Kathryn Glover
tim was hesitant to aid
Glover. Jack Glover, McKeel; two daughters. Marie Osmond. Rain_ then raped her, police the figure. but
she felt
Bow
Bright.
Blondie,
Greg Story, Kenny Mrs. James Cole, New
say.
that she had to help. UnJenkins, Ron Schoffner Concqrd,. and Mrs. Dagwood, and Brooke
The 28-year-old vic- fortunately, she was
and Bobby Dunn.
tim, of Pittsburgh, was unlucky."
Sherry White. Kingston, Shields.
- - If she had to choose a walking
Miller -Churchill Tenn.; two sisters. Mrs.
in Wilkinsburg
The man jumped up.
favorite,
would
it
be
the late Monday when
Funeral Home is in Martha Swafford and
she grabbed the woman's
charge of Mrs. Novella Sammons; Real Baby doll, she heard a- high-pitched neck
and told her,
said.
...
_
arrangements: _
five grandchildren; two
voice crying. "I've been "Don't scream or I'll
-I bet I'm the first one raped," said
Mr. McKeel, 67, Of 310 great-grandchildren.
Allegheny break your neck." the
to pick up the paper to County
South 10th St., Murray,
police Inspector inspector said.
find out where the sales
are,•• she said. While
her daughter drives.
Pinnick scans the street
Services for R.C. Marty Allbritten .and
looking for signs, and
Allbritten are today at 1 Tommy Underwood.
the chance that she'll
p.m. in the chapel of
Burial will follow in find -doll
a
that she fimt..
Blalock -Coleman McCuiston Cemetery.
Funeral Home.
Mr. Allbritten, 60,
The Rev. James Fort- died Tuesday at his
Federal State Market
sersit
ner is officiating. Music home in New Concord.
Jul) 10. 1906
is by Billy Buchanan,
He is survived by his Kesituck Purclutrie Area Hos Market
Report Includes 6 Ittolns Station.,
soloist, and Oneida mother, Mrs. Demona
Receipts: Act. 1010 Est. 701) Barrows
White, organist.
Elkins Allbritten, and
& Gilts 91.75-2.111 lower Sows under
Pallbearers are two brothers. Ronald
300 Ris. stead to 1.00 lower over 3.00
Rudolph Smith. Michael Allbritten and Charles lower
I'S 1-2 WI 240 lb..
050.50.59.491
Allbritten, Mark Allbrit- Allbritten, New
fess 39 23
When you can get tires this
10
200
937,30-30.31'
12
210
lb..
good,at sale prices, you don?
ten, Mitchell Allbritten. Concord.
S 2 3 2111.250 lb..
S5lI.110-511.50
want to be late. Hurry!
I'S 3-4 250 270 lb..
$370030.10)
Sale ends July 26!
Sows
Wilson Herndon, 75, of
Murray died Wednesday at noon at Long
Term Care Unit of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A retired brick
mason, he was a
member of the Church
of Christ.
Born Aug. 24, 1910, in
Calloway County, he
was the son of the late
John Herndon and
Eunice Mahan Hendon.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Floy Turner
Herndon, to whom he
was married on Aug. 15,
1936; two daughters,
Mrs. James (Daphene)
Mowery, Murray, and
Mrs. Jerald (Joetta)

Attorneys of Ashland
Oil Inc. file lawsuit

David Lee Byerly

Man posing as woman
lures woman for rape -

Edward Leon McKeel

Murray girls attend camp
Three Murray girls recently completed a five-day
camping experience at
Camp Energy in Land Between the Lakes as
part of the Camperafters program of the Young Women of the Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints. Pictured, from left, are Dani Wright.
Charity Anderson, Heather
Wright and their camp leader, Norma Hainswor
th. Each of the girls earned
their first year certification. The Murray
group joined approximately 60
other girls and leaders from Paducah,
Hopkinsville, Fulton. Paris and
Clarksville at the camp. The camp is held each
June for girls, 12 through 18.Each year the girls who successfully complet
e outdoor and craft skills are
certified. It takes four years to complete the
program.

Industrial Average
Previous Close
Air Products
American Telephone
Briggs & Stratton
Chrysler -.CSX Corp
Dean Foods
Dollar Gen, Store
Exxon
Ford
G.A.F.
General Motors
GenCorp, Inc.
Goodrich
Goodyear

Stock Market
-12.10
1826.07
32/
1
2 -1
/
4
241/4 -1/4
35% -11/9
. 3591 70/4
31% +%
.31% .1/4
19% unc
. 59/
1
2 -1
51/
1
4 -1
/
4
..34'/ -3/a
75 -3
/
4
71% -1
/
4
40 -1/4 32 unc

I.B.M.
Ingersoll Rand
Jerrie°
Kmart
Kroger
Overnight Tran
JCPenney
Penwalt
Quaker 'Oats
Sears
Texaco
Time Inc.
„I_*.S.Tobaceo
Wal-Mart
Wendy!s
C.E.F. Yield

WOODMAN BUILDING
300 MAPLE STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

142%
533/4
21%
53%
• 56/
1
2

-1%
/
4
-11
+'/
•141

line
-%
78 -13
/
4
531/s
79/
1
2 -1
/
2
43% -3/8
.30 unc
83% .1 •
• 431/e
%
48 -./
3
4
.
14% unc
6.20
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BETTY BOSTON
JACK UDDBERG
753-3366

R.C.-Allbritten

GOODIVEAR

Hog market

The funeral for Bernard D. Bell was today
at 10 a.m. in the chapel
of J.H. Churchill
Funeral .Home. The
Rev. A. ,Nowell
Bingham and the Rev.
Rick Dye officiated.
Active pallbearers
were Pat Covington, Dr.
Woodfin Hutson. John
Irvan, Mike Baker,
James Lassiter and
Alfred Lindsey.
Honorary pallbearers
were E.L. Howe Sr.,
Louis Charles Ryan,

Wayne Doran. Jimmy
Sullivan and Skip Neale.
Burial was in Murray
City Cemetery.
Mr. Bell, 67, died
Tuesday at 11:10 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Mary
Frances Johnson Bell;
one daughter. Mrs. Ron
Foster. one son, Steve
Bell. and two grandchildren. Scott Foster
and Mary Leslie Foster.
Murray.

George Miller Fuqua
Final rites for George
Miller Fuqua were today at 10 a.m. in the
chapel of BlalogkColeman Funeral
Home.
The Rev. Odell Colson
officiated and Mrs. Otto
Erwin was organist.
Pallbearers were

Tom Jones, Prince Fox,
Barry Melton. Anthony
Flood.--Robin Fee and
Jay Simpson.
Burial was in Hicks
Cemetery at Model,
Tenn.
Mr. Fuqua, 53, of St.
Ann, Mo.. died Sunday.

•
1986 TK10516 Jimmy 4x4"Demo" 7xxx miles.
5,0 liter V-8. A/T. p.s, p.b., Sierra Classic. tiltsteering wheel, deep linted glass
List
Discount

'

$17,587
,50
$3,000.00
$14,587.50

TRUCKS-TRAILERS-BUSES, INC.
U.S. 641 South
753-1372

113-4.*!ly

ES 1 2 270-350 lb'..
IS 1 3 301450 lb.,.
ES 3 431)310)
I'S 1-3 oser 300 lb...
'S 2.3 300.500 lb..
Roam $36.041 40.00

SAVE ON
ALL SEASON RADIALS!

$44.00-46.00
944.0046.34)
145.00 46.50
446.101-40.10)
$45.011 44.00

New Group
Medicare
Supplement Plans
Announced — At
Rates As Low
As $21 A Month!
A
Washington D.C.
association has looked into
Medicare,and into insurance
plans to help America's
senior citizens protect
themselves against the
hospital and medical charges
not paid by Medicare.
Barb Enloe, National
Director of the Federation of
American Consumers and
Travelers (F.A.C.T.1. says.
as a result of the study. new
Group Plans of insurance
have been designed which
provide affordable help for
people on a fixed income_
Members of FACT. may
purchase the protection for
as little as 121 00 a month
Mrs Enloe says all
members soho are age 65 or
older and who are eligible for
Medicare are guaranteed ac.
ceptance, regardless of past
or present health conditions.
She also emphasized that
the plans are underwritten
by leading companies which
have been carefully investigated by F.A.C.T.'s Insurance Advisory Board
Local persons who
want information,
Without obligation,
about, .the
Group
Plans, may Contact:

Bennett & Associates
305 N. 4th Murray
Phone 753-7273
Persons who already
belong to F ACT may
receive full details about the
Group Insurance at the same
number and address

Eagle ST Radial*
t VOICE
Pee Inas
01

S 141.

*Sneer.
Sq.

You Either Have
Goodyear Eagles,
Or You Need Them.

• Quick and
responsive on the
road, with double
fiberglass belts to
muscle the tread
. • Complete range
of sizes to lit street
machines vans
and RVs
• Competition -style
raised white letter
sidewalls

......

Loner Sir•

00011.1 ,

P'fg., 70111,1
P195 704113
P1 95 100•4
5205'R'4
1:215 704
,
111
.4.4
P225
P225 ',,P'
.
P135 ',,-,
P205 5,.i4
P235 6043
P:45 60014
P245 60o1..P255 ni,1"
P2.15 54

SM. PRICE
Me tree*
••••••

$42 IS
$4450
$4.40
SSO 50
$54 95

SALE PRICF

8:8SMNgtetlag

Bernard D. Bell

INIAIDEAL

SAVE ON RADIALS FOR PICKUPS,
VANS & RVs!
Wrangler Radial
00111.• WM.
IOW Sot

teal
await

Pt,

S 59 95
O MIPS
79 95
$ 6995
$ 9493
S 99 95
$ • 14 9!...

+
#
fitb
4
*

s

Eagle GT Radial

9724 95
E

91
0
0F.
,
BS roe,,
se/.4e e•le,
P4 1
Paeed.tt

4pqp

• Rig footprint low
profile aggressive
tread
all
designed to give
you'traction
• Gas-saving steel
belted radial
construction
• Outline white
letters on Preside
outline black
letters on the other

so.

P'S

P'95 :3P - 4
P205 431114
0".':5 5)1,.
.
,
P15 454,5
P'95 600•4
0,...,05 €04,4
2,5 600,4
p;35 oL11.1.4
'3564)0''
• :45 4091,
P. 55 OOP
,

20

•••••11

$ 9640
810055
$10740

$11695
311570
s19605
$11090
$11945
$11695
$11275
$125 15
5129 15

ArAir
Oil, Lube and Filter
Air Condition Recharge
Front End Alignment
Flush Radiator & Fill w/Anti Freeze. .

Jol

riE/11

130111_ Mae "
Li
"
IC*
%o
urs.
t.)t.
.44-4

Silt POW t
Me trod*
modal

DO
YOURSELF
A FAVOR,
6010
GOODYEAR

$10.88
$14.50
$15.88
$18.00

7 GOOD REASONS
TO SHOP WITH US
."I tier
. A ...,stance

•

Car 0, 1 ,9M 7
A...eat, Nation.,

1.0

64

•

GOODIVEAR
RUDOLPH GOODYEAR
721 S. 12th St., Murray
753-0595
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Children's Health and Mental Protection to receive grant
Leo Hobbs I iirector,
ictint Ad% ocaeN DIN i.
sion. .Xtb wney General's
()Hit
II present
l'hildren
Health and
ent a I l'r otec110 11
C11.1\11
Oh a $5.000
on Job.
.1% %Milt
t

an increasingly visible P roblem with a community-based soluCHAMP's goals, in
problem which requires community-based solu- tion to the problem.
part. are to: provide
Children's Health and direction for Calloway
serious attention on the tion. Nationwide cornsaki abuseforces arefor Mental P roteot-Mmotounty in dealing with
part of the education
(CHAMP) was and the prevention of
sexu
system, mental health. childitYta
_criminal justice, law en- being developed, and in established as the oftoreement and child if/the state of Kentucky. ficial Calloway County sexualljr abused, missprotection -profes - Calloway County is one Task Force on sexually ing. and exploited
sionals. It is a national of the leaders of the abused, missing. and children; develop and
exploited children in implement and educaNovember. 1985. tional program on the
CHAMP is a private. prevention of child sexnon-profit organization ual abuse to be offered
comprised of concerned to all Murray and
Callo-way County Calloway County
p.ii umLinnily and
Box 89, Murray: 1, Box 161, Almo; 'Miss
cchnnis including
20i; lz.v1/4 er Lsi (,try Overbey. Rt. 8. Jimmy Gordon. Rt. 1. citizens
ia% I d
Box 71, Hardin;
C.,11/
Box 2$A. Murray:
Miss Evelyn Bryant,
'Miss Jill Ashley
Fern Terrace Lodge,
Crosslin, Rt. 1. Box
Miss liristi X dimes,
Murray; Mrs. Durina
JOHANNESBURG, said.
422A, Mayfield; Billy
Collins, Rt. 1, Box 208, South Africa (AP) - A
1:
o• i; 10,
The official Bureau
Rue Nix III. 1 5 1 8
Dexter
Slaughters. ).lark Angovernment order pro- for Information on
Canterbury Dr.',
d t't'%\
Mrs. Novalee Nimmo, hibiting virtually every Wednesday announced
il re n , 110
Murray.
Rt, 4. Benton; Mrs. Ef- major anti-apartheid the lifting of the 2-dayiih.i111S Vt e, MlItTay
Richard Watkins; Rt. fie-France, 328 Willow, group and most big old ban, which had
Miss Rit..1 S.ixtim and
afBox 410K, Murray: Mayfield;
bov I tt 1. hiazel,
unions from holding in- fected 33 organizations
\1
Mrs Barbara Hum\lardy \Lidding
George Harrell, door meetings was flaw- headquartered in
the
Lit,\- girl, WI I'ark
phries. 1103 Brooks St.. Hazel; James Wilson ed and will be replaced Johannesburg
area and
S: I '.ir is. Tenn .
Herndon (expired) Long today with a revised all student
Mayfield:
councils.
Prentice Duncan. Rt. Term Care. MCCH
Mr- I
Jennings
ban, the government
It
the revised
Sclio4al• This Kraut is a
part of the Child Viet Hu s
rust Fun ct-..
CHAMP will use this
grant to educate the
childre14._..pitlents ;111d.
I eachers on body safety
and child sexual abuse.
Child sexual abuse is

Newborn, dismissals listed for MCCH
t'%\ hurt:
.inti

atV11.k,--iot4:
,

dlsill1--'.&lst

MlItTaN
\

4,..1)11/1

Eli.
,
111i.d 101' \‘

9. have been
released as t4.41ow
burn
Ilarrison b,ib
boy.
parents. ('rest: and
itarry HT I B(,‘
‘11C\ ii
!•%1I\

'

1

A

11

special programs for and generosity of the
the mentally retarded; Murray Head Start Proeducate the citizens on gram, Kiwanis,
why child sexual abuse Civitans, and Murray
is almost the perfect Cablevision.
crime and what they
can do to protect the Hobbs. in cooperation
children of Calloway with CHAMP, will also
County; and, form sup- by speaking at the
port groups for sexual Regional Teacher's Inabuse victims, victims' Service. Conference at
families, and offenders. Calloway County Middle
School on July 15 on the
Application for this dynamics of child sexgrant was made possi- ual abuse and teacher
ble by the cooperation response to disclosure.

South Africa to replace ban order with revised law

COW"
700€10431.
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SAVE
Tropicana

ORANGE
JUICE

Prices Good
07-10-86 Thru
07-16-86

41M=I

Prairie Farms Gal.

Extra Zesty Spaghetti Sauce

2% MILK

RAGU

99
99

SNACKS

Limit 2

6Y2 Oz

2 Liter

Or More Additional
\\ With $15.00Excluding Tobacco
Purchase
Dairy & Drinks on Special

PEPSI &
PEPSI PRODUCTS
Coffeemate 11 Oz.

CREAMER

0 59'
OLEO
79'
PEANUT
BUTTER
79'
69' MUSTARD
69'
79'

Detergent

CHEER

MIX FRUIT

$

TOILET TISSUE
White Feather Farm
Grade A Medium

EGGS

PEACHES

16 0

Doz.

139 COFFEE

80' $
4
8
9

Flav-o-rich Y2 Gal.

Chicken

$ 159
28 Oz

PEACH HALVES
Libby Lite 16 Oz.

PEAR HALVES

CHUCK
ROAST

$1

9
Lb

Field's 1 Lb
Originals or

LEG
QUARTERS

WEINERS

0
79' 49
Lb

US. Choice
Boneless

Libby Lite 16 Oz

99'

LIGHT MILK

French Bonus Pack

Libby Lite Sliced

l'9
97'
45

42 Oz

Charmin 4 Roll Pkg

Jif 18 Oz

Libby Lite Chucky 16 Oz.

32 Oz

Maxwell House Instant

Blue Bonnet

FRUIT COCKTAIL

and other actions to protest, the detention of
scores of their leaders.

1407 Main St.
753-4682

PEPSI &
PEPSI PRODUCTS & Dep. $159

45

Libby Lite 16 Oz.

representing hundreds
of thousands of black
workers have mounted
strikes, work slowdowns

We Accept
Food Stamps

Planters

TUNA

Since the nationwide
state of emergency
declared June 12, unions

8 Pk 160z

64 Oz. Carton

Starkist Oil or Water Pack

order to be issued today
would cover only the
Soweto black township
and would exclude all
trade unions.
The ban was lifted
just hours after four
unions representing
more than 300,000
workers challenged it in
court.

*CALORIES
*TOTAL FAT

141
4 lg

John Marrell
Whole

7•
6U

-779mg
26 NMI
'SODIUM
'PROTEIN
'IRON
'ZINC
'THIAMIN
'NIACIN
612

57mg
24g
-4-3mg
26mg
80mg
4 Omq
0 5mcg

-- -PORK

21_
54
7R 17E11
5320 NM

TENDERLOIN

_q49
160

Lb

DUCE ififacihr
Golden Ripe

BANANAS
Crisp Head

LETTUCE
Fresh

BROCCOLI

Head

L, 29°
49' & 59'
89°
RI /Ili h

Idaho

POTATOES
Yellow

ONIONS

11) /

$189

19C

U.S.Choice Bonele..s

Owens Best Deli

CHUCK STEAK

ROAST BEEF

U S Choice Boneless

Owen's

SHOULDER STEAK
GROUND CHUCK

PEPPERED BEEF
Owen s Best Deli
CORNED BEEF

U S Choice Chicken

Baby Swiss

FRY STEAK

CHEESE

Field's 12 0,

Owen 's Best Doli Made Baked or

BACON

BBQ BEANS

Lb
L
Owen s Rest (9 pcs. Whole Chicken)

$

Boneless Breakfast

HAM

FRIED CHICKEN

$429

S Choice Extra Lean

$429
Lb.

Best Deli
Lb

$429

lb

$429
$329

Lb.
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DR.GOTT

7

Peter
Gott, M.D.

Misdiagnosis of
rare illnesses
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT - I recently
read about a woman who experienced
muscle spasms since childhood. She
was told that they were emotional,
and she was even admitted to a psychiatric hospital. She began to lose
control of her body. Doctors thought
she was mental case until she was examined by a Canadian neurologist and
found to have dystonia. What is
dystonia?
DEAR READER - Dystonia musculorum deformans is a rare neurological disease caused by,a genetic
disorder. It begins between ages 5 and
15 and appears most often in Ashkenazic Jews. The disease causes irregular muscle -spasms of the trunk,
shoulders and pelvis. Often, the first
sign is intermittent spasmodic inversion of the foot - a turning in of the
foot, producing an odd gait.

Because the disease is so rare, the and a heat pad for MX days and nights
diagnosis- is often not made for years. for inflammation of a nerve_ in the
Therefore, patients with dystonia fre- right hip Now my legs are very weak.
quently experience terrible crises in Was I in traction too long" What can I
their lives, such as job loss and disrup- do to help my legs regain their
tion of the family. Symptoms are of- strength' I am 84.
ten labeled "hysteric," meaning that
DEAR READER
Heat. bedrest
the patients are emotionally unbal- and traction are sometime
s used to
anced and may be placed in mental treat pinched or
irritated nerves in
hospitals. However, the disease does the back For
example. the sciatic
not affect the part of the brain that nerve can cause
hip pain when it is
controls thought, judgment or pinched as
it exits from the spinal
emotion.
cord
Treatment does not cure the condiAfter a week of bedrest. your legs
tion. Patients usually have to take
medicine to relieve pain and reduce are bound to be a little rubbery. Howmuscle spasm. The real tragedy of- ever, I worry about the possibility
dystonia is that doctors are often un- that continuing nerve damage may
able to establish a diagnosis; there- actually be causing your weakness. A
fore, they tend to label to label dys- neurologist can determine if your leg
tonics "mental cases" or they term problems are due to inactivity or
nerve malfunction. I doubt that the
the disease "psychosomatic."
I believe that the woman you de- traction itself played a role in your
scribe is a good example of a mistake continuing symptoms.
If the neurologist gives you a clean
many doctors make: In the presence
of an unusual disease, we may tend to bill of health, you may be helped by a
assume that the patient's symptoms course of physiotherapy, during
are psychosomatic. This puts the pa- which a special therapist teaches you
tient into an easy pigeonhole to satis- and helps you with a series of exerfy the doctor. However, the patient cises to enable you to regain your
continues to suffer. This is why I en- strength.
Dr...Gott's new Health Report on
courage patients to seek second, third
or fourth opinions abut troublesome lung disease explains the causes and
symptoms that are not easily diag- management of chronic lung probnosed. Dystonia is one of many ill- lems. For your cop v. send $1 and your
nesses that can go unidentified for name and address to P0. Box 2597.
many years, until its. victims have Cincinnati, OH 45201. Be sure to ask
for Dr. Gott's Health Report. LIVING
reached the ends of their ropes.
DEAR DR. GOTT - In the hospi- WITH CHRONIC Ll'NG DISEASE.
tal. I was given continuous traction
1986. NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
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Preliminary report says .brakes of truck
that killed three workers were defecthc
1.01 IS VILLE
KN. .
Al' i - A preliminarypolice report says the
brakes on a privately owned sanitation truck
that slammed into a
state highway department..truck. crushing
three workers. were
defective and apparently contributed to theaccident
Jefferson County
police spokesman Gary
Field said Wednesday
the driver of the truck
told police the bralresfailed. and Fields said
there were no tire
marks on the pavement
to indicate that the
truck's brakes took hold
suddenly.
Meanwhile, a state
highway department official _ said his agency
will review' the way it
warns motorists of. road
Work in the wake of
Tuesday's accident.

Bill Monholio13.
highway engineer for
the Transportation
Cabinet district that includes Jefferson County. said officials will
consider using off-duty
police officers in patrol
cars to .protect highway
workers, and will
review the spacing of
vehicles that warn
motorists of road work
and serve as a buffer
between workers and
approaching cars.
Fields said- police
evidence technicians
will examine the i 971
sanitation truck over
the next two days to
determine its
mechanical condition.
The driver of the
truck. Carl Couch, 33. it
Shelbyville. has .niit
been charged in connei• _
lion with Tuesday's ai
cident on Interstate 7i
northeast of I ou iv ill.
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Three men killed instantly in mine collapse
wALT;
; APt - Three

men
supervising construction at an idled Southern.
Illinois coal mine were
crushed when a slab Of
roof - gave way, killing
them instantly,- -a cormpany official said.
No one else was in•qured in the collapse
Wednesday. said James
Ryan. vice president of
employee'.relations for
the Chicago-based
Freeman l'nited Coal
Co.
"Fitm all indications,
they died instantaneously." -Ryan said. "We
know what happened.
We don't know_ why.
There were others working nearby, but no one
was in that immediate
area."
He identified the three
as Kenneth Hartford. 36,

a shift manager from
Stonefort; Bobby Ray
Perry Sr., 52, and his
son, Bobby Ray Perry
Jr.. 23. both of Creal
Springs and section
foremen at Freeman's
underground Orient
Mine No.6.
Hartford 'had worked
for the company about
six months, and the Peryys were in their third
week on the job. Ryan
said.
"But they were experienced coal miners,"
he said. "They, all three
of them, knew what they
were doing down
there."
Other miners working
nearby - recovered the
bodies, which were
taken to a hospital in
Mount Vernon about 10
miles away. Ryan said.
Grim workers clut-

ching lunch pails walk- was closed for a oneed away silently as they
week vacation. Ryan
returned to the surface said.
after the accident.
Siipervi-sory crews
In this village- of 400 were performing
people about 75 miles routine maintenance
southeast , of St. Louis, and construction during
Marathon service sta- ithe break, he said, adtion owner Debi Wilson
ding the mine was exgrabbed a reporter's pected to return to full
arm and,fighting back
production Monday.
tears, asked who had
The cause of the roof
been-killed. collapse has not- been
''Every time determined, but inspecsomething like this hap- tors from -the federal
.pens, you worrN." -she Mine Safety and Health
said. "You're afraid it's Administration and the
one of your own. This is state Department of
a very close:knit- town. Nlilies 'and Minerals
We're :all tied .,to the were •ivestigating.
mine, and when it hap- Ryan said.
pens it's like your own
He said the section of
family."
• rock that Collapsed had
Theaccident occurred been reinforced- - Willi-780 feet below ground steel bolts to reduce the
and about 1,500 feet risk of roof falls.
from one of the main
We don't know what
shafts while the mine went wrong," Ryan

1.% ht. 19146

said. "They (roof sections i are checked
daily.•'
The roof collapse
came three weeks after
another fatal accident
at the Waltonville mine,
which' normally
employs about 360
workers.
Dennis Fitzpatrick.

•4 -1

To Save
Money

40, of West Frani;ft

died June 20 wiwn h.•
came into contact \A it h
high -voltage line Freeman spokeswoni,o,
Francine Rogers said
Before June,- ther
had not been it fatal it
cident at the mini- since
1977.
one person
was killed.
• •

New Lower
Prescriotion Pric

Plus! 15'0 Cash

Lill looking for bank robbers

Discount On All
Prescriptions

‘•

COVINGTON, Ky.
AP i
,. The FBI is looking for two men who
robbed the Huntington
Bank of Kenton County
branch Wednesday morning in Edgewood. Ky.
The two men, both
we-arink - st-ockink
masks,entered the bank
at about 10 a.m..
displayed handguns and
then robbed tellers, said

Terry Hulse, FBI agent
in charge of Covington.
The two then fle0 in :1
pickup truck. Wilich se if recovered a' short Ii iii.
later only blocks from
the bank. The vehick
was be'lieve'd -to be
the agent said.
o mciney'was
recovered. Hulse declined to reveal how much

Complete Cord & Gift Cen-

HOLLAND DRUG'
109 S 4th St-.
753-1462

was taken

aaa:

•
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Ingersoll HYDRIV® will operate five
hydraulic, labor saving,
attachments.

(502)7'
Open Tu,Sat
Closed

Seniors—

HYTILL'-HYSPLIT'-HYDRABAGGER
HYDRAVAC -HYDRACUTTER
match-up one or more of these
hydraulically driven attachments to
your Ingersoll HYDRIV' garden tractor.
Enjoy these benefits:
•No additional outside power
source to buy, service, refuel,
and maintain.
• Convenience-All, except
logsplitter are controlled
from the tractor seat
•Less effort, less noise, less
weight less vibration, and no
• exhaust Nimes
• Easily connected or
disconnected tO the HYDRIV'
Ingersoll garden tractor

INGERSOLL...
The Neu' Name lb ,S'ay
For('ase Garden Thactors

Essompl•• of montly payrn•nts of 7 9 APR
tinAncIng for 39
months after • 23% down payrn•rot
On Amount
to be Financed
S

800
1200
1600
2000
2400
2800
3200
3600

25 03
37 55
50 07
62 58
75 10
87 61
100 13
112 65

...in the Studio

The
Focus is
on
you
For 1987

-

k_44

Outdoor Casuals

mality

\--our Portraits

ow Interests
•

We Offer You A .it,iection Of
Poses To Cho,.' se F rem That

•

Can : F., Bedt
Return Yet). ''',, views Within
Ten Ddv,
: A"
"CC It
A Locker
• ,:uF
P
HYDRABAGGER — Hydraulic Collection System

HYSPLIT - Hydraulic Loose:diner

Summer Clearance
16 h.p. Lawn Tractor

Register
For
Jam Box
To Be

Given
Away
Sept 20
To Some
L„:ky
Senior

Stop By Our Studio
Inside Roy's Pharmacy
And Let Us Give You
Complete Details
0
. Portraits 'Remember...
...People Forget

HYDRACUTTER -Hydraulic Brush Cutter

kje
u
i

AP•st..11

•nor

•

"
tl•

• Ir

•

--•
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Events...

Israeli guards
clash in battle
with guerillas

The Golden Aires will be singing two times on Friday night. July 11. First
they will be at Noble Park in Paducah beginning at 7 p.m. for the West Kentucky Gospel Music Association Summer Convention. Then at 9 p.m. they
will be singing at the Murray-Calloway County Jaycee Fair. The free gospel
music show will start at 7 p.m. at the fair with two other local groups singing. All friends are invited to come and support the groups at the fair. Pictured,from left, Mitch Ash, Craig Holloman. Darvin Stom and Scott Gaddis.

REMEMBER
THE 101111!
vo#04"D YOU
COftiC SACK

Tomonnow*
.....

The 10th of each month is a very important date to
your newspaper cartter Your carrier must receive
your payment by the lOth of the month in order to pay
- their bill
You see, these carriers are independent business
men and women They buy their papers from us at
wholesale cost and sell them to you at the retail
delivery rate When you don't pay them by the 10tht,
they have to dig down into their own pockets to make
up the difference
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of
each month They depend on you to write their pay
checks
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and
your carrier
So paying by mail is a simple way to avoid getting
caught without the right change and you avoid the
bother of monthly collections

Murray Ledger & Times

Mr

Beverly Sills
is elected to
PBS board
WASHINGTON AP
- Opera . star Beverly
Sills, who has starred in
numerous public television programs, has been
elected to the Public
Broadcasting Service
board of directors. PBS
said today.
She was elected
unanimously to the
three-year. unpaid post
in a mail ballot by 31
representatives of
--public TV stations who
serve on the board. "
'We are enormously
pleased by Miss Sills'
willingness to serve on
the PBS board," said
board President Alfred
R. Stern. "We could
have no greater ally in
.our efforts to bring the
best of television to the
American viewers."
He called Miss Sills.
who is general director
of the New York • City
Opera. "a tireless arts,
advocate and a shrewd
administrator."

-

BEIRUT. Lebanon
(AP - Israeli border
guards clashed in a gunbattle today with guerrillas aboard a rubber
boat off south Lebanon,
and all four guerrillas
were killed, an Israeli-.
allied radio station in
Lebanon said.
The Voice of the
South, a radio station
controlled by the
Israeli-sponsored South
Lebanon Army militia,
said one Israeli soldier
was killed in the
firefight at daybreak in
the area of Naqoura on
the Lebanese -Israeli
frontier.
There was no immediate confirmation or
comment on the report
from Israeli authorities
or from United Nations
peacekeeping troops in
south Lebanon.
The Voice of the South
said the four guerrillas
on the boat "were trying
to infiltratt near a U.N.
camp at Naqoura when
they were attacked by
the Israeli patrol."
'
The broadcast,
monitored by reporters
in south Lebanon, did
not specify the nationality of the guerrillas, but reporters said
they were believed to be
Palestinians.

Fires reported
at reformatory
LORTON. Va (API Several fires broke out
at the Lorton Reformatory's Occoquan
facility early today, and
Continued burning out of
control four hours later,
.a spokesman for the
Fairfax County Fire and
Rescue Department
said.
Firefighters were pot
able to gain access to
many parts of the facility. Many prisoners were
unaccounted for, fire
department spokesman
Leonard Murray said.
There were no immediate reports of injuries at the District of
Columbia-run facility

(Cont'd from page 7)

Saturday'. July 12

Center, will be from 8:30
a.m. to 3 p.m. at University Gulf at Five Points.
---Dance featuring
Center Stage will be
from 8 p.m. to midnight
at Murray Moose
Lodge. This is for
members only.
---. Ladies Medal Play
Golf Tournament will be
at Oaks Country Club.
---Men's Medal Play
Golf Tournament will be
at Murray Country
Club.

Saturday,July 12
Skywalk at 11 a.m. and 2
p.m. and West Kentucky
Amateur Astronomers
at 8:30 p.m. at Golden
Pond Visitor Center:
Homemade Beverages
at 1:30 p.m. at Empire
Farm; LBL Wildlife at
1:30 p.m., Summer
Fishing and Smoking
Fish at 2:30 p.m. and
Nighttime Discovery
Walk at 8:30 p.m., all at
Woodtands Nature
Center.

Sunday,July 13
"A Midsummer
Night's Dream" will be
Four Rivers Music presented at 8 p.m. in
Friends will have a pic- Playhouse in Murray.
nic for general public Calloway County Park.
---from 1 to 5 p.m. at
"T h e Unknpwn
Burham home in Keniana Subdivision on Scout" will be presented
Kentucky Lake. For in- at 11 a.m. and 2 p.m. at
Yvette Watson Pyle
formation call 753-8409 National Museum of
Boy Scouts of America.
or 436-5364.
-* The museum will be
---'Sing .Out. Ken- open from 9 a.m. to 8
tucky!" will be per- — -.Murray Christian speaker for the lun- formed at 8 p.m. at Lake
AA will have a closed
Women's Club will have cheon. "Life in Focus" Barkley State Park.
meeting at 8 p.m. at
a "Snapshot Luncheon- will be the therrie of his
AA and Al-Anon will American Legion
on Tuesday. July 15, talk.
from noon to 2 p.m. at
Warren, son of Glen meet at 8 p.m. at Building. South Sixth
Seas
Seven
Restaurant. and Dorothy Warren of American Legion and Maple Streets. For
The cost will be $4.50 per Hardin, played proles- building, South Sixth information call
753-0061. 762-3399 or
person.
sional basketball for and Maple Streets.
753-7764.
---Yvette Watson. Pyle seven years after
---"T h e Unknown
will present a special graduating fro in
Refresher Class for
feature on "Shutter- X'anderbilt University. Scout" will be performbug." She will give. tips- - Nashville. Tehil7F-1171'S _a _ • _e.,c1 at 41 aem, and 213.111. _parents who-have aton getting better pic- graduate of South' Mar- at National Museum Of ;tended previous
prepared childbirth
t u res with simple- shall High School. He Boy Scouts on Murray
cameras.
began B.A.S,I.C. 10 State campus. The classes will be at 7 p.m.
museum will be open_ in third floor classroom.
Mrs. Pyle is a years ago. •
Murray-Calloway Coungraduate of Calloway
- Reservations and - from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
ty Hospital.
---County High School and cancellations for the
---"A Midsummer
Murray State Universi- luncheon and nursery
Baptist Men of First
ty. She is a teacher of must be made by noon' Night's Dream" will be
Baptist Church will
chemistry at CCHS and on Monday. July 14, presented at 8 p.m. in
meet - at 8 a.m. in
has been there for about with Freda Lovett. Playhouse in Murray Fellowship Hall of
Calloway County Park.
10 years. She is the 753-3999.
church.
---daughter of Dwight.
A nursery at a cost of
---Mrs.. Jessie Gower
Watson and the )ate $1 per -family Will be
Mrs. Elizabeth Johnson pray ided for Herndon will be honored . Murray Moose Lodge
will be open fom noon to
Watson.
preschoolers at on her 90th birthday
The Calloway teacher M-e m vial Rapt is t with a family event at 5 p.m. for WOTM Coland her husband' Billy Church. 10th and Main Community Room; lege of Regents at 1 p.m.
Joe Pyle;with their two Streets. Per-sons North Branch. Peoples and Lodge Enrollment
-daughters, Amy. 16,i and needing to cancel Bank. Frie.ndS may call at 2:30 p.m.
Emily.6. reside on Rt. 2,- nusery reservations from 1.3O to 2:30 p.m.
Events in Land Bet---Murray.
may call Kathy Burween the Lakes will inMurray -Calloway
The Rev. Bill Hart, ress. 753-S499, by 11 a.m.
County Fair will con- clude Iron Industry at
pastor of. Martin's on Tuesday. July 15.
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
Chapel and Good
"MCWC is one of tinue with Kiddies Day
at The Homeplace-1850;
Shepherd United many international from 1 to 6 p.m., and
Skr.valk at 11 a.m. and 2
Methodist Churches, clubs scattered Motorcycle and Three
p.m. at Golden Pond
will present special throughout the world. Wheeler Races at 7:30
Visitor Center: -LBL
music. He attended there is no formal p.m.
Wildlife at 1:30 p.m. and
---'Memphis State Univer- membeship thus no dues
Attracting Wildlife to
Events in Land Betsity and Asbury or special re-Your Home at 3 p.m. at
Seminary. He and his quirements. There is no ween the Lakes include
Woodlands Nature
wife. Nancy, and their affiliation with any Iron Industry at 10:30
Center; Solar Hot Water
two children. Joy and other clubs or with any a.m. and 1:30 p.m. and
at 2 p.m. at Empire
Michael. reside • in particular religious Drop-Spindle Spinning
Farm.
Murray.
denomination," said from 1 to 4 p.m. at The
Bob Warren of Hardin Edna Butler, local Homeplace- 1850 :
will be the special chairman.

Pyle to present program

Dr. Russell E.- Howard alInOUI1CC,S
his affiliation with The cardiology
Group of Memphis. As of 8/1/86
his office will be at 910 Madison
Aye. Suite 608, Memphis, Tenn.
Dr--Howard willretain all current
records unless otherwise requested
by the patient.

TVA hires consultant
to handle inquiries
A _heavy load of con- die mail from
gressional inquiries lawmakers. TVA ofabout Tennessee Valley ficials say.
Steven A. White has
t Authority's troubled
nuclear program has approached Keel Hunt.
prompted its nuclear a recently-resigned aide
to Gov. Lamar Alexchief to plan for an outander. to oversee the
side consultant to hanfederal agency's correspondence with Congress. TVA spokesman
Carl Crawford said
Wednesday.
Hunt was the
Republican governor's
special assistant until
he resived Monday to
start the Nashville communications consulting
firm of Keel Hunt &
Associates-.
-- Preliminary talks
with Hunt have his firm
4
WOfRIiigTo?1VAbii
"as-needed. part-time
basis" for a maximum
$50.000 consulting fee.
Crawford said. No final
agreement had been
reached, he said.
Hiring a consultant to
speed up TVA's replies
to congressional questions would improve the
agency's relationship
with the lawmakers,
Crawford said.
White's $29.600-a month contract- -.With
TVA has come under
fire recently from the
General Accounting Office, the investigative
arm of Congress. The
GAO said the contract
illegally* circumvents
the federal pay cap on
salaries of TVA
employees.
White, a retired Navy
admiral, was hired in
January to help get tie
federal utility's idled
nuclear power operation
back in operation.
Crawford said he did
not think members of
Congress would question the contract "with
Hunt's firm.

GOSPEL MEETING
Coldwater
Church of Christ
50 Years
International
Gospel Hour
Radio
Speaker

*Evangelist

*Elder

*Author

Over 8000
Baptized

Visit us during the
Grand Opening
of our newly expanded
Trust Department, •
Friday, July 11, 1986, 3-6 p.m.

v""r
i,
Bank of Murray
IA I
"THE FtEmND!.cy. BANK"

*Businessman

40"
V.E. Howard,
Speaker

July 13th thru 16th

Sunday 10.a.m. Sunday School
11 a.m. Morning Service
6 p.m. Evening Service
. • Mon.-Wed. 7:36 p.m.
Larry Wisehart, Song Leader

EVERYONE WELCOME

.• •
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Censoring limiting student opportunities
It% 1411%1 MI% IllIt I
Pre.. rilrr

Attempts at censoring
the books available to
young people in schools
and libraries are
"limiting the entire
country's ability to
think." says the editor
of a national publication
on teen-age reading.
"It's limiting our
young people's topportunity) to read a wide
variety of materials and
come to their own conclusions, to select their
own books and to
become mature adults
and mature readers."
said Dr. Arthea Reed,
editor of the ALAN
Review and an
associate professor of
education at the University of North Carolina at
Asheville.
"It's limiting the entire country's ability to
think, to make decisions
bas.ed on our
freedoms."
ALAN — the
Assembly on Literature
for Adolescents of the
National Council of
Teachers of English —

is one of several
organizations of
teachers concerned
about censorship, she
said. Another is the International Reading
Association, whose Intellectual Freedom
Committee of North
Carolina is trying to see
how frequent are the
censorship attempts in
this state.
Efforts at censorship
occur in a fifth of the nation's schools emry
year and succeed in half
of the cases, said Ms.
Reed, chairman of the
committee.
"A lot of cases never
get to court or see the
light of day," she said.
"It appears so far, from
our surveys and from
teachers, that it teensorship i is far more frequent than anybody
realized. Sometimes
there are parents coming in and asking that
the book be removed,
then books in fact are
removed so it appears
no problem occurred.
"We're also trying to
find out how much self-

censorship goes on — apply in deciding
teachers who remove whether books and
books because they're movies are obscene.
afraid of criticism from said Ms. Reed.,
parents and
They have increased
administration."
to the point that 'some
Censorship attempts teachers are afraid to
are aimed at books "all put any paperback
over the spectrum." books in the classroom.
said Ms. Reed.
"Either the kids aren't
'We tend to think that reading at all —that's
censorship comes only really scary — or they from the right, but it go to the bookstands
and
comes from the left, too. find things that
are
Some claim a book is totally inappropri
ate."
sexist or that it's racist. she said.
like 'Huckleberry Finn.'
She said the books
"I can't think of a
book ... that someone some parents have sucsomewhere doesn't ceeded in removing
want to censor — in- from schoolrooms and
libraries include
cluding the Bible."
While people in con- classics like "Catcher in
servative, rural areas the Rye" by J.D. SalInger, "The Grapes of
might seem more likely
Wrath" by John
to censor books, it actually is more common Steinbeck and Mark
in urban areas. That Ti.vain's "Huckleberry
may be because parents Finn." which has
in rural areas trust characters speaking
teachers more, She said. racist language but conThe censorship efforts cerns a white boy's
gained momentum in friendship with a
the 1970s after the runaway slave,
Supreme Court ruled
Even Shakespeare is
that community stannot immune. In one andards of decency should
thology published for
young readers, "so
much of the language is
left out it's hardly even
Shakespeare anymore,"
she.said.'Some versions
even expurgate the love
scenes from "Romeo
and Juliet."

-

CLEARANCE SALE
Sat. Only July 5th
All Summer Ladies Wear

30%

Ms. Reed proposes
that parents talk more
to their children about
what they're reading,
explaining things they
might not understand
and discovering what
the books are trying to
say.

Off

Choose From Top Quality Or Slightly Irregular
Ladies Suits, Blazers and Skirts
In Fashion Summer Colors_

Wholesale Stores Inc.
On The Corner Of South 5th & East Water St.
Mayfield, Kentucky — Phone 247-2757
Store Hours:
Monday-Friday 10 a.m.-6 p.m. Saturday 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
VISA & MASTERCARD ACCEPTED

Wi-IAT I WANT TO KNOW
15 uJHO 516NED US UP
FOR SURVIVAL CAMP'?

Top prime-time television ratings listed

"I think parents and
teachers and librarians
NEW YORK (API —
who have an opportuni- • Here are the top prime.
ty to talk to kids are
timetelevision ratings
missing the boat by not
doing that," she said.
THE FAR SIDE
"They wouldn't need
censorship if they would
talk about what they're
reading."

SORRY, NO RAINCHECKS
4

Pope John Paul II holds in his arms one-nionthold David Michael Arvidson
of Buffalo. SA.. while touring St. Peter's Square on his open jeep during a general audience.

I THOUGHT WE ALL
COULD USE A LITTLE
SURVIVAL TRAINING..

as compiled by thr 1 (_'.
Nielsen Co. for thi•
of .Itine :1(1July t;

By GARY LARSON

° BAYONET DRILL..
ONE O'CLOCK.' I THINK
I'LL SKIP THAT ONE...

An "X" in parer
rating. 14.9
horries..
theses denotes one-time only presentation. A
5. $ $ "Golden I
rating measures the NB('. 16.6, 14 :4 niWii$ri
percentage of the na- honies.
tions 55.9 million TV • 6. 114 i ••f1rn‘‘Ii.L.;
homes.
Pains.•• ABC. 16
Xi Liberty million hotties
1.
eek end - Thursday.
7 - rll $ "1Vho's
Boss?". Al('. 16 4 1
ABC, 18.9- 17.1 million
million homes
homes_
SiN$
N NlriX
2
Liberty
-Weekend-Friday, ABC, NIR'. 15.6. 1:1 4
15.4. 15.8 million homes. homes
Tee3. (251 •'Rearview
9
, Mirror" — " NBC Mon1.5 4 1:1
day Night Movie." 17.5. homes
•k
15.3 million homes.
1.1 1$
X
•
4. (11 "The Cosby .Weekend-Stintid
15.2. in.I
NBC, 17 4

A

CLASSIFIEDS!...
Notice

THF.
5, 1
14_1

I
Ikt

od='ff1 SAW'

MEN JUST
AREN'T THE
GENTLEMEN
THEY USED
TO SE

PICK ME UP AT
7:30!

I CAN'T UNDERSTAND IT,

EXCUSE ME.
PO YOU HAVE
THE TIME

WOMEN?

ONLY THE REST
OF MY LIFEYOU
RAPIANT THING
YOU!

140W
LATE ?

YOU'RE
A BIT TOO
EAGER

•
MOW
VERY
LATE?

HOW
EXTREMELY
LATE ?

t

2

1

3

4

6

5

14111
,8

CH
. .
ALEUT
R I D
TOMATO
P
N AY
- E.A T
ROT
Pops
G A L A
P A W
N ET
.AGEN
.
PAS
EAR
TA
D -0
TAM
S T.R.A.P
E I R
A,R
E E
S
'._S7N.0
o yv REPEL
DEPEND
R 0 B•E R
OWAN
AWEII
N E E
.
. .
• -TREND
0 N
H ER
_

mulberr+,
10 Collection

of

four
Peels
13 Subject of
discourse
11

16 Bungles

-

P

Q

20

1.

22

23111

1111

24
HE'S
COMING

26

125

HERE
1021
.
1.°

lUU

28

2'UU

3111132

Will
35

1111
Mil

41

II

36

II•MI• dill•
'

44

42111

1.1

4s

46

,

1111•

UlU•

its tan)

*me.

III

1.40.11e1r
A1MMWMMW

•

436-5487 or
753-5086.

'Nk

I

\

19 Clans
20 Burst forth
22 Temporary
shelters
23 Moan
25 Alights
26 Confession of
faith

in r ii
r,p1•'!.•!!••

.
.•“1,

28 Folds

'0

16

15

19UUUU

1141T.immoimuk.

Free Estimates
6 p

Call after

- "rnrrr
\'pi, r

12

11IUUUU

ALL READY. WHAT
ARE WE WAITING
FORE

References
upon request
Reasonably Priced

Previous Puzzle
SCORE
RANERE

1 Sacred song
6 Capital of
Morocco
11 Roof of
mouth
12 Charm
14 Sandarac
tree
15 Hinder
17 Thorium
symbol
18 Mate shoes ‘•
19 Fathers
DOWN
20 Before
21 Nickname for
1 Procession
Edward
2 Bridge term
22 Blood, sweat
3 Swiss river
and —
4 Army off.
23 Apothecary's
5 Interpose
weight
6 Evaluates
24 Chooses
7 Site of Iowa
26 Unrefined
27 Poker stake
State College
8 Prickly
28 Cut
29 Leases
envelope
31 Handled
of fruit
9 Indian
34 Football

PERHAP6

•40NEY, ITS LATE

k hills
eolit chains

Answer to

players
35 Snowless
36 Roman gods
37 Paid notices
38 Mountain
nymph
39 Transgress
40 River in Italy
41 Supplicates
42 Small amour-it
43 Sabers
45 Click beetle
47 Hair net
_49-.Suriestect -

C

PROFESSIONAL
LAWN CARE

:

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

GARFIELD. WHY PONT I
HAVE BETTER LUCK WITH

.7.,

;or less'
%t.
,!1,•,.it
.limmy
Tnoninsiin .1•-wi•Ier

-Well, I'll be ... Honey, it's the Worthingtons
— our favorite couple of slimebags."

N.

Nugert

d t•

\

2

40
II

29 Harvests
30 Supports
financially
31 Playing card
32 Prepared for
print
33 Roadside
restaurant
35 Clutch
38 Church
calendar
39 Lqcation
41 Inlevor of
42 Small rug
44 Word on light
switch
46 Los Angeles
abbr

_

S
4.pcn on 7.1

'
rniirli!
II I. y i\ l.\
•
Fiii
II i I i
fried I hii kiin ikr
V1 1 C ht.
11t1 P1,01111'111.1111
hi.

brad in .the art-a._ —
11,1•-iir•-• it ic-ri
F ri
Sat 10-6 S*.tin 1'
S14opv,"
Center 753 3604

Yewr
'I
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Notice
Sale
NOTICE
July 11 & 12
Clearance
Fri. & Sat.
10 a.m.•7 p.m.
Office farnitUrill

•Sofos <boos
•D•shes •Coffeemaker
•Refng •household
•Telephones
•Goed Tables •Plants
•Coinp,,ter Desk
•W•cker Bo, •Bor Stools
‘Coo' Ru
•Room

:

•Tr,
Mor,r O'her

2

Notice

SOLID ROCK
MINISTRIES
JA;L. PRISON
AND
STREET MINISTRY
WE CARE
REV KEN ASHBY
753-6699
ATTENT-T7r5
CAMPERS- Lake
.Barkley. waterfront,
full hookups, swimming
pool, miniature golf.
boat ramps, tennis
courts. Nightly, weekly
or monthly rates_ Call
for reservations 1-S00626-3914 or 502-362-8652.
WALLOONS- we
deliver- Faye's, 514
Main. 753-7743,

2

Notice

6

Now Buy
14 Karat Gold Chain
By The Inch

North 641 Flea Mkt.
Hwy 641 N
tonne Wwiyains F. UN
F. & Sat 85 Sun 12 30'4

feel
LOSE weight
great I lost 65 pounds in
77 days_ Doctor recommended. As seen •on
television_
314 •
993-0041. Visa. MC..

5

Lqst and Found
LOST
4th of July

Help Wanted

NI RSE wanted for Dr's
office; 32 hours per
week with benefits
Duties to include vital
signs. venipunctures.
general office work.
medical transcription.
insurance. Previous oflice experience
preferred but will train
qualified person with
typing skills. Persons
willing to take responsibility and with
initiative need only
apply_ Send resumes to
P 0. Box 1040-N,
Murray. Ky.
OCCASIONAL help
wanted- maid housekeeping. Must
have home phone.
Apply in person Eagle
Inn. 641 South.

the
Murray Ledger 8t Times
15

Articles for Sale

Cross Ties, new
supply. New brick
and handmade used
brick. Flower pots,
patio pavers, stepping stones.
Ultra dark masonary
cement $4.00 bag.
Puryear
Brick & Supply
Hwy 641 Puryear, Tn
901 247 3232

16. Home Furnishings

24_ Miscellaneous

32

SEARS washer & dryer.
Call 753'1204.
SLIGHT paint damage.
Flashing- arrow signs
$283 complete! Were
$499. Lighted, non _
arrow $263! Nonlighted
1,237! Free box letters!
Warrranty. Can see

locally. Factory 0
1502)842 3332, collect.
SMALL, light tiller, ex.
cultivator, 13''x6" front
tines, Sears. 595. 759
4005.
THE Kentucky Ex
plorer, see it for your
self! Send for your
complimentary copy of
the new magazine for
Kentuckians every
where. Write: Ex
plorer, Box 227, Jack
son, Kentucky 41339.

Apts for Rent

MUR-Cal apts Northwood Dr. 1. '2 or 3 BR.
Now renting. Equal
Housing Opportunity,
759-4984.
NEAR university,
Large 2 bedroom apt..
bath has shower & tub.
Extra large livingroorn.
Kitchen has range.
refrigerator, dishwasher & disposer.
Washer-dryer hookup.
Ample closet space.
Insulated to T.V.A.
specs. Fully carpeted.
Available Aug. 1st. $225
deposit, $225 mo. 7534560.
NICE 2 BR apt., central
heat gr air. No pets. Call
492-8634.
ONE bedroom 'furnished apt. 9-4, 100 S.
13th St
1 or. 2 bedroom Apartment near downtown
Murray. Call 753-4109 or
762-6650.
TAKING applications
for Section 8. Rent
Subsidized apt. 1. 2 or 3
BR. Apply Hilldale
Apts., Hardin, Ky.
Equal Housing
Opportunity.

EXTRA long, 'Early
Midwest Promotions
American couch. Call
Poodle, black
Southsido Shopping Coat*,
753-0818.
Murray 733 1333
miniature
QUEEN size waterbed.
lattrns Cash All Solos final
PLUMBER, electri- 6 drawers, like new,
female,
10
ci-an, air conditioning $375. Call 753-8543.
26 TV-Radio
years old.
technician needed 606- SOFA. coffee table, end
FREE 2 1 2 acres of
1.ISHER 19 color T.V.
273 3136, ask for Ross, table & matching
orchard grass Call
Reward
with stereo. 2 months
lamps.
Good
condition.
collect.
call
759-4005
pld. Call after 5p.m
753-9901
QUALIFIED drivers $350. Phone 753-6821 762-6105
wanted. Minimum . age after 5p.m.
759-1864
TRLPOOL 27. Mobile Homes tor
W
25 One year's ex
Sale
NURSING HOME
perience required. MICROWAVE ovens as
Ask
for
Charlotte
Card of Thanks
3
TRAILER.
10x55
fully
low
as
INSURANCE
week;
per
$4
25"
Starting pay 20.5 cents
Magnavox Color TV' as carpeted_ Comes with
No age limit to appLOST 2 boat seats on per mile. Benefits
low as $7 per week; new underpinning, waavailable.
Call
HOrnady
State
CARD OF
Line Rd , east of
ly. Our most comWhirlpool automatic ter pipes & sewer pipes.
Truck Line Inc. Mon
Haze. Reward offered
THAN KS
washer as low as $6 per Electric wire. $1500 or 34. Houses for Rent
prehensive policy
roeville,
AL:
1
800-633
753-3376.
week: Whirlpool re- make offer. Cali 436- 2-4 BR house, full
We wish to express
pays for Skilled, In1313.
LOST in Overby Lane
frigerator as low as $8 2931.
basement. central air &
our deep appreciation
termediate
or
area- gray & white male REGISTERED nurse
per week. Goodyear 2 BR, 2 full baths, in heat. 413 S. 9th St. $250
Opening
s
for
ex
and thanks for the
sheltie i small colliei
Custodial Care.
private lot- close. Call per month. Call
753-0595.
with I.D. tattoos. Re- per ienced OB. &
many acts of kindness
492-8722.
With Medicare's
345-2544.
MED/SURG RN'S. 19 Farm Equipment
ward.
759-1093. 762-6543
OWNER is moving. 2 BEDROOM house.
sympathy
exand
new guidelines for
Competitive salary &
must
sell 2 BR trailer. $175 plus deposit. Call
POLE Buildings- 24'x40'
tended to us during
hospital confine6. Help Wanted
benefits, bonus for sign
completely erected $3. 12x60, 2 window units. 753-1513. •
the illness and death
ment,
Nursing
1 EXPERIENCED cook up. Call/send resume; 750. entrance door and central heat, appliances
2 BR home in Panof our wife, mother
Home Insurance is
full time 31_ 1 ex- Meadowview Regional 12'x.8.1._ end slider in- furnished, fully carorama-Shores, $170 per
44-es-pital, Maysvitte,
grandrnOthe
and
perienced
'f:
cook
peted.
more important
part
Extra clean. Call month. Water paid.
Ky. 41056 606/759-5311, cluded. Other sizes between
time.
Above
average
5p.m.-7p.m. Appliances furnished • if
May God's richest
available. Blitz
than ever. For free
pay plus bonuses. Apply Personnel.
Builders. Inc. 1-800-428- 753-8635.
blessings be with each
needed. Call 753-5094.
information call:
in person- Ky. Lake TRUCK drivers! Drive 4009 KY 1-800-792-3498 SEVERAL 10 & 12
3 BEDROOM house at
one of you in your
Jerry McConnell
Lodge, Hwy. 68 at with pride! Excellent IN. a
mobile homes. Ideal for Panorama Shores. $230
hour of need.
Insurance
Aurora. Ky.
lake or rental, furnished per month. 443-9960
equipment and benefits. SILK screening -at
3000 GOVERNMENT Apply Poole Truck Faye's- T's. sweats. or unfurnished. &C.
The family of Helen
753-4199
after 6p.m. or 753-6531.
jobslist. Line, Crestline Dr., caps. polos. uniforms. Negotiable. 753-5209.
••free local claim servloe••
Brandon.
3
R
houses.on
$16.040-$59,230,yr. Now
Henderson, Ky. or 1408 jackets, 514 Main, 75328. Mobile Homes for Rent . Sycamore & Main.
Hiring. Call 805-687-6000 Lebanon Rd., Nashville, 7743.
Lease or lease with
Ext. R-7777.
TN EOE.
2BR trailer in Murray. option to buy. Call
3000 GOVERNMENT' WANTED; Sports edi 2 2 . Musical
Call 753-9478.
753-4109 or 762-6650 or
jobslist. tor for prize-winning
2 OR 3 BR, furnished or 436-2844.
_$16,040-359.230 yr. Now daily paper. Sports PIANO tuning. Call Roy unfurnished.
• some new 3 BR house for rent, in
The Murray Planning Commission has
Hiring. Call 805-687-6000 experience essential_ Dunn 753-8976. '
furniture, natural gas- city, corner of 12th &
received a- request to rezone two tracts of land
Ext. R-7777.
•
Contact editor, -The,24 . MiscellaneOsis
electric, air con/350.month. Call
at 310 and 312 South Eighth Street from R-2
BABYSITTER needed - Winchester Sun, P.O.
ditioned. Shady Oaks 753-3415. after 5p.m
.4
CEMETER
Y
plots
for
for
6
month
old
boy.
25
Residentia
Box 747, Winchester,
I
l) to P.O. 1Professional Office.
753-5209. .
753-7123.
sale at Murray • Memoto 27 hours per week_
K y. 4 0 3 9 1 _
NICE 2 BR trailer. near AN
06 )
A public hearing will be held on-Tuesday, July
t
rial Gardens. Call. 753Your • house or mine. 7:443123. Murray. No pets. - Calf room house, MTh,•Util-22, 1986. at 7:00 p.m. in the Council Chamters,
6471.
Only mature person. WANTED:
489-2611.
salespeople
ity.
City
water.
ReSecond Floor, City Hall. All interested persons
APPLE TIC with monineed to respond. Excel- for Murray &
Mayfield
ferences. Couples. No
°tor. stand and Tashiba 29. Heating and Cooling
lent references re• area.- S700
are invited to attend. A description follows:
weekly sal
pets.
Near
'Murray.
1340 printer. $800.
quired. Call after 1p.m. ary
PLUS. No ex
AIR conditioner, 20,000 References. $185. 753Two tracts of land containing a total of 1.426
759-9538.
perience necessary, will Maytag washer & BTU, 220, $175. Call 7551
-dryer. $500. Date at
acres, located at the northwest intersection of
CONSTRUCT•10.N.- train: Must
have own 436.5411.
759-4005.
FEMALE wanted to
drivers. m-echancis. transportat
South Eighth Street and Vine Street-in-the City
ion. 502 247
share nice fully furnished
welders,
PISH
electricians. 6577 or 502-247-6604.
or chicken cooker, 30. Business Rentals
of Murray, Kentucky and being more particularhouse located near Unmachinists, -carpenters.
savage LP Speed burly described as follows: Beginning at the
needed immediately.
ner, converts to regular AVAILABLE Sept. 1, iversity Inn. Call after 4
southeast corner of the herein described tract of
Also airline jobs. Will 9. Situation Wanted
gas, cooks 50 or more 1986- 4080 square ft. pm 753-4101.
train some positions, ..13E.PENDABLE . mother pieces of fish in 10 building which can be
land and_theiotersection of the west righteotway
rented as- 1. 2-or'3- 37. Livestock -Supplies
UP- to 36000/monthi
of -South Eighth Street (20.00 west of the
will babysit chidren in minutes or less. 'gain-separate buildings. FOR
TransContinental Job
sale: registered
my home, in town. less steel jacket $175.
centerline ) and the north right-of-way of Vine
Search
308i 382-3700 Excellent reference. reg. jacket $150. 28 Each with entrance and Poll Dorset Ram. Best
Street (20.00' north of the centerline); thence.
front
window,
bathfee.
blood lines. Price $95.
Flexible hours. Call gallon aluminum kettle
room, central heat Sr Phone
South 82°43'17" west-240.64 feet along the north
$50. Call 759-4005.
bo you need a job and 753-3436.
759-1326.
air,
paneled
walls,
exhope for the- future? We
right-of-way of Vine Street to a-point; thence.
MOVING, must self
MOTHER & daughter Like new. kingsize tra spot lights
&
fully
now have 5 openings
horse and pony. Call
would like to clean waterbed. 4 poster, pine Insulated. $395 per
North 07° 15'31- west-3I4.32 feet to a point oh the
secthat include training
house. Call anytime with walnut finish. VW. tion. Former location of 492-8194.
south property line of the Murray-Calloway CounCall 759-1152 or 759-1429.
and placernent. You 759-1521. Green Door- Dixieland SIMMENTAL and
ty Hospital Property; thence. South 72°19'16"
may qualify if you don't WILL
I4ARD top for jeep CJ7.
care
for
elderly
Center,
on Chestnut. Simbrah bulls'. Pereast-265.17 feet to a point on the west right-of-way
have a GED or High or convalescen
t in their Call 753-9220.
adjacent to MSU Cam- formance & semen
School diploma and home
of South Eighth Street; thence, South 0701844"
LARGE,
large,, large pus. Call 753-3018.
tested. Excellent qualor hospital. Call
have been out of school 435-4510.
selection of storage
east-202.43 feet along the west right-of-way of
FOR rent- business ity. $650 & up Cadiz.
9 months or more. and
buildings
in stock for
Ky. 522-8794.
South Eighth Street to the point of beginning. All
are between ages of 16 & WILL stay with elderly. .immediate delivery. property i B-2 I. 806
Day or night shift. Will
Coldwater Rd. 753-9393.
information used to prepare the above descrip22. Call us at JTPA
38
Pets -Supplies
Acree
Portable
753-9378 Monday-Friday also clean houses. Good Buildings, Mayfield. LARGE, very nice
tion was taken from a survey prepared by
references.
2
YEAR
old, semi
759-4128.
building on campus.
8a.m.-1p.m.
Ky. 502-247-7831.
Allgood Surveying Services on April 9, 1986.
finished. registered
Call 753-2967
EASY' ASSEMBLY 10. Business Opportunity
LAWN mower, extra
Redbone coon hound.
WORK! 1714.00 per 100.
If further information is needed, please contact
$300. Started 1 yr. old.
1890's ICE cream truck light wt., cast 32. Apts for Rent
Guarantee
payment.
d
the Departmentof Planning and Engineering at
magnesium, 20". 3 hp
registered blue tick
No sales. Details-- send & all accessories. (4500. Sears. ex. cond., $95. 1 BEDROOM apt. near
hound. $100. Call 759753-4321.
stamped envelope: Call 753-7743.
downtown. $125 per 1152 or 759-1429.
759-4005.
Elan- 332, 3418 En- COMMERCIAL clean
NEW & used truck tires. month plus utilities. AKCGerman
Robert F. Dunn, Chairman
terprise, Ft. Pierce, Fl. ing business. Complete
Call 753-1372 TTB ask Call 753-7196. after Shepherds. adult and
training,
equipment
,
33482.
Murray Planning Commission
for Bob. All sizes and all 5p.m. 753-0292.
puppies. Free obEXCELLENT money on -going assistance.
1 BR, upstairs, fur• edience training with
brands.
maker Take 'orders on Investment $16.000
nished apt. $170 per purchase of ARC
F.T. Seargent. Jr., Director
Honda. Volvo. Toyota success guaranteed or OFFICE FURNITURE
Month. Water fur- Australian cattle dogs.
Department of Planning 'Engineering
etc. Great prices. 1-316- will buy you back. NEW shipment of nished. Close to camBoarding available.
shelving1
1-800-633-242
load
compu
7.
276-6169.
pus. No pets. No chil- Call 436-2858.
ter
desks,
storage
HAS
owning
a
fashion
HELP wanted: Person
dren. 753-5980.
ARC oerman Shepherd
to handle general news store always been your cabinets, desks, chairs, 2 BEDROOM furnished
puppies. Black or black
files,
etc.
442
4302,
dream,
Cryts
but
you
don't
reporting, editing and
apts.
Low
ratesNOTICE TO BIDDERS
by
the
and tan. Excellent
photography for weekly know where to start? Used Office Furniture, day, week or month. No-bloodlines. Great with
Sealed Proposals will be received by the
newspaper. Record - Our national company 1016 Jefferson St., pets. 436-2594 or
children. 1-901-247-3374
Calloway County Board of Education at the
Herald, Box 130, will assist in opening a Paducah, Ky.
436-2231.
after 5p.m.
ladies or childrens store POLE builders, far
Office of the Board. Calloway County. KenGreensburg, Ky., 42743.
2
BEDROOM apt., carHOME Assembly in- immediately. We mers, contractors. pet, all appliance in- 40.Produce
tucky until 1:00 p.m. July 24, 1986 for the
supply inventory, fix- Build with D-Rib metal
come.
Assemble
procluded,
1413 Hillwood
furnishing of labor, materials, services and
tures, site evaluation (oofing and siding from
ducts at home. PartDr. Lease & deposit.
and training. Inventory Davis Metal Sales. In
equipment required to construct 1986 AddiTime. Details. Call
includes Liz Claiborne, formation/ free $275 month No pets
tion to Calloway County High School and
813-327-0896. Ext 188.
Hang-Ten,, Lee. Esprit. brochure. 1800442 0135, 753-0814.
1986 Addition to Calloway County Middle
HOUSEKEEPER
2 BR duplex, appliances
Jordache, 100's more. 1-800 222 7003.
School, Calloway County. Kentucky. At the
needed. 1 or 2 days a Purchase
furnished. Quiet, nice
price $14,100 PROTECT your in
lb
week,
babysitting.
some
neighborhood. No pets.
appointed time and place all proposals will
to $24,500 Ed Brandt vestment
put a rubber Central heat & air
Must be efficient & de- 1-405-238-935
be publicly opened and read.
8.
bed mat in your new
pendable. Send informaRETAIL clothing store pick up truck. Stokes 759-4406.
tion with references to
a dozen
2 BR duplex with cargoing out of business
Tractor 751 1319.
Proposals will be received for the construcP.O. Box 1040-C. Murray.
.--port. in private area
Low investments. Call
tion of 1986 Addition to Calloway .County
Friday or Saturday 'TILLER, 4 h.p., Sears, Appliance furnished. No
cIti Tam
7u5se4
9 do05
-1. S
_eason, E125. pets. Call 753-3343.
2 miles south of Murray.
- High gehool,for the construction of 1986 Adevening 901-247-3789.
tioni si available for
Hwy. 641. Place Orders
FURNISHED apts
WOLFFSunal
dition to Calloway County Middle School
Cleartree climberisi and
753-4598, Hrs. 8-10
ance sale by man- WE-Trave good clean 55 Renting now. Adults
and for the construction of both of the above
timber fellerisi. Steady
a.m., 5-7 p.m. Closed
ufacturer. Make offer. gal. drums, $6 each. AG only. No pets. Zimprojects.
work, good pay. fringe
B5r3o4
k5er3
3s, Industrial Rd. merman Apts
Big qioney 111s-untan- 7
Sunday.
benefits to qualified
753-6609
ing lamps &
personfsi with proven nine.
CONE'S 1.-l'ick Farm.
Two copies of bidding documents may be
228-6292.
experience. Call 753- lotions.
Now ready- Ky. Wonder
obtained from the Architects, Gingles and
0338.
11 Instruction
Pole beans. HorticulHarms, 2111 Twentieth Avenue South,
LONG distance truck
ture beans and sweet
A representative from the Purchase Area
ing. northAmerican HEALTH Training
Nashville. Tennessee by depositing a check
corn Will have ready
Program. Learn -to be
Van
Lines
needs
very soon- limas & peas
Made payable to Gingles and Harms in the
Housing Corporation will be at the Department
owner/operators! If heall‘hy. Call 15021 7531 mile west of Benton on
amount of $100.00 for addition to Calloway
of Social Services, 201 South 6th Street, Murray,
you need training, we 6245 The Center for
Symsonia Hwy
County High School and $100.00 for Addition
will train you You will Biological Health
Kentucky, from 9:00 a.m. until 11:00 a.m. the
527-7657.
to Calloway County Middle School. The
operate your own tracsecond and fourth Thursday of each month
tor. If you don't have 14. Want to Buy
deposit will be returned to all plan holders
41 Public Sales
beginning July 10, 1986, to accept applications
one. northAmerican ofwho return the bidding documents in good
fers tractor purchase A USED slide projector
for
Section
Assistance
Rent
the
8,
Program
or to
Call 436-5433.
condition within 10 days after opening of
program that canput
answer questions concerning the program. For
bids
you in a newtractor for WANT to buy trailer lot.
further information you may contact the Pur$2500 down If you are 21 Call 753-3376.
or
over and think you WANT to buy first
chase Area Development District at 753-8325.
The successful bidder will be required to
may qualify, we'd like edition of Cemetery
furnish performance and payment bond tor
to send• -you a complete Book listing all •
cemeteries in Calloway
the full amount of the contract.
Information package
Call any weekday Toll and adjoining counties.
free 1-800-348-2191 Ask If- you have Mrs. Ila
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
Any bid received after the time set for openDouglas Cemetery Book
for Dept. 194.
ing bids will be returned, unopened, to the
Gold
Silver
MOMS. need money for please return to LAD
bidder.
Closed
Chased
back tO school^ Miller, 911 Sycamore
Yesterday
350.00 Yesterday
Christmas? Join us in St., Murray, KY 7535 14
the House of Lloyds. 5505.
Opened
No bid may be withdrawn, after time set for
Opened
party
plan. , No invest- 13. Articles for Sale
opening bids, for a period of stxfy 'days.
Today
348.40 Today
5.11
ment, no collecting,
Down
1.60 Down
.09
1.4 karat
Free kit. Plua commisThe Owner reserves the right to reject any
sion Call Cindy today cluster diamond ring in
Compliments of:
and all bids and to waive any informalities
white gold. Also, Bulova
9-5. 759-9538.
VERNON'S PAWN SHOP
therein.
NEEDED- secretary 1tiTtel1 call 753-8313 .
713 S. 17th Murray, Ky. 47071
for doctors office. 11EFftIGERATOR
CALLOWAY COUNTY BOARD
733 7113
preferably with billing sale Call 753.2887
Wt. buy Gold, Silver & Diamonds
OF EDUCATION
experience. Send _re- REARS wasber & dryer.
We
loan
money on anything of %/aloe
By: Dr. Jack Rose, Superintendent
sume to P.O. Box $100. Call 753-6865 or
s 10 b Doily Clin•ed Sunday
1040-P. Murray, Ky
753.7928
▪ rs. Quah'y

41

PUBLIC NOTICE

(6

U-Pick
Tomatoes
300
Sweet Corn
$1.00
641 U-Pick

Fkublic

Sales

MOVING
YARD SALE
Fri. & Sat. 8-6
Coldwater

See signs.

41

Sales

Public

YARD
SALE
Fri. & Sat.
8-2

Lots of very good

317 S. 13th

little girls clothes

Antiques, baby
items, clothes,
trash & treasures,
etc, etc

up to size 6, odds

and ends.

4 Party
Yard Sale
Thurs. & Fri.

2 Family
Fri. & Sat 8.30-)
Sunshine Only
Shady Oaks No 50,
right off 121 behind
South Central Bell.

?
At Stella on 121
Lots of books,
clothes

Large Yard Sale

old

&

things.

Atari 2600 & 30 car
tridges.
clothes-all
kinds.

curtains.

bedspreads.. weight
bench & weights, color
t v & iron, nic nacs &
more, more. more

PATIO
YARD SALE
Thur. & Fri. 9-5
Sat. 9-2
105 N. 14th
Lamps, chairs, Avon
bottle collection, multi
yards of new fabric,
sports equip , house
plants, milk can, much
misc

YARD
SALE
Saturday
1700 Miller St.
.8:00 ill- 4:00
-Stove,
refrig.,
washer, dryer,
freezer, lots of nice
clothes.

YARD
SALE
Fri. & Sat.
9 a.m.-?
110 N. 10th St.

Furn., children &
adult clothes, car
seat, shoes, bike,
curtains, toys, refrig
& lots of misc.

YARD
SALE
507 South 6th
Fri. & Sat
8 a.m.

•

Golf clubs, projector,

fabric,

furniture,

rugs

and toys.

YARD
SALE
Sat. July 12
7 a.m.-3 p.m.
Hwy. 94 West
3rd

house

on

left past 783.

GARAGE
SALE
1412 Dudley
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m. til ?
Carpet, lamps, furniture, boys & ladies
clothing,
books,
glassware, drum,
toys, vacuum.

Yard Sale
Fri. 8 til 4
Sat. 8 til 12
1627 College
Farm Rd.
2-ten speed bikes,
new Wilson mens
irons, jr. golf clubs,
stereos, old garage
door, toys, games,
records, clothes,
much more.

Big
Moving
• Sale
Sat. Only
330 N. 5th St.
9-?
Everything
must go!!

YARD
SALE
Saturday 7 a.m.
2224
Edinborough

Bicycles, clothes &
furniture & other
items

YARD
SALE
Sat. July 12
7.4
220 Woodlawn
Furniture, garden
tiller, toys & misc
household.
Cancelled if rains.

TOMATOES & REDHAVEN PEACHES
Potts Horticultural Associates
Tomatoes for juice-S8 Bushel
1 mile off Hwy. 121
between Coldwater & Stella
489-2756
Watch for signs.

RENT ASSISTANCE

YARD
. SALE

rArrrs

12th Street
in front of
World of
Sound
Saturday
NO Sales
Before 8 a.m.
Lots of •
bargains that
MUST GO!!

Now Taking
Applications For
Motor Route
Carriers
Must have
driver's license
and good
reliable vehicle.
Apply in person at
Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave.
Murray, KY 42071

'1111 ftS1/11 .11 1.1 10, 19146

CLASSIFIEDS
4 0 . Produce
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Produce
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Homes for Sale
49
Used Cars
52 Boats Motors
53 Services Offered
53 Services Offered
53 Services Offered
53 Services Offered
4 BR, 1 1/2 bath brick
1982 HOUSE boat. FENCE sales at
PAINTING
Sears
Paper Wi., rj 0
rr
U
home, zoned business.
Large Yellow
no nushrogging
51s,14-...generator air, now ("all Sears 7534310 hanging,
commer.cal or heat , rig
a,r
Under 640,000. Call 753full equipped
no Or DC'r
Mint for free estimate for residential,
Sweet Corn
Free
rarpenrr
es
paint.ng.
,
4186 after 7p.m. Bob
condition. 837 Kenlake
753 8590.
your needs
timateS, References 25 roofino Aisr,
Also
Freestone
sr uir
Rodgers Broker.
Marina. 502-554-00117
wears
experi
ence. & clean up Frciplums. Call Floyd
A BEDROOM for all
week days.
rprron Farr s 759 1 9H7
irrigation R•sidentiai
753 9600
those children and „just
McKenzie
OLDER model 40 h p
CAMPBELL WELL
been reduced. 5 bedROOFI
Nr, in -(1
Evinrud
e
motor
with
753-4725
room. living, dining,
DRILLING
Concreti:
Ao
controls. Electric start
family room, work or
McKenzie Tr,
d
Pa,•.•
or pull start. Call 753Call Collect
hobby rontn, on 3 acres.
General Carr.. r •
2249 after 5:30p m
43. Real Estate
901 352 3671 or
New septic system. new
P A
Moon,
901 352 5704
41. Public Sales
plumbin
g
and
lots
of
35 ACRES. some tim53 Services Offered
Free Estimat,„ s
Free Estimates
redecor
ating.
Gi
eat
ber. mostly tillable. 7
SE hING Mar,
2 MEN aunt to do yard
Installing
miles north of Murray location. Modest price
tity
All M
;., air
‘77.
work Tree trimming. HOUSE building, re
and
many
extras
.
Call 753-2861
sewer, water lines
removal of unwanted modeling, storage
Couldn't
you
use
a
place
48 ACRES heavily
:
str
al
B.,trees & shrubbery, mow buildings. driveway
& septic tanks. All
wooded timber land. in like this? Call Mary
...I'
yards. light hauling & sealing. For all your
types
backhoe
Trigg Co. on S. Bank of Jane at Lorgtta _Jobs 1979 HORIZO
wood for sale Free building & home repairs
N $400
Realtors
753-1492.
Donalson Creek. Tel.
work.
1975 Chevrolet Monte estimates. 753-08so or call Duncan's Con
904-456-4474 or 502-753- liY owner- 3 bdrrn., 1 Carlo 5400. 1975 Pontiac, 759-1683.
struction
474
8000
bath,
garage.
pocd,
6240.
753-9224
r•
large deck, wood stove, nice condition, 51500. ALL type masonry INSULATION blown in
V ,
Years Experience
30
Conside
r
work,
trade.
block.
Call
brick.
by
Sears.
paneled
TVA
aa
5.5 ACRES on 280 less
bsmt.- Reduced
56. Free Column
concret
436-2936.
e,
drivewa
ys,
proved.
36,000.
to
Save
on those SUMMER is In«,Call 753-9553.
than 1 mile from lake.
sidewalk
s,
patios,
_
1979
house
INTERN
high
Eheating
ATIONA
and
L
cool
great for house or CEDAR LOG HOMES.
or
dea wood
camper site. 15.500. Northern white, cedar. Scout 4x4, automatic foundations. new ing bills. Call Sears remove diseased an
chimneys or chimney 753 2310 for free
759-9859.
No rot, no bugs. You transmission, ps,
ct,or unwanteo
repir. 25 years ex- estimate.
GOVERNMENT homes build or we build. ac, excellent condition
For all your need', 1.1 o
perrenc
e.
Free
Phone
9201
753
or
753
IR IdAtIbN systems
from $1 I U repair,. 901-644-9052 3renda
Boyers Tree S;.r
timates.
Call
Charles
9331.
Hale, General Pumps; the profess or,, Delinquent tax pro. Munson.
Barnett 753-5476.
Rainbird, General 753 0338
perty. Repossessions. HOUSE for sale, Can- 1979 MALIBU Classic,
•
APPLI
F
ANCE
Guns; Hook Type Pipe. TREE WORK
Call 805-687-6000 Ext. terbury Estates, 1510 S600. Call 753 2887 after
ALUMINUM
Cu,
SERVICE. Kenmore, Guaranteed_
H-8155 for current repo London Dr. Assumable 6p.m.
Enterprise plete .removal topp.m.:
estinghouse, Tour, Inc.,
SERVICE CO.
list.
loan. Call for appoint- 1979 Z28 CAMARO, W
North Main, trimming
Aluminum and vinyl
ment 759-4573.
black on black with red Whirlpool. 23 years Cyntiana, Ky (606) mechanically
experien
ce.
Parts
and 234 3423 Collect.
s•
KOPPERUD Realty JUST reduced- 2 bed- stripes, power windows,
siding. Custom trim
Experience°
service.
Bobby
horn.Hopper.
offers a complete range room home with 1.4 power brakes, ac, tilt,
work. References.
J.L. McKnight & Sons Wood 753 0211
Fri. 8-5
Bob's
Applian
ce
Serof Real Estate services acres. Very well main- 350 4 barrel. Call 527
Call Will Ed Bailey
Sat. 8-12
vice. 202 S. 5th St. Sawmill on Poor Farm WET BASE"r
with a wide selection of tained and only 2 miles 1640.
Rd. Buyer of standing make
753-0689
Business
wet
753-4872
436- timber.
1500 Cardinal Dr.
quality home in the city from town on 641 south. 1980 DATSUN 280ZX
Call 753 7528.
dry.
5848
i
Work
home
•
& in the county. All Garage with workshop. 2 -2, full equipped. Call
Ladies,
girls,
APPLIANCE repair. JOINER'S complete guaranteec Cal
price ranges. Phone fruit trees and much 901-642-9222 or
Blue & washers. dryers. tree service, 32 yrs. write Morgan Cc„n
children's clothing,
753-1222 for courteous. more. A top location Gray Marine
refrigerators- ranges- . experience. Also, struction Co Rf_. 2,
gold shag carpeting,
competent Real Estate vacant and priced for
1981 - FORD Grenada; air cond. Geofge .Hodge stumps mecha-ntcally 409A, Paduco ,,
service.
We
make
buyimmedia
te sale. Call
household items, &
removed 10" below 42001 or call 1 442 7C2.t
ing & selling Real Mary Jane at Century ps, pb, factory air, & Son. 10 Dixieland
excellent condition. Shopping Center 753- surface. Call 753 0366..
lots of other misc.
WILDEYS Welding
Estate easy for you.
21 Loretta Jobs Real- Phone 753 4417
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
4669
Service portab'e and
T'r"16=
e r• om
brick tors 753-1492.
1981
MONTE
Carlo, APPLIANCE REPAIR:
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
shop Rt 12'
duplex in Westwood. REDUCED price- 4 BR
Phone 489 212^
OVER
Appliances included. home. 2 baths, 55,000 miles 1979 Grand Factory authorized for
Prix. Rick's Vinyl Roofs Tappan, Kelvinator and
20 YEARS
Extra nice. Carpeted. whirlpool. full size
753-9877.
•
Brown: Service on gas EXPERIENCE
Call 753-0814.
basement. Close to
ROOFING
SOLID WOOD CABINETS & •
Aurora. Need to sell 1981 VW Scirocco, air, and electric ranges.
Saturday 9-4
RAISED
PANEL
DOORS
Metal & Shingles
because have another . 5-speed, am/fm Stereo microwaves. dis,
Birch • Oal, • Walnut • Cherry
44. Lots for Sale
cassette, sport package, h washers. reAluminum & Vinyl
1507 Beckett Dr.
GUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES •
big farm. 354-8392.
•
frigerators, etc. Earl
55,000
miles,
KITCHEN
$4500
CABINET
Call
TOPS
• VANITIES
Siding.
SECLUDED 3 bedroom.
• CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & EORMTtIRS-REfENTSTING
Canterbury Estates
Lovett. 354-6956 or 753. LEE'S CARPET
FOR SALE
2 bath, brick home on 15 753 3801
Free
•
estimate
s
COMPETITIVE PRICES Drop Sy a Soo Our Display
5341.
•
CLEANING
For all
acres. 8 miles east • of 1982 CADILLAC Seville
Beautiful 21
/
2 acres
Call 759-1600
Nice infant thru
•409 Sunbury Circle
753-5940 •
Murray. $84,500. Phone - Elegante, 4 door, CARPET installation. your carpet & upholst
wooded lot, ap•••••••• OOOOOOOOOO •••
professional service. ery cleaning. For a free
AM/FM stereo cass
436-5574.
toddler clothes,
prox.• miles from
Also repairs Satisfac- estimate call 753 5827
THREE bedroom brick' ette 50,000 actual miles tion
guaranteed. Glenn Satisfied references. ,
Murray on Hwy. 94
household items,
colonial, formal en' Call 753-9240.
Bebber 759-1247
E. turn on McDougal
LICENSED Electrician
try/dining, large den. 1984 DATSU.N 300Z X,
nic nacs.
fireplace. Heat pump. 2 blye, ac, am fm CONTRACTOR- car- for residential and
Rd. Call 753-9572.
.,..pentrY,
painting. Big or commercial. Heating
large' baths. Out one .stereo, 14,000 actuat
small we do 'it. all. and air condition, gas
LOVELY partly wooded mile. 753-5482.
miles. Call 753 9240.
Quality
work done for installation and repair
building lot, 2 miles SE of
1984 GRAND Prix, 28,000
less. Free estimates
Murray. Price reduced to
Phone 753 7203.
miles $6750 Call 753 7975..
489-2663.
$5000. Call Kopperud 47.Motorcycles
MITCHELL Paving
1984 MONTE Carlo, DAVE'S
Realty 753-1222.
Window Clean- Commercial, re
1979 750 YAMAHA
white, low mileage. Call. ing. Resident
ial, com- sidential. Large. er
Fri. & Sat.
Special, lots oi chrome, 753 4647 or 753,5446.
45. Farms for Sale
mercial. one & two story_
low mileage. Price reTake 94 West out
69 DODGE Charger References. 10,, Senior small. 30 years ex
110 ACRES, house. asonable. Call 474-2786,
perience. Call 753 1537
RT, sharp, $3900 -Call Citizen 'discount
4 miles turn left on
plenty out buildings. 1979 SUZUKI -G5425E.
MOBILE HOME
759 1750
753.9873
year around water. Call Excellent condition.
783 first house on
Specialist Repair and
16,
437-4365.
preventative, mainten
000 miles. Aluminum
left.
Irrigationance. Roofs, floors.
mag wheels. Includes
46. Homes for Sale
Stereo, fishing
plumbing. wiring.
windshield, saddle bags
Residential
equipment, fruit
2 OR 3 bdrm, brick, & new full face helmet.
hurricane straps 759
_lam;
Russell Lowery 4850.
city, gutters, new paint, Call 753-7763 anytime.
jars, plants, adult &
roof, landscaping, fen- 1979 YAMAHA 400 XS
Another
new
listing
mini
Home
and
MOODY
'S
Mower
Well Drilling
children clothes.
Large & roomy family home on lovely
ced yard. Call 753-7217 Special, good condition.
farm, includes barns, pond, on 28
Repair
pickup ana
wooded tract north of Murray S 70's
753-2620
or 753-1622.
12,000 miles. $450. Call
delivery. All work
acres 530's Contact Kopperud Real
Contact Kopperud Realty. 753 1222
FREE ESTIMATES
3 BEDROOM house east 436-5618.
guaranteed
Call 753
f-tv, 753 1222
of Murray. Owner 1983 HONDA V65'
5668
G
ENER
AL
HOME
transferred. Must sell. Magna, low mileage,
'REPAIR. 15 years ex- ODD lob special s!
Mid-20's. Call 443-9960 excellent condition. Call
perienc
e.
Carpentry, ceiling fans, electrical
after 6p.m.
753-4575 after 5pm.
plumbing, fencing You
We carry the note concrete, plumbing. name it, I do
3 BR, 2 bath, central 1984 HONDA Big Red,
it -You
roofing, siding. NO JOB
heat & air, brick house excellent condition, like
Sat. July 12
You
TO SMALL. Free es- buy, I install
Call Sammy
on
a
well shaded 3/4 new. Call 759-4663.
8-2
timates. Days 753-6973, break, I fix Call 436
•
acre lot. Close to North 1987 YAMAHA.
753-6448 0.
2868 evenings
xtremelv
350
nights 474-2276.
-,rt,tned duplex
Newly listed 3 bedroom. 2 bath home
94 East intersecElementary. $43,000. Warrior. 4 wheeler.
ex- '79
GENERAL Building
residential
with central heating & cooling $50 s apartment
MONTE Carlo, ex
Call 753-7870 for an cellent condition
tion 280 second
Metal Roofing &
. Call 437- cellent
neighborhe S
0\Y
me us today.
appointment.
condition, high Repair- 20 years exOak Crest Dr. "off
4131.
Siding•Factory Direct
753 1222
mileage, new tires, V 8 perience Roofing &
3
frame. Nice
Pottertown Rd."
FIrst Quality pauntod $42.00
automatic Call 489 2578 painting,' indoor'& outneighborhood. Newly
door. Odd jobs. No job
p•r squirts. Galvonlzad
after 4p m
Furniture, household
decorated. Fenced 49.Used Cars
to small_ 474-8057.
$32.00 per square. Full 36
'82 GRAND Prix, t tops,
backyard, garage, out- 1969 CORVET
items, carpet, etc.
TE, new
coverage. Pay only for what
GUTTERING by Sears.
new tires, air con
side storage. Call for paint,
new interior, new
you get. 5 V Metal In stan1-1
Sears continuous gut
appt. 753-8357.
ditioning
,
ps,
pb,
bucket
tires, $7,500 Call 753 7975
dard lengths of 626.95 par
ters installed for your
seats, excellent condi
1970 CHEVELLE Mal
square.
tion. '78 Fleetwood specifications Call
_
Toll Front in Ky.
ibu, 2 dr., hardtop, 307
Three bedroom brick rancher on two
Brougham Cadillac, Sears 753 2310 for free
Attractive three bedroom home at
6004313245.
V-8, 3 sad. manual
estimate
acres with several outbuildings
bronze, power every
1704 Melrose Drive Mid 560s Phone
Fr** &livery 25
transmission. 54,000 thing,
Sat., July 12th, 1986 at 10 a.m. at 1300
546 000 Phone 753 1222
new tires, good HAMILTON Cultured
squares and up.
us today at 753 1222
actual
miles.
Must
see
Kirkwood Dr. at Mr. Walter Grimes home.
shape. 753 4783. Can be Marble, tops sinks
to appreciate. S1000.
BLUEGRASS AG
panels. custom made
seen at 1400 Vine.
Go out 641 South in Murray, Ky. to Peggy
Call 759.1054.
DISTRIBUTORS
vanities
r
Free
Est
753
GOOD
FAMILY CAR.
Ann Drive. let street past Uncle Jeff's.
1973 MERCURY, 4 1978
Henderson, Ky.
Olds Regency, 4 9400
Watch for auction signs. Mr. Grimes is the
door, p.s., p.b., ac. dr.,
silver, 69,000 actual
father-in-law of Bill Parsons. Will be sellExtra sharp, roomy. miles,
air condition,
93xxx orig. owner mi. power
ing items from the Bill Parson's home also.
locks & seats,
Stereo,
city
sticker.
Nice pedestal table & chairs•serveer •
cruise, C.B.,
Another new listing just west of town
Tastefully designed & decorated. 3
5595. 753.8115.
A M.:F.M
frost free refrigerator • upright freezer •
radio.
550's. Phone 753 1222
bedroom home on 2 acres north of town
1976 OLDS 88. One cassette player
Super
bar stools • drop leaf table • step stool •
Lacy
e.Price reduced to low $50 s
owner, ps, pb, air. Runs clean, good conditio
n
couch & chair • coffee 8z end tables•table
good $333. 759 1117 $2900 Call 753 7878.
per,ence in c').10ca7,,Tafter 5p.m
lamps • old rocker • small lamp tables •
is
noo
o"e' •
1977 MONTE Carlo. 50 Used Trucks
red vinyl chair • other odd chairs • color
daycare
arc
n.gh!care
$2000. Call 489 2599
1968 CHEVY pickup $700.
T.V.• stereo • brown vinyl couch & chair
'startqlg Ast. •
1977 PONTIAC Grand Call 753-7975
;
• sewing machine • twin beds • dresser &
Prix, fully equipped. 1980 TOYOTA
5115. long
Call for more information
chest • other odd beds • odd dishes • pots
Call 762 6105 after 5p.m.
bed. 2 tone, one of a
.
& pans • vacuum cleaner • exercise bicy753-7236
1977 TOYOTA Corona kjnd. Call 436-2997.
- y on 3 bedroom home on
Excellent
...air Universit
lovely wooded lot cle • weight bench • electric ice cream
wagon, 1 owner, excel
If no answer call
1981 MAZDA pickup.
Wells Blv
price is right 530's _ 530 s Phone Kopperud
Realty
lent
condition
, 5 speed, excellent condition. O.
freezer•filing cabinet•electric fan •T.V.
after 5 p.m.
air, original paint. Can COO titte-S. Can 492tables• hand & garden tools• misc. items.
.-S9f41
759 1784.
1985 4 WHEEL drive
Auction held rain or shine. Not responsi'69 VOLKSWAGON Chevrolet Scottsdale
ble for accidents. Lunch available.
Bug, new tires. Call Call 753-0747.
753 3860
'65 CHEVY 3 4 ton flat
bed pickup. $300. -70
'72 CHEVROLET Im
Custom built golf cart trailers, utility
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. 01281
pala, $1050 '77 Dodge Ford 1. 2 ton pickup.
goosene
ck & trailer parts.
Terry Paschall - Auctioneer
pickup, runs good, body $350 Call 492-8541
Darrell Beane - App. Auctioneer
Service and Repair
rough, $550 Call 753 '77 PLYMOUTH van,
custom hiterior, rebuilt
0150
641 S. Hazel, Ky.
492-8122
Maintenance Free br- ick home with friendly little (-tome with new roof, cenmotor, new tires Great /
basement apartment 30 s Coirto, r tral heat & air and reasonble price
for camping Call 759520s
Kopperud Realty 753 1222
4134.
PEACHES- U•pick or
we-pick. 12 miles west
of Murray on Hwy. 94
west. Turn left at
Harpoles Store. 1/4
mile -on gravel road.
Look for signs on left.
Shupe-Dix Orchard.
SWEET corn. $1/doz
Call 489-2321.

1981
Datsun 510
Wagon

Call after 5,
753-6098

YARD
SALE

SMALL
CARPENTRY
JOBS

Rex Camp
Backhoe
Service

753-9440

Saturday
June 12
8-4
702 Fairlane
Drive

4 Party
Yard Sale

Or.rung.s.

Private Care
and Home For
Elderly Person
492-8879

Yard Sale

on
Murray

Yard Sale

Look
Need Car
Good, Bad,
No Credit
No. Int.
Bankrupt

YARD
SALE

a:11

Public Auction

ilI ......
114:1:4„.

ATTENTION MOTHERS!
‘,X

itL

641 Welding & Trailer Sales

Dan Miller - Auctioneer

51

-- -4
Real Estate Auction
Fri., July 18th at 6 P.M.
At 1400 Dluguld Dr. Murray, Ky.

Mr: jack Monte owner has moved to another state.
This beautiful 2 bedroom log house, 1 bath, kitchen, living room.
fireplace on 112'x210' wooded lot, zoned R-4
Terms: 20% down selling price day of sale. Bal. in 30 days with
,passing of deed.
Auction held jointly with Century 21 Real Estate.
Loretta Jobs broker. 1200 Sycamore, 753102

Dan Miller Auctioneer
435-4144

Campers
1977 MALLARD 21 ft .
bathroom shower, Gas
or electric
Call
437-4365.
1984 WILDERNESS :n
ft camper. saw ,
new. price $61750 Cali
753-4389_
21 TRAY EL- trailer%
tandem axle. sleeps 6,
air cond
awing. '71
model Nice Call 7538590. can be seen at
Huberts Antiques 641
SMALL pull camper.
sleeps 5, Klassic good
condition. AC Can be
pulled with small im
port pickup Call 4362858

52

115 South 13th Street.j4
Murray. Kentucky 4207 ,.
502-753-3492

MURRAY
HOT TUBS

Attractive 3 bedroom home with
in ground swimming pool Low 560

Considering everything you go
through daily, who deserves a
REGENCY SPA
more than you?

Hopkins Insurance Agency
LIFE
SUPPLEMENTAL CANCER
INTENSIVE CARE
HEALTH

Boats -Motors

24 FT
Float
Boat deli'sie turnitlife,
camper conversion 55
H Ifft
lift
Lowrance drptts finder
all accesortes Doi k
rent paid 4 1 s7 %lost
sell- health Catl 416
5821

Just listed this quality brick home
and
15 acres just west of city
753'1222

r

Corner 1 3111 & Poplar
115 South 13th

Murray, Ky 42071
(502) 753 6202

••-•v.

711
Main

753-1222
•

2101114". 1 OR

Amos McCarty Jr.
Geri Andersen
Tom Hopkins
Frank ie McNutt
Barbara Erwin

7531222

I IVII1G•

Sales Associates
Audro Moody
Bill Rayburn
Ann Roberson
Warren Shropshire

9'
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Sunday school collection grew into museum of dolls
OWENSBORO. Ky.
AP I — Cordia Bruner
thought small children
would get more out ot
their Sunday school
lesson if she dressed up
one of her .daughter's
dOItsaS a- Bible
character.
That first week, she
successfully caught the
1

students attention.
Evey week after that.
Mrs. Bruner raided her
daughter's toy chest and
created another
character.
Nineteen years later,
Mrs. Bruner still has
those dolls. She now invites the public into a
section of her home she

has turned into the
Museum of Bible Story
Dolls.
With no admission
fee, visitors sometimes
ask why the 63-year-old
woman opens her home
to curious visitors.
'•It may sound
strange to some people
— they want to know

what I get out if it." she
said. "I don't have very
much education. It
gives me a chance to do
something for,others."
Mrs. Bruner may
have needed her
daughter's help with the
spellings on each doll's
placard, but the imagination for each
costume was all her.
own.
Friends donated
many of the dolls in the
Museum. Mrs. Bruner
estimates she has 500 on
display and at least that
many waiting to be

eostumed.

Boy Scout Troop 112 of Murray, sponsored by the Char—
cii of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints won seveal first place ribbons at the
Hopkinsville L:D.S,
Spring Camp held at Camp Energy in Land Between the
Lakes. First-place
awards were won for. best camp set-up. orienteering and
chariot race which
featured rope-lashing skills, and also the troop with the
most uniformed
scouts. Scouts from Padtleah. Fulton and Clarksville
participted in the camporee. Pictured lashing part of their camp gateway
are Scouts Lee Shouse
and Sam Walker. Watching are Assistant Scoutma
ster J.C. Hainsworth,
Boyd Hainsworth and Wade Etherton.

"I always liked
dolls," she said. "But I
never dreamed I'd get
this many."
Dolls with soft plastic
faces and limbs dating
from the 1950s. and '60s
are painstakingly dressed' in flowing brocade
robes created from old
curtains, or burlap
gowns that are supposed
to resemble ones worn
by Israelites Many
years ago.
Following no patterns, Mrs. Bruner
dresses the dolls in
detail, from the turbans
and shrouds on their
heads to the small
leather sandals on their
feet.
But Mrs. Bruner's imagination clearly shines
on the baby dolls she has
turned into grown men.
"I cut their hair and
saved little jars of it,
then glued bits of it onto
their faces to make
whiskers," she said.
An old wedding dress
became satiny angels'
gowns. An abandoned
baybeque encloses a
fiery.scene. Under Close
examination. Goliath's
helmet is a bleach jug
carefully trimmed and
sprayed gold; a laundry
hamper lid similarly
disguised is his shield.
Miniature dollhouse
foods are used for the
Last Supper scene.

Plastic fronds from a
flower arrangement set
the mood for Palm
Sunday.
••I just used things
that people throw
away," Mrs. Bruner
said.

ed the door to the
museum and apologized
for the musty heat.
"I don't get in here
every day," she said.
Most of the museum is
in a garage attached to
the house.
-"We. built this new
garage but there never
was a car in here." Mrs.
Bruner said. "My collection was in the house
for a year and my husband said we .couldn't
keep that up."
Advertising is nonexistent other than
word-of-mouth and a
sign on Mrs. Bruner's

The museum has been
open every day since
1967, but Mrs. Bruner
admits there are days
when she cannot give
impromptu tours
because of illness in the
family.
Lately, visitors are
sporadic. On a recent
day, Mrs. Bruner open-

front lawn that attracts be doing things like
some alert motorists.
this." she said. "I could
"In the beginning, I never talk to groups of
used to see grade school people before."
classes walking by the
Mrs. Bruner is a
house so teachers could religious woman. "but I
show them flowers and don't ever talk religion
bushes in the, spring," to people unless I sense
she said. "I asked if they are too. Some are
they would like to come here just to see the dolls.
in the house and see my
"Sonic people have
dolls, and soon other even offered me money
teachers spread the for some of the dolls
word."
because they're antiThat was 19 years ques. but I turn them
ago. and Mrs. Bruner down," she said. "Mary
said she still gives tours will always be Mary and
to church groups and Jesus is Jesus, and I
schools.
don't study the dolls for
"I never dreamed I'd what they're worth."

Prisoner in midst of sex change creates problem
CHARLESTON,
W.Va.(API — Kanawha
County Sheriff Danny
Jones says he was in a
quandary over whether
to place Melissa E.
Anderson in the men's
'section of the prison or
the women's.
Anderson was in the
women's part of the jail
Wednesday after being
arrested at 10 a.m. on a
credit card fraud
charge when other
prisoners there noticed
that the new arrival had
heavy facial hair.

"Whiskers were coming out on this person's
face and the females
thought they had a male
up there." Jones said.
He said police subsequently determined that
Anderson is in the midst
of a sex change from
male to female, but the
procedure has not been
completed.
"She has had the male
part rethoved, but has
not had the female part
installed yet," the
sheriff said.
Anderson, 26. of Leit-

chfield. Ky., was moved
to the men's section of
tile jail. Jones said.
"She's threatened

legal action. but we're
going to keep her right
down there with the
males." he said.

Ganges River pollution from sewage and partially burned corpses makes waterborne disease
comMon, but faithful Hindus insist the water is
healthful, according to National Geographic.
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Keep That Great GM Feeling With Genuine GM Parts

Pizza inn 1.
Bu
ff
et
All You Can Eat:

co
,

1982 CAMARO BERLINETTA
Automatic Transmission, Air Conditioning,
.AM/FM Cassette, Burgandy in color.
16,877.00

•pizza'
*Salad Bar
*Spaghetti_
*Soup
*Fresh Muffins
TI a.m.-2:00 p.m., Sunday thru Friday
5:00 p.m.-8:00 p.m., Mon., Tues., Wed. Evenings

DWAIN
753-2617
641 IL Murray
TAYLOR
CHEVROLET, INC.

Across from MR" Stadium,01 mpic Plaza

753-0900
Free Delivery after 11 a.m.

\4411
0\

rd

filltreatV
-

Celebratiow
----FRIDAY ONLY--

VCR $299"
•13 Function

•Wireless Remote
•14 Day, 4 Event Timer
(While Supplies Last)

FREE LIFETIME
MEMBERSHIP
,roit 044.1
=Iry

_

1141'i

Re
gistor

52 M for
Pen ovie
To I3e
tots
(One a

and

Given

Week

5 FREE Mov - Rentals

y Fri
For Aw
A
a.
fUll

Year)

—'—146''

18 Cu' ft.

Refrigerator

MOV1E SPECIAL
$ 1 oo
Members
All Movie Rentals

$200
Non Members
FRIDAY ONLY —

4,1

11hirlpool

FREE PEPSI Is- GIVEAWAYS c
M -S, 10-9

Central
Shopping Center

753-HOME
(753-4663)

HOME TV & APPLIANCE

1A1'

Fn.

Central
Shopping CentOr

Sun. 1-4

*VW'4
HOME TV & APPLIANCE

753-7670

